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ABSTRACT 

T111s STUDY o f rural change takes an ethnographic approac h to track the 

"downstream" socia l e ffects o f the 1984 restruc turing o f the agricultural indust ry 

d uring the past two decades in a small Lower Northla nd farming di strict. It argues that 

the reforms ma rked the beginning of a pe riod o f change and uncerta inty in farmin g 

tha t has resulted in many of the farm ers of the district subdi viding and se lling land to 

clear de bt or realise capita l. Sale of smallho ldings ha attrac ted urban migrants fro m 

nearby Auc kland, driving up land prices to the point where farm c hildren can no 

longer a fford to succeed to the family farm . At the same time, conflicting culturally

based understandings of ru rality by farm ers and sma llholders man if es ts in behaviours 

that produce tension between the two gro ups. Each values the rnral enviro nment for 

diffe rent reasons and in different ways. The result is that farm ers view smallho lders as 

a challe nge to their still -do minant culture. A minority of fa rmers welcome the 

diversity smallho lders bring to the di stric t. 
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Introduction 

T HERE'S a kind of language in the way rural folk in the lower Northland farming 

district of Oneriri acknowledge other drivers when they meet on the road. 

Recognition of a fri end calls forth an enthusiastic, full-hand wave; the two cars may 

even stop on opposite sides of the road so the drivers can share a word. An 

acquaintance will be accorded an uprai sed hand, its height above the steering wheel 

proportional to the length, or warmth, of acquaintance. Strangers are greeted by 

raising one or more fingers from the wheel: the rest of the hand stays where it is . 

Every oncoming car is acknowledged according to this code. The farmers say this is 

how one can tell whether the oncoming driver is a local. Strangers don't wave. 

The presence of strangers, who may often in fact be smallholders, or weekenders 

whose cars have not yet become familiar to the locals, is one symbol of change in this 

small farming district. Two decades ago everyone waved, and almost without 

exception everyone derived their living from agriculture. For historical reasons the 

social structure of Oneriri was dense, conservative and caring. In such a community 

change was slow, and thus all the more dismaying when it suddenly accelerated. 

From 1860 the Oneriri peninsula was progressively settled and farmed, initially by a 

handful of families. The original farms, or "runs", some of them as much as 4000 

hectares, or nearly 10,000 acres 1, were accumulated through a combination of direct 

purchase, and lease followed by purchase, from Te Uri 0 Hau hapu of Ngati Whatua 

(Smith, 2002 [ 1910] :333). 

For about four generations, as these families grew, they subdivided their runs in 

accordance with a strictly patrilineal system of succession: sons took over the farms, 

daughters found husbands elsewhere. Land was bought and sold between the families 

1 Despite the decimalisation of land area measurement, all who contributed to this thesis used "acres" 
rather than "hectares" when quantifying land. Accordingly, "acres" is used throughout except in 
excerpts from documents-where-decimal measuremenH·s-used. 



as needs changed. In time farmers from outs ide Oneriri bought farm blocks from the 

o lde r families and all prospered during the farming boom of the 1950s. 

By the mid- I 980s the picture had c hanged. Abolition of farm subs id ies as part of a 

gove rnment programme of radical neo-liberal deregulati on, coupled w ith di minishing 

re turns for farm produce, caused a massive disruption of the economics of fam ily 

farm ing. Nationall y, farmers w ith large mortgages were hit hardest as incomes 

withered and interest rates c limbed . Strategies employed by farmers throughout New 

Zealand to survive the res ult ing downturn began a patte rn of change to farming 

practice that led eventually to higher value products. This now enable the national 

agri cultural industry to compete in inte rnati onal commodity markets d istorted by 

fore ign domestic subsidies and punitive tariffs. 

Throughout the country the struc tural reforms initia ted by the governm ent deepened 

and broadened, and vastly accelerated, the process of rural change begun by the 

technical innovations of the "second industrial revolution" (Watson, 1991: I) between 

the world wars of last century. The degree o f c hange c reated pressures wide ly seen at 

the time as into lerable. But despite offi c ial predictions that 8000 farms would fai l, 

throughout the country only 800 farming fam ilies, one percent of the total numbe r, 

sold up to seek a life outs ide agriculture (Federated Farmers, 2002:3). The rest of the 

agricultural industry very quickly learned to do without government inputs. 

Oneriri farmers suffered less than most from the downturn. Few of these farms at the 

time carried heavy mortgages and the farming families were long accustomed to 

coping with the lean periods of a naturall y cyclical industry. However, the long-term 

effects of c hange in the agric ultural sec tor were parall eled by soc ial and structural 

changes that impacted on the conservative farming fami lies of Oneriri . One of those 

changes is ending the dominance of the traditional farmers: their sons no longer want 

to take over the farm, nor are their daughters interested. Not only is farming seen by 

this latest generation as Jacking the challenge and rewards offered by o ther, urban-
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located, careers, but escalating land prices in Oneriri, driven mainly by urban people 

seeking smallholdings or "lifestyle" blocks2
, mean they have little chance of being 

able to afford to buy the family farm . To retire with any measure of financial comfort, 

their parents are forced to sell their farms to others . 

Today Oneriri - one of the many peninsulas fringing the Kai para Harbour - can be 

viewed as rapidly becoming the latest in the succession of areas both north and south 

of Auckland 's greater metropolitan area, usually distinguished by their scenic beauty, 

that have become the focus of attention of high-income urban Aucklanders seeking 

retirement acreage, small farm holdings or blocks for weekend recreation. The 

subdivision of farms or parts of farms into small blocks and their occupation by non

farmers is the most visible evidence of change in Oneriri . Land on the peninsula now 

sells for prices far beyond its worth as farmland because of its value for development. 

The farmers who contributed to this study are representative of most on the peninsula. 

They are within a few years of retiring, but some, out of step with the baby-boom 

population bulge are , in early middle-age, still struggling with the costs of succession. 

Both groups mourn what they see will eventually be almost an end to traditional 

farming, as they understand it , on the peninsula. They accept that farm parks and 

small blockholdings will inevitably become the dominant land use. In this expectation 

they are likely to seek to maximise the potential return they can gain from their land 

by selling their farms, or part of their farms, specifically for such developments; 

several have already done so. The effect of small-block subdivision of farms is that in 

figurative - though obviously not spatially proximate - terms, Oneriri is effectively 

becoming part of the urban fringe of metropolitan Auckland. The sale of whole farms 

or substantial acreage for bona fide farming purposes is likely to diminish, though not 

disappear. Some land is simply not suitable for smallholdings. While such sales are 

less significant in their effect on social change, it may eventually be the retention of 

2 Throughout New Zealand and elsewhere people living on small rural holdings are frequently referred 
to as "lifestylers" and their holdings as "lifestyle blocks". During the course of this study it became 
apparent that these terms, though well understood by all participants, were not accurate. Many farmers, 
when recounting their life histories, referred to the " lifestyle" offered by farming as their principal 
reason for being a farmer. Many smallholders see " lifestyler" as a pejorative description, and 
"lifestyle" as at least an incomplete term requiring qualification to be fully descriptive of their 
particular situation. Accordingly, throughout this study, the term "smallholder" will be used except 
where other terms are particularly nominated by participants. 
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this land in agricultural production which helps to maintain the rural character of 

Oneriri. 

The principal finding of this study is that the farming community of Oneriri is 

currently undergoing a process of rapid, socially destabilising change largely as a 

result of the incursion of urban migrants, principally from Auckland. Though most 

farmers see that they, or eventually their successors, will benefit by se lling land for 

subdivision, they view smallholders as troublesome meddlers who have forced 

unwanted constraints upon the practice of pastoral farming. A minority of farmers 

welcome the smallholders as long-overdue bearers of fresh ideas and innovation who 

are revitalising Oneriri in both economic and social terms. 

Purpose 

Detailed studies of single places can be impressive vehicles for deepening our 

knowledge and evaluating theoretical ideas (Hoggart, 1990:255). The purpose of this 

study is to extend the discourse of rural change by focusing an anthropological gaze 

on the causes and effects of change in this bounded rural district as they are variously 

experienced by its farmers . It seeks to discover how Oneriri has been shaped - and 

continues to be shaped - by various cultural views of its hi story, physical character, 

land use and value (in all expressions of the term) of both the people who do, and 

those who do not, wave as they drive by . In doing so it offers an understanding of the 

interrelated dynamics of structural and social change as they apply to rural 

communities near major centres of population. It should be remembered, though, that 

in terms of rural change, New Zealand is very diverse at the local level. The level of 

analysis employed for this study indicates that national aggregates mask diversity and 

can provide a very different picture of what can be expected on moving from the 

national level to many, if not most, rural areas of the country (Press and Newell, 

1994:1). 

The changes that have shaped Oneriri during the last two decades can be examined in 

light of an extensive body of theory in both the social and physical sciences. Rural 

change can be - and is, exhaustively, - analysed from many standpoints. Social 

anthropology offers culture as one of the dimensions in which human behaviour can 
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be explained. The principal focus of this study is the human cultural understandings 

that underpin social expression in Oneriri, and it is through one of the most 

fundamental of cultural expressions - personal narrative - that the farming folk of 

Oneriri position themselves in their now rapidly changing, and often contested, 

landscape. 

Aims 

Against an historical and theoretical background, this research explores the current 

political, economic and social relationships that exist between the traditional farmers 

of Oneriri and other residents - both full time and part-time - in light of their narrated 

understandings of Oneriri as a place-based rural community undergoing rapid change. 

It argues that structural forces during the past 20 years have progressively altered 

Oneriri ' s essentially productivist character, resulting in intensified change to its social 

and physical landscapes. Whether such change is welcome today depends on the life 

views of those affected by it. 

A number of broad research questions were posed to meet this inquiry: 

• What are the major external influences that have Jed to change on the Oneriri 

peninsula during the past two decades? 

• How are the effects of these structural forces being experienced by current Oneriri 

residents? 

• What understandings do the people of Oneriri have of the cultural constitution of 

rurality? 

• What is the nature of, and consequences devolving from, any social cleavage 

arising from perceived differences between the people of Oneriri? 

Report structure 

The research questions above are answered in the order in which they were posed, and 

the discussion is divided into five chapters followed by a brief set of conclusions. 

Chapter One sets the scene for the ethnography, describing the Oneriri peninsula and 

the farmers and other residents who contributed to this study, then details the 

methodology employed to gather information during the research period. Chapter 
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Two briefly recounts the early history of farming on Oneriri peninsula, then reviews 

the 1984 deregulation of the agricultural industry in terms of its economic 

underpinnings and its subsequent effects on family farming. Chapter Three traces a 

sequence of rural changes stemming from the 1984 reforms that had, and is 

continuing to have, flow-on effects for Oneriri farmers. Changes to the roles of 

Oneriri farm women is examined in detail. Chapter Four introduces the concept that 

cultural understandings shape the way individuals interpret rurality, and compares the 

differing ways farmers and smallholders experience life in the country. Reasons for 

the urban migration that is changing the social structure of Oneriri are set out and 

participants detail, in extracts from their recorded narratives, some of the cultural 

elements that draw them to the country - or keep them there. Because of its 

importance in the construction of rurality, a further cultural element - community - is 

examined separately. Chapter Five first draws together the various social and 

structural influences that prompt and enable urban migration, then discursively 

establishes the differences between farmers and smallholders and their understandings 

of rurality as a basis for social cleavage. 

The textual constraints on Master of Arts theses have prompted me to employ a kind 

of discursive shorthand to round out this chronicle of rural change and its causes and 

effects. Preceding each chapter is a short vignette which is intended to introduce the 

reader to some of the issues to come and, more importantly, add a more detailed 

human perspective to an account leached of a good measure of its colour by the need 

to preserve the anonymity of those who contributed to it. The vignettes are not 

fictional. The characters and events in each are drawn from my observations, but have 

been rearranged and compounded to maintain a contextual affinity with the chapter it 

accompanies. 
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Friday Night and Saturday Morning* 
AT FIVE o'cLOCK on Friday there are 12 customers in the pub's main bar, none 
in the lounge just through the door by the pie warmer. Two women are 
drinking beer with their male partners. The remaining men form a loose 
group: two are playing pool, one stands apart but makes an occasional 
comment to the pool players. The remainder gossip while keeping an eye on 
the rugby preview on television. 

None of the men are younger than 40ish. They are manual workers by their 
clothes, boots, hands - rough, muddy stubby. They all smoke. Rollups not 
tailormades. 

The publican and his wife are behind the bar. They're not too busy. The boss 
is wearing his working uniform - a green apron with a pocket in front -
drinking from a large mug of lemon tea. When he comes round to the front of 
the bar he takes his apron off. The publican's missus is a locally famous 
cook. As soon as the part-time barmaid arrives, she leaves the bar, gone to 
her kitchen. 

From the bar there are windows to other worlds. On one side is the steady 
Friday afternoon stream of traffic heading north; among the cars many four
wheel drives towing small boats. On the opposite side of the bar a small 
window frames green paddock dotted with Friesian dairy cows. There's plenty 
of grass: it's been raining regularly and it hasn't been too cold. The low late 
sun strikes the cows, blackens the black and fluoresces white against the 
green green. 

The men in the bar all know one another. They don't acknowledge their 
knowing. Conversation intense in one direction quickly switches to another. 
The discussion began in primary school. 

A young Maori man comes through the door and hongis everyone he meets 
on his way to the bar. His targets, white and brown, respond unembarrassed. 
They know him well. Like many of the others he smells strongly of sheep. 

At 5.30 the barmaid arrives for the evening shift, snapping up empty glasses 
from the high leaner tables as she heads for the bar. She greets regulars and 
relatives: "How are youse handsome jokers tonight?" The response is 
practised, routine, "Handsome? You been on the piss all afternoon eh?" 

On the wall facing the bar is the competition board. Categories read: John 
Dory, Kingfish, Kahawai, Snapper, Duck, Parrie (paradise duck), Pheasant, 
Boar, Eel. The latest best weight is credited to each category. Against 
Snapper is the name of the barmaid and the weight - 7.5kg. Big fish. Against 
Eel is a weight of 5.56kg. It would have been the size of a man's leg. 

The main door is banging open every few seconds now. For some regulars 
it's a long drive on dirt roads to the pub. A casual farm labourer with an old 
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felt hat welded to his eyebrows comes in with a slip of paper held in both 
hands. He speaks to nobody but looks at his handle of beer being filled as he 
pushes to the bar. The barmaid takes the paper and counts twenties out of 
the till. Six twenties and some coins. A cheque for a day's work. The pub is 
a bank. The barmaid knows all who write the cheques. 

Several logging rigs are now lined up in a corner of the carpark facing the exit 
to the highway. Most of the drivers are accompanied by a woman - wife, 
partner. They form a group around a leaner and are immediately joined by 
the publican. These are his regular overnighters, coming through every week 
on a roster delivering logs to the port of Whangarei. They will drink swiftly till 
7.30 then eat. Some of the women will drive when the rigs leave before dawn. 
The barmaid is allocating rooms to the truckies; she notes down the names 
and room numbers in a book. Twenty dollars a night for a room in this pub. A 
young driver comes through the door with an overnight bag. He shakes his 
head when the barmaid holds up an empty glass. She says, "I'll put you in 
room five. That's got a double bed just in case you've got a sheila with you 
tonight". She winks at her regulars as the young driver, suddenly self
conscious, heads for the door to the accommodation wing without a word. 

By six o'clock the bar is comfortably, companionably full, but not crowded. 
The barmaid is busy, cheerful, completely in control. 

At 10.30 on Saturday morning 17 cars, vans and light trucks are in the 
supermarket carpark. This is a busy morning, the day before Fathers Day. 
Many of the vehicles are more than half covered with a thick coating of dried 
mud, slurry thrown up from the surface of unsealed rural roads. Inside, the 
supermarket is busy, people queuing at the two usually-adequate checkouts, 
but there are just as many in the carpark outside. They are standing in small 
groups, leaning against truck tailgates, sitting on car bonnets. They are 
talking, socialising. The groups may be mixed, but men talk to men, women 
to women. Nobody has dressed up for the visit. Clothing is rough, stained 
and well-worn. Gumboots are standard. 

A clean car rolls in. The occupants, a middle-aged couple, aim for the door of 
the supermarket. Their clothing is clean and new and of a different style, 
somehow, from the locals'. Their faces are closed and defensive tight. 
Townies. The collective thought is almost audible. 

As the rugby matches begin at the domain next to the primary school, people 
begin to drift away. By noon the carpark is deserted. Winter Saturdays are 
busy at the domain. The town has a rugby club, with one senior team and 
three lower grade teams. As well, district school teams make use of the rugby 
grounds. Local people take their rugby seriously. The son of the couple who 
run the local fish and chip shop is the current Maori All Blacks captain. Lack 
of funding for Northland rugby means most of the better players are snapped 
up by southern provincial teams. The fish and chip shop is left in the care of 
others while the owners travel to Hamilton to watch their boy play. 
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Fathers stamp up and down the touchline shouting at the 30 unhearing small 
boys. There are three matches today, all junior grade; the senior team is 
playing away in Whangarei . As the last match ends the rain begins once 
more. Muddied players and parents make for the cars; there is no after-match 
function today with the senior team away. The cars wind through the trees, 
heading for the highway. 

To one side of the driveway through the bush is a small white cross decorated 
with plastic flowers and a large plastic propellor. The cross marks the outfall 
of a piped drain where an eight year-old girl was drowned in a rainstorm two 
years ago. All about the outfall has recently been landscaped, but the area 
where the cross is has been left untouched. The plastic propellor squeaks as 
it turns; its spindle has rusted. It spins fast in a gust of wind and makes a 
small scream. 

*This essay was originally written in 200 I as part of an assignmen t for Massey paper 46.3 17 Urban 
Anthropology. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

Capturing discourse 

DISCOURSE is not just another word for conversation; it refers to all the ways in 

which we communicate wi th one another, to that vast network of signs, 

symbols and practices through whic h we make our worlds meaningful to ourselves 

and others (Gregory ( 1994), cited Jones, 1995:36). The ethnographic content of this 

thesis is bui lt from the discourses of people who live in Oneriri . Their discourses 

include personal life narratives, conversations, interviews and simple chit-chat, 

leavened by the unconscious communication afforded by gesture and body language. 

This chapter describes the context of these people's li ves and the methods employed 

to gather and analyse their discourses. It begins with a brief theoretical exploration of 

the character and purpose of ethnography then explains my own approach to the 

ethnographic research method . 

The cen tral characteristic of conventional ethnographies is that they focus on one 

specific culture or society and consider theoretical or comparative generalisations 

from the standpoint of the ethnographic example (Seymour-Smith, 1986:99). Their 

purpose is to ach ieve an understanding of a social situation which most nearly 

comprehends the understanding its members have of it (Cohen, 1994). Campbell 

( 1992:91) points to the accountability of the researcher implicit in the ethnographic 

method as its prime strength: "There are very few other research methods which give 

the subjects of research any real opportunity to relate to their researcher on an 

ongoing basis". Ethnography as a research method therefore maintains the 

relationships between researcher and researched for sufficient time and at sufficient 

depth to arrive at as near a mutual understanding of the research subject as can 

reasonably be expected by both. 

This ethnography of the pastoral farmers of the Oneriri peninsula is, in the above 

terms, wholly conventional: it seeks to describe their lives at a time of rapid change 

that is not fully understood by some, but is profoundly disturbing to all. In another 

sense this ethnography may be considered by some to be not conventional in that it is 
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deeply reflexive on two counts. The first is that the farmers' attitudes, behaviours and 

ideologies represented in it are those they have themselves volunteered in describing 

their lives. The second is that it does not presume to constrne the author as a neutral, 

authoritative and scientific voice: ethnographers cannot stand above and outside what 

they study (Ellis and Bochner, 1996: 19). Traditional research splits the researcher 

and researched, the object and subject, and the knowledge producer and the 

knowledge recipient (Pini, in press). Reflexivity has been defined as "the explicit 

recognition of the fact that the social researcher and the research act itself are part and 

parcel of the social world under investigation (Hammersley and Atkinson ( 1983), 

cited Smith, 1992:80). 

It scarcely needs to be emphasised that researching the people among whom one lives 

is a subjective experience, but as Denzin and Lincoln (2000: 19) point out, there are no 

objective observations, only observations socially situated in the worlds of - and 

between - the observer and the observed. Indeed, modern ethnography has been 

described as simply diverse ways of thinking and writing about culture from the 

standpoint of participant observation (Clifford, 1988:9). So what validity can be 

placed on this one person ' s account of rnral change as experienced and understood by 

the people of a small, place-based farming community? The post-modern argument 

would be that anthropologists can achieve more accurate descriptions of a society or 

culture when they adopt more self-conscious attitudes about their methods, 

assumptions and ideas (Hicks and Gwynne, 1996:61 ), and to a large degree I have 

succeeded in maintaining a constant awareness of my own reactions to the stories told 

to me . So although it is the job of the ethnographer, through training, to "inscribe 

patterns of cultural experience" and "give perspective on life" (Ellis and Bochner, 

1996: 16), this is a very personal and wholly partial account of the people who are, in 

all senses, my neighbours. 

The degree of "accuracy" ascribed to this ethnography by individual readers will 

probably depend on the degree to which it agrees with their own understandings of 

life in Oneriri. When we try to understand other people's behaviour, the test of our 

success is whether the meanings we attribute to their actions correspond to the 

meanings they intend (Layton, 1997: 185; Cohen, 1994). However, it needs to be 

borne in mind that any degree of generalisation requires some shift from the 
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particular. Campbell suggests that in the days when Functionalism dominated 

theoretical discourse it was possible for the ethnographer to create a harmonious 

picture of a society in equilibrium, a picture which the society in question would find 

comforting and non-threatening. Today most social analysis is couched within 

theories of society that often clash with a community's perception of itself ( 1992:93). 

I have no doubt that this account will not receive the approval of everyone who lives 

in Oneriri, but equally it will not be condemned by all. 

Though I have taken extreme care to ensure the anonymity of all participants, 

inevitably a few voices will come through that will, by context or referent, be 

identified by some Oneriri residents. My only comfort is that identification of any 

person through association with any part of this ethnography implies that those 

readers making the connection are already familiar with the circumstances recounted , 

so no confidence has been unwittingly breached . 

Field description 

The Oneriri peninsula is reached from Kaiwaka, a small , rural services-based town on 

State Highway One some 120 kilometres north of downtown Auckland. The area 

covered by this study is all of the land that can be reached by the no-exit Oneriri Road 

from its junction with the main highway in Kaiwaka, west toward Kai para Harbour 

heads. The road is just under 26 kilometres long with its catchment broadened by a 

number of secondary and farm roads that reach tentatively toward the Otamatea River 

that bounds the peninsula's northern coast. To the south is the Oruawharo River. Both 

of these rivers are tidal and in fact could be more accurately described as fingers of 

the Kai para Harbour. The Otamatea was once famous as a source of kauri logs that 

were felled on the surrounding hills and floated in rafts downriver where they were 

winched aboard sailing ships bound for Australia and San Francisco. Both the river 

community and the logging activities were enshrined in Jane Mander's (1938) The 

Story of a New Zealand River, said by many to be the inspiration for The Piano 

( 1993), a film written and directed by Jane Campion. 

Until about 1990 Oneriri was relatively sparsely populated. For this reason it lacked -

and still lacks - any community facility such as a shop, hall or church that could act as 
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a focus for social activities. These are all located in Kaiwaka. In earlier days there was 

a small primary school about 20 kilometres west of Kaiwaka, and a Maori primary 

school a few kilometres closer in . Both schools closed when improvements to Oneriri 

Road meant a school bus could ferry pupils to the primary school in Kaiwaka. Despite 

the reliance on Kaiwaka as a centre for commercial and community affairs, Oneriri 

peninsula was considered by its farmer residents to be a distinct community, quite 

separate from that of Kaiwaka. They were even specific as to where their community 

began: it encompassed only those farms that were beyond the railway line that crosses 

Oneriri Road two kilometres west of Kaiwaka. 

It was a fact that there was a right side and a wrong side of the tracks when it came to 

distinguishing who belonged where . One participant in this study recalled how nearly 

40 years ago when she and her husband were living in a rented house close to the 

railway, but on the Kaiwaka side, she was asked by a friend , who was soon to marry 

an Oneriri farmer, to be matron of honour for the ceremony. As the date of the 

wedding loomed, a bridal shower was organised by the ladies of Oneriri to welcome 

the soon-to-be farmer's wife. The matron of honour wasn't invited. "That wasn't 

through people being nasty or anything like that," she said. "I just wasn't local 

because I had only lived in the area about three years and I didn't live in Oneriri 

really." She insists the Oneriri community was, nevertheless, a warm community: 

"Everyone who came into the road was welcomed with parties and so on". 

Lying to the north, the Otamatea side of the peninsula is a little warmer than the south 

side and is deeply indented in places by creeks and inlets, offering extensive and 

picturesque views of the river from many points along Oneriri Road. Understandably, 

most of the smallholdings are located on this side. Early in 2003 an ambitious farm 

park development was completed on 500 acres of steep, mostly coastal land seven 

kilometres west of S.H. l, offering SO smallholdings. The highest priced blocks are 

windswept, but have spectacular views of the Kai para. Half of the land has been 

retained as pasture and will continue to run drystock. All of the native bush remnants 

have been protected and supplemented by extensive planting of native species. The 

development, called Takahoa Bay, takes its name from a cone-shaped remnant 

basaltic plug, once the heart of a volcano, that marks the centre of an extensive early 
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Maori burial ground and is therefore wahi tapu. Entry to the farm park can be made 

only through a code-controlled gate. So far about half of the lots have been sold. 

An earlier, though much less sophisticated development occupies the Raepare 

peninsula which juts into the Otamatea River about four kilometres from Kaiwaka. It 

is called the Otamatea Eco-Village. As its name implies, it is an environmentally

based intentiona1 1 community with a central ethic of sustainable living. It was 

established in 1996 on the 250-acre peninsula and is currently the location for 13 

households, all on five-acre lots. Two further lots are unsold. The balance of 176 acres 

is held in common. This, too, is an exclusive community: intending residents must be 

approved by those already living in the village, and access from Oneriri Road is down 

a long, winding gravel road clearly signposted "Private access". It costs $115,000 to 

buy one of these waterfront blocks. 

The Oneriri peninsula was once largely devoted to sheep farming with a much smaller 

acreage used for dairying. With the decline of wool as a commodity and 

diversification driven by the deregulatory measures of the 1984 Labour Government, 

most farmers switched to beef farming. The concentration is on bull farming for the 

American hamburger market. Sheep are still extensively run with cattle to hedge the 

notoriously volatile beef market, but the product today is fat lambs rather than wool. 

Returns for wool barely pay for the cost of removing it from the sheep. Only two 

dairy farms remain on the peninsula. 

The participants 

The Oneriri people who contributed to this study can be broadly identified as being 

either farmers or non-farmers. Such simplistic identification is intended merely to 

place the farmers at the centre of this inquiry and obviously overlooks both the 

participants' individual perceptions of the worth, status and acceptability of others, no 

1 The term "intentional community" has many definitions. Sargent's (1997:3) is probably the most 
precise: " ... a group of five or more adults and their children, if any, who come from more than one 
nuclear family and who have chosen to live together for a mutually agreed upon purpose". 
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matter how they mig ht be identifi ed, and the ir unde rstandings and interpretations of 

the ir own place in the Oneriri community2. 

One smallholder suggested that any person who grew fruit and vegetables for the ir 

own consumption, as she does, qualifies for the farmer label: "Farms can be 

enormous or they can be reall y, rea lly small." A parallel distinction is that of " local" 

as opposed to newcomer, but who has ever arrived at a clear definiti on of local? 

Throughout this s tudy the term farmer is applied to both men and women engaged in 

the occupa tion of traditiona l farming, which in the Oneriri context means pastoral 

farming, as a principal occupation and source of income. All other participants will be 

identified by terms that best describe the ir residenti al and occ upational re lationships 

with the distric t. 

Wi th only a few exceptions the 22 farmers interviewed during thi s study are aged two 

or three years e ithe r side of 60 years and thus fom1 part of the "baby-boom" 

population bu lge that c urre ntly c haracte rises New Zealand farming. T he farmers not 

interviewed but o therwise contributing to the study are in the same age range. One 58 

year-old farmer' s observation points to the proble m they all face, and which is one of 

the central concerns of thi s inquiry: "You go to Wellsford saleyards and you have a 

look at the average age of the people there. I ' m probably one of the younger ones. 

There 's not that many young guys coming through who can afford farms". Levett and 

Pomeroy po int out that few people are aware that the New Zealand baby boom was 

longer, more intense and with higher fertility levels than elsewhere ( 1997:7). Some of 

the older farmers are already considering re tire ment, whil e the younger ones are 

looking forward to 10 or more years of acti ve farming li fe yet. Not one admitted to 

having a clear plan for retirement, or was certain what wou ld happen to their farm 

when they eventuall y ceased farming. 

The 26 non-farmer participants interviewed for this study ex hibit a much broader age 

range. Some have young children; others have already re tired. Quite a few work e ither 

locally as contractors or principally fro m home, with one or more days a week in 

2 In this usage, "community" is intended to denote the people who li ve in the particular locality of 
Oneriri as distinct from any other. Other interpretations of community are explored under this heading 
in Chapter Four. 
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Auckland. Only one is salaried. Their single unifying characteristic is that they can all 

be classified as smallholders. Each lives in a rural setting on a property of half an acre 

or more, ranging up to 20 acres. Many run a few head of cattle, principally to keep the 

grass under control. A few have attempted to establish such potentially income

producing enterprises as lavender and olive growing, and cheese-making, but with 

only marginal success, chiefly because Northland is characterised by generally poor, 

heavy clay soils and extremes of climate and rainfall. Despite thi s, two highly 

successful flower-growing operations have been established in Oneriri Road . Each 

grows flowers for the export market in temperature and humidity controlled 

greenhouses. 

Almost all of the non-farmers came originally from Auckland, though four fairly 

recent arrivals who live in Otamatea Eco-Village came more or less directly from 

Europe and spent only a relatively short time in the city. Though it can be regarded as 

a community somewhat removed from the rest of Oneriri, the Eco-Village is separate 

principally because of its relatively off-the-beat location. Village members work 

positively to involve themselves in the wider community and despite being frequently 

labelled "greenies", are viewed favourably, and with respect, by the people of both 

Oneriri and Kaiwaka. 

Delimitation 

Besides farmers and small blockholders there are two other readily identifiable social 

groups within the Oneriri community which are equally both subject and contributory 

to the changes that are the topic of this inquiry. These are Maori , and non-farm 

owning farm workers or contractors. However, in Oneriri, neither of these groups 

could be termed discrete. 

The peninsula has always had Maori farmers. There are few today compared with 20 

years ago and much of the Maori-owned land is now leased to Pake ha farmers. In 

terms of this study some Maori could be best described as small blockholders . At the 

same time they may work as hired labour on the larger farms, or as contractors for 

fencing, shearing or other rural enterprises. Similarly, other farm workers are Pakeha; 

they may own a smallholding and they may also work as, or for, rural contractors. 
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There is obvious and considerable overlap of the activities and roles of the different 

social groupings that make up the Oneriri community and thus a blurring of interests. 

While it is acknowledged that Maori and non-farm owning farm workers may have 

some distinct social issues and problems, their specific consideration here within these 

categories would, I believe , considerably extend this inquiry to little benefit. A social 

accounting of Maori in Oneriri in both historical and contemporary terms would be a 

valuable addition to the literature of rural change in New Zealand, but clearly would 

need to be undertaken as a separate project. 

Methodology 

Anthropologists gather data to uncover and explicate the ways in which people in 

particular settings come to understand, account for, take action and otherwise manage 

their day-to-day situation (Van Maanen ( 1979), cited Miles & Huberman, 1994). The 

farmers who contributed to this inquiry are busy people. Even those who confessed to 

easing up as they advance in years work daily with their stock. That is their day-to

day situation. For a few every day starts at Sam and ends around 7.30pm. Some found 

it difficult to find any time during the day to speak with a social science researcher so 

many interviews and recording sessions were conducted in the evenings - one in a 

barn while the farmer probed deep in the bowels of a tractor, interspersing his rather 

muffled narrative with instructions where I was to direct the torchbeam. 

Based loosely on a theoretical framework of ethnomethodology, three data-gathering 

methods were employed in assembling the narratives of farmers for this study: life 

history collection, interviews using a question guide, and participant observation. Life 

history as a data-collection method has a function that is less concerned with the 

establishment of "facts" than enabling participants to crystallise their world views 

(Andersen, Borum, Kristensen & Kam¢e, 1995: 13) - as Van Maanen says, to 

understand and account for their day-to-day situation. This can be seen as going a 

long way toward meeting the ethnomethodological question "How do people make 

sense of their everyday activities as part of their social world?" (Wallace & Wolf 

(1980), cited Patton, 1990:74). Ethnomethodology gets at the norms, understandings, 

and assumptions that are taken for granted by people in a setting because they are so 

deeply understood that people do not even think about them (Patton, 1990:74). My 
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hope was that asking people to describe their lives might also result in them 

explaining their lives. In this I was reasonably successful. Though some farmers 

exhibited a degree of reticence while being interviewed, others were open to the point 

of becoming almost confessional. The reticence of some might have been the result of 

conservativeness or caution about what they should or should not say. Equally it could 

have arisen from unfamiliarity with the interview process and the presence of a tape 

recorder. However, in only one instance did a participant refuse to answer a question. 

Life histories also aid in understanding how the individual ' s current world is defined 

by a personal set of elements and a system of various relationships (Andersen et al, 

1995: 13). Angrosino warns, however: 

It [should not be] taken for granted that the individual biography represents 
the culture in microcosm or, conversely, that the group ethnography is the 
individual personality writ large . . . it is often held that the context, far from 
representing documentable fact, is actually the product of complex 
influences (such as gender, race/ethnicity, or socio-economic class) that can 
disgui se more than it reveals (Angrosino, 2002:37). 

This was indeed the case . Despite a broad commonality of interests, including an 

almost universal belief that smallholders often make poor neighbours, the farmer 

participants' opinions on most matters that they discussed with me could best be 

described as disparate. Subsequent analysis of transcripts of the life history narratives 

shows most are short on "fact" but rich in highly reflexive recollections, opinions, 

anecdotes and observations. It is this material that has enabled me to observe Cohen's 

injunction to anthropologists to "elicit and describe the thoughts and sentiments of 

individuals which we would otherwise gloss over in the generalisations we derive 

from collective social categories" (Cohen, 1994:4). Ethnographic use of direct 

quotations from personal narratives was therefore an effective way of accomplishing 

what Cohen terms "[giving] others back their selfhood". He agrees with Angrosino 

when he adds that such rehabilitation of self in anthropology does not offer the self as 

an alternative to society, "it proposes a view of society as composed of and by self 

conscious individuals" (1994: 192). 

The recording of life history narratives had two other, more tactical, purposes. I was 

offered the co-operation of members of the Kaiwaka Historical Society in assembling 

a body of background reading for the study and in assembling a representative list of 
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potential participants. As reciprocity I undertook to gather historical material from the 

participants for inclusion in a detailed history of the district which will be published to 

mark its sesquicentenary in 2009. As already noted, the life histories yielded little 

factual material , but they did provide an enormous fund of family stories and handed 

down impressions and understandings of the social and working lives of their parents 

and grandparents that will supply lively cladding for the dry bones of historical fact 

upon which the sesquicentenary book will be based. The second purpose was to 

initiate what in many cases became multiple interviews with a topic thoroughly 

familiar to each participant - themselves. In such a non-threatening context I believed 

I would be able to gather data in a personalised, unhurried, interactive and relatively 

informal manner. I felt sure much other data of an ethnographic nature would emerge 

also, and this proved to be correct. 

Because I had met some of the participants only fleetingly, and a few not at all since 

coming to Oneriri, I visited each participant household first to explain the project in 

detail , thus giving participants the opportunity to ask questions and, I hoped, gain 

some confidence in me as a researcher. During these preliminary visits I asked them 

formally for their co-operation and made appointments for taping their life narratives 

at a later date. One woman refused to be interviewed: "I've got nothing to contribute; 

I haven ' t got time for this sort of thing" . A married couple promised to telephone with 

a date to tape their stories but never did. Apart from these disappointments my 

procedure was successful, with the 22 life history interviews averaging just under two 

hours and transcribing to between 25 and 35 pages of single-spaced typing each. Once 

these transcriptions have been edited by the participants, they will be passed to the 

Historical Society for possible use in the preparation of the commemorative book.· 

Subsequent interviews were held with most of the farmers to amplify points arising 

from the life histories and to explore questions not touched on during those sessions. 

During these second (and sometimes third) interviews I employed a list of open-ended 

questions as a guide to ensure most of the issues raised by the research questions were 

covered adequately (see Appendix I). 

Participant observation for this study could be said to have begun at the time my wife 

and I first came to live in the district in 1996. At that time I had no intention of 
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undertaking an anthropological study of any kind; any observations I made were more 

of the nature of who's who, and who does what and where. It was only when 

beginning this project I realised I had unconsciously acquired a reasonably extensive 

knowledge of the people of Oneriri, particularly of the farming families and their 

relationships to one another. Those I had not met I at least knew about. 

At this point the question arises whether the researcher should be considered an 

insider or an outsider. I knew that the degree of my acceptance, or otherwise, by 

participants would determine the quality of the data I managed to elicit from them. I 

doubted I was seen as a "local" and therefore an insider. The best I could hope for was 

recognition as an active participant in community activities, and acceptance that I was 

undertaking a project that would, ultimately, be of some benefit to the community. As 

a resident of Oneriri, by undertaking a research project among other residents I was, 

in effect, modifying my social status. Adopting the extra role of researcher meant I 

began to actively explore facets of people ' s lives that are, during normal social 

situations, merely accepted or acknowledged, rather than subjected to scrutiny or 

analysis. Inevitably my explanation to participants of the research process, then the 

subsequent data collection, changed the way I was viewed by them. Unsurprisingly, it 

also had some effect on my relations with people who were not participants. Toward 

the end of the data collection period my wife and I attended the funeral of an Oneriri 

identity which drew mourners from throughout the district. Repeatedly during the 

social gathering which followed I was asked by both participants and non-participants 

whether it was "safe" for them to speak to me, the question accompanied by much 

comically exaggerated gesturing toward microphones supposedly hidden about my 

person. The attempts at humour indicated, I thought, a friendly acceptance of my self

stated role, and no real suspicion or mistrust. 

The question of insider or outsider status is partly answered by the farmer 

participants' determination of who is, and who is not, a "local". As will be seen from 

later discussion of this question, to most of the farmers I was clearly not a local and 

therefore certainly not an insider. To make matters worse, they knew me as a card

carrying smallholder. However, the fact that part of the research exercise was to 

gather material that would be of benefit to the community in the form of a 

commemorative book assured, I believe, a greater degree of co-operation and 
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consideration than I would have been accorded otherwise. Almost all of the farmer 

participants see work performed on behalf of the rest of the community as an essential 

part of being an effective and acceptable member of the community; perhaps, one 

might imagine, even earning points toward some mythic total, the achievement of 

which bestows automatic "local" status. 

Collecting data from small blockholders was much simpler than from the farmers. All 

of these participants were interviewed, with each interview beginning with the 

question "Why did you come to live in Oneriri ?" Once again I employed a question 

guide (see Appendix 2) but departed from it frequently to pursue issues of particular 

or novel interest. 

This part of the inquiry incorporates data I gathered for an earlier (2002) research 

study of members of Otamatea Eco-Village. The purpose of that inquiry was 

principally to establish members' understanding of sustainability as a life-guiding 

ethic, but it also closely investigated their reasons for seeking a rural lifestyle, 

preference for Oneriri as a place to live, and their relationships with the Oneriri and 

Kaiwaka communities. 

All of the smallholders were enthusiastic participants, though with the exception of 

the Eco-Villagers it was fairly difficult to build a roster of interviews because of their 

extreme mobility. For most, visiting Auckland is a frequent activity, either for work or 

for shopping, and in several instances interviews had to be held off until participants 

returned from overseas. 

The smallholder interviews can be understood as in part responding to some of the 

issues raised by the farmers. It was clear from the comments of potential participants 

at the beginning of the study that there was a degree of cleavage between farmers and 

smallholders; I needed to determine the nature of the difference or differences in both 

practical and social terms as a first step in understanding the social structure of the 

community. The presence of smallholders is the most obvious manifestation of recent 

change on the Oneriri peninsula, and the relationship between the farming families 

and these newcomers is a salient part of this study. 
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As with the farmers, all the smallholder interview transcripts will be returned to the 

participants for editing, then passed to the Histo rical Society. 

Analysis of the transcripts and fi eld notes fo llowed a conven tional paltem . All of the 

material was coded according to an initially lengthy list of topics or themes, drawn 

from the lite rature of rural change and from the interview guides, which wou ld later 

be considered fo r grouping under indi vidual c hapter headings. Other themes emerging 

from the discourses were added to the list. Once the re levant materi al was coded and 

extracted (largely using the cut and paste function of the word-processing 

programme), the topics were gathe red unde r likely chapter headings and new the mes 

developed from interviews were subjected to further searc h in the literature. 

The biggest proble m was focusing the study to fu lfil its central obj ecti ve. It seemed 

almost a ll of the data that had been gathered was highly re levant to the study in some 

way: it was all part of the jigsaw that represented soc iety in Oneriri . In the interests of 

keeping the thesis to a reasonable size my o nl y recourse was grudging, but merciless, 

editing of the fina l text to remove all that was not directly re levant to the central 

objective of the researc h. A second problem, that of ensuring the anonymity o f all 

participants, was resolved during the process of coding a nd subsequent analysis of the 

themes that e merged from the researc h. What was happening in the research setting I 

have described in general patterns derived from specific narrative and observation. In 

these broad c hronicles individual voices and their identifying characteristics largely 

disappear. However unattributed quotations are used throughout the text to ens ure the 

"fl avour" of Oneriri is re tained and g ive some idea of the ranges of feelings and 

a ttitudes inherent in the themes explored. Above all, throughout the writing of the text 

I was mindful of one particularly stem admonition: 

[Researchers need to be] warned against making sweeping .. . 
generalizations lacking any hint of the agents' own voices, [which] 
illustrate[s] the dangers of imposing blanket-like academic discourses onto 
all the 'otherness' of individual and local constructions and reconstructions 
of the rural (Jones, I 995:4 1 ). 

Chapter Two begins with a brief histo ry of European settlement of the Oneriri 

peninsula the n discusses the deregu lation of the New Zealand farming industry from 

1984 and the role it played in hastening the process of rural change. 
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Spraying the rams 

THE OLD MAN spoke very quietly and very slowly, with long pauses between phrases, as if he 
had trouble finding exactly the right words to express his thoughts. How long , I had asked, 
had his family farmed this land? Before ventur ing to taste the first few words of his reply he 
stared over the close-cropped paddocks toward the big hill that marked the southern end of 
the valley. Below the hill was a sizeable remnant of native bush , with the distinctive bright 
green conical shapes of regenerating kauri piercing the dense agglomeration of lower
growing totara. 

"My grandfather was a timber getter before he bought this farm ," he said. "He worked in the 
gang that fe lled the kauri on that big hill and on these slopes here''. He gestured downward 
and away. "Here and there they left the odd tree that was too hard to get at or was a little bit 
runty . .. ". The pause was longer this time. "You can't see them from here, but they're bloody 
big now. The ones on this place are down there in that patch of bush by the creek. They don't 
stick up above them rickers because they're growing from the bottom of the gully". 

After the kauri was felled - sometimes long after - the land was burnt over then seeded with 
grass, but the wetter, rockier gullies were left as useless for pasture, with slowly regenerating 
bush providing shelter for stock from high summer temperatures and the surprisingly cold 
winters of lower Northland. The old man had inherited this farm from his father who in his 
time, with his three brothers, had taken over the original 3000-acre run , splitting it up 
immediately after the grandfather died. 

"They knew there'd be trouble once the grandfather went; nobody to keep the peace." He 
pointed to a far distant line of trees to the west. "That's where the boundary of the original 
farm was. By the time I came along the three other blocks had been sold . Two of my uncles 
were killed in the First World War and the other one just cleared off somewhere; sold his 
place for bugger-all , Dad said. He wanted to buy it back but he didn't have the money." 

The old man was becoming more animated as the memories grew brighter. "This is good 
country here," he said. "It's a bit puggy in the winter with the rain , so it's better to run sheep. 
They keep the place looking nice and tidy, and that's important." His father raised sheep but 
also ran a dairy herd: most farmers did in those days when every district had its own co-op 
dairy company, but the old man had run sheep exclusively since taking over the farm in the 
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late 1940s. He was well stocked at the time of the wool boom sparked by the Korean War, 
when wool hit 240 pence a pound. His wool cheque that season was greater than the capital 
value of the farm. "Of course that £1 a pound price was for some flash high country merino 
wool from the South Island, but I did alright too," he recalled. 

He seemed almost about to smile at the memory, then grew dour again as he described his 
sheepfarming years since the boom. It was a story of cycles , of wax and wane, of selling off a 
few acres some years, renewing fences and applying fertiliser in the good years. He gestured 
toward the rams penned next to the rotary sprayer: "But these seem to be out of fashion 
around here these days. Everyone's running bulls for export to America. They make 'em into 
hamburgers." 

Some farmers joke about raising bulls - they call it McFarming. Bulls are hard on the 
landscape and the fences. They dig holes in the pasture and often fight, knocking fences flat 
despite electric hotwires. Their heavy bodies drive their hooves deep into the ground when 
the pastures become rainsoaked , leaving water-filled pugholes. They also break down the 
banks of streams, allowing the dislodged soil to wash down to the Kaipara estuaries and form 
mudbanks. Where they meet the salt water most of the streams are now choked with 
mangroves growing in the mud. 

The old man wouldn't have a bloody bull on the place. "Mind you, sheep are a lot of trouble ; 

you've gotta look after them a lot more than cattle," he said. "They get bloody flystrike and 
they get bloody footrot. Then there's facial bloody eczema, though that's not such a curse as 
it used to be. You've got to bloody crutch them and bloodywell shear them and put them 
through this bloody sprayer. The bloody work never stops." 

He stopped talking to prod one batch of rams out of the rotary sprayer with a long pole and 
open the hatch for another dozen to enter. If sheep were so much trouble, why didn't he 
switch to bulls like the others? He was suddenly fierce, almost shouting. "I'm too bloody old to 
change now," he said. "I've got no kids to take over this place. When I retire the farm 'll be sold 
and the next bloke can raise bloody bulls ... or any other bloody thing he wants." He paused 
defensively. "Anyway, I like sheep. They're a lot smarter than you'd think; smarter than cattle 
by a long shot." 

I had a feeling I'd somehow touched a raw nerve. The old man turned towards the ram pens. 
He seemed to have shrunk a little. He was the last of his family to farm thi s land; when he 
went the family name, well respected in Northland farming circles, would go with him. He kept 
his face turned away, his eyes on the rams remaining in the pen - scrawny creatures with 
enormous scrota almost reaching to the ground. I needed to change the subject: would it 
soon be time to put the rams with the ewes? He looked at me questioningly for a moment 
then seemed to relax, the momentary discomfiture gone. He explained that was why he was 
spraying the rams. The parasites had to be eliminated before tupping started. He was now 
speaking in a normal tone; I was on safe ground. What else needed to be done before the 
rams were let loose among the ewes? 

''Well," he said, "some blokes reckon you need to run them up and down the hills for a week 
or two to get them fit. They say it makes them keen to get to work." He fell silent for a 
moment, then: "But I'm not so sure" - another pause - "/never needed to run up and down no 
bloody hills." 

A minute passed, then the old man began making a strange rumbling sound that seemed to 
rise from his boots. His eyes squinched shut and his face grew red. Was it a heart attack? 

Suddenly he let out a huge machinegun roar of laughter, followed by another and another. 

I think the old man had been waiting for a townie question like that. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

Contexts of history and reform 

Two HISTORICAL contex ts underpin thi s ethnographic description of the people of 

the Oneriri peninsula. These contexts serve two purposes. First, they describe 

the human endeavours and structural forces that ha ve contributed, and those that 

continue to contribute, to rural change in New Zealand nationally, and at the local 

leve l. Second , they establi sh the origins of soc ial and cultural understandings of some 

of the aspects of rurality that contribute to the current soc ial structure and behaviours 

of the Oneriri community . Succeeding chapters will continue thi s exploration o f 

causality. 

The first sect io n provides a brief outline of European settl ement of the peninsula and 

the development of family farming as the principal occupation of its inhabitants. The 

second sect ion summari ses the deregulatory reforms of 1984 and the ir effects that 

profoundly changed the face of the agricultural industry and initiated changes to rural 

life that have yet to be fully played out. 

European settlement 

The hi sto ry of European settlement of the Oneriri peninsula is closely bound to that of 

its surrounding districts, and to Kaiwaka in particular. This is due to two factors apart 

from geographical proximity. The first is that at the time of the first land purchase 

from local Maori in 1858, the only access to the area from Auckland was by boat to 

Mangawhai on the east coast, then by foot west across the ancient Maori canoe 

po11age to the Kaiwaka River, a tributary of the Otamatea River. This path later 

became a bullock track , but for several years was the only road to the outside world. 

The second factor is that because there were so few roads, most travel around the 

district was by boat. The rivers and estuaries that dissect the landscape surrounding 

the open waters of the Kaipara Harbour fulfil the functions that roads do today. For 

example, until the 1930s Oneriri farmers relied for day to day supplies on a store at 

Batley, on the opposite, northern, side of the Otamatea River. The store ceased trading 
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when improved roads gave Oneriri farmers direct access to Kaiwaka. From that time 

soc ial relations between neighbouring distric ts separated from each other by water 

slowly withered from lack of regular contact; many houses were shifted from 

ri verside to roadside as the power po les carrying electricity to the peninsula s tepped 

down Oneriri Road, and the common mean. of transport became the moto r vehicle, 

not the. kiff. What once took an e nergetic rower a few minute-, the journey today 

from Oncri ri to Batley takes about half an hour by road. 

Much of the fo llowing brief hi storical outline of the di s tri c t is drawn from handed

down accou nt s recorded in the Commemorati ve Book le t and Souvenir Programme 

published to mark the 1959 Cente nnial of Kaiwaka. Other in formation i. referenced. 

It is be lieved the first Pakeha to vi ·it the Kaipara was the Rev. Samuel Marsden in 

l 820. On a j ou rney by boat north up the harbour he noted the Otamatca Ri ver and 

th ree months later in Whangarci dec ided to make the portage from Mangawhai to 

Kaiwaka to de -cend the Otamatea. He di scovered in Whangare i that thi s would be 

im possible; the loca l gati Whatua in habitants of the Otamatea valley had fled from a 

gapuhi war party, taki ng their canoes with the m. 

The common thread to most of the subsequent early observations of the di ·trict was 

its ev ident suitabilit y for farming. Twenty years after Marsden , Ernest Die ffenbach 

ide ntifi ed the Oruawharo, Otamatea and Kai waka rivers and reported himse lf 

impressed w ith the poten tial of the area for settl ement. The following year, Henry T . 

Kemp, the Acting Sub-Protector of Aborigines, noticed and reported the fertile 

country o n the banks o f the Otamatea. The firs t missionary arri ved at this time and 

remarked that the land bordering the Oruawharo Ri ver was " feni lc and o f w ide 

ex tent". 

The first purcha e of land from Maori was made by the Crown in l 858 near what is 

today the township of Kaiwaka. The Crown paid £500 for 8 128 acres. John Rogan, 

the District Land Purchase Commissioner, was so impressed with the quality of the 

land that he bought part of the b lock for himself. Other land in the area, principally in 

Oneriri , was bought by settlers directly from its Te Uri 0 Hau owners. It was usual to 

lease a property fo r some years and then purchase it outright. The 1959 Kai waka 
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Centennial booklet notes the di strict had always been fortunate to receive settlers, not 

speculators. "Many of the farmers today are descendants of the earliest arrivals, and 

few of the farms have suffered more than two or three changes of hands" (p.23). 

Land purchase in the district was accomplished with few problems. Jn 1863, to 

promote fri endly relations between Maori and Pakeha, loca l chiefs Paikea te Hekeua 

and Arama Karaka Haututu he ld a feast at Rangiora, on the Oneriri bank of the 

Otamatea River. Paikea stressed to hi s Pakeha visitors that land had been so ld by local 

Maori to the Crown to encourage settlement and bring peace (between Maori) to the 

area. He said: "You are now my Pakeha, and I and my tribe will be ever ready to 

protect you with our bodies. You have much to teach us, and you may learn many 

things from us that will be usefu l to you. May we be brothers forever. That is the wish 

of Paikea" (p.22). 

For many years the land price was I 0 shillings an acre , and some of the wealthier 

sett lers were able to establi sh substanti al "runs" on the Oneriri peninsula. Sheep 

rais ing in Oneriri was pioneered on one I 0,000-acre run , but the attempt was made 

with meri nos wh ich failed to thri ve in the humid climate. Another run , of 8,500 ac res, 

was a racehorse breeding estate as we ll as a mixed farm. 

Maori contributed much to the success of white se ttlement in the district . Provis ions 

frequently ran low, necessitating a long walk to Mangawhai or furth er afield , 

returning carrying a bag of fl our or other supplies. "Many a lost and weary traveller 

was guided by the Maoris to safety ," the booklet records. "They supplied food to 

settlers: kumaras, fish, watermelons, peaches from the tree introduced by the 

missionaries which were such a feature of the di strict in those days" (p.22) . 

She's a hard life ... 

Following almost 30 years of recession toward the end of the l 91
h Century, farming in 

the early 1900s was still largely subsistence only. Cash work to buy farm needs and 

day-to-day home essentials often took men away from their homes. Many camped at 

scrubcutting jobs and the gumfields, coming home only at weekends to restock with 

food and clothing. The settler wife struggled to keep the home going and care for 
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small children. The centennial booklet observes: "At the same time she would be 

preparing for her husband 's return and hi s weekly supplies, not to mention bearing the 

strain of responsibility in his absence" (p.69). Women's normal duties included 

milking the house cows, cutting the firewood, collecting and bottling fruit and 

gathering any other crops, in addditi on to the housework, making bread, churning 

butter and making candles and soap from home-rendered fa t. Children looked after 

yo unger s iblings and had a range of chores before and afte r school. 

The farms of the men and women who fo llowed the earli est settlers were in most 

cases not fa rms in the modern sense. The ir inherited prope rties were usuall y still onl y 

roughl y cleared holdings, and they faced the task of consolidating the work of their 

parents and transforming the land into economic units. In the 40-odd years since first 

settlement enormous effort had 

changed virgin bush and scrub to 

pasture, but not the lush pasture of 

today. Fertiliser was not used and 

much of the grass was of inferior 

species. Average carrying capaci ty 

of such land was one sheep to the 

acre. The gradually spreading roads 

were little better than clay tracks 

and in winter became deeply mudd y 

and almost impassable . Horses were 

the main means of inland transport , 

and were also pressed into service 

for ploughing and harrowing, and 

pulling the family buggy, wagon 

and sledge. 

Many farmers were milking small 

herds of 10 to 15 cows and 

producing a surplus of butter for 

sale to the local store, usually as Milking was done by hand, and in the paddock. 
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ba11er for other supplies. The price paid was about sixpence a pound. Prices fo r cows 

ranged from £4 to £7 for a first-class beast. They were mainly beef cattle so that 

un wanted calves could be raised for sale to the local butchers. But much of the land 

taken up by settlers was not being properl y utilised for farmi ng. As early as 1890 a 

North Albertland (near Kaiwaka) correspondent raised an is. ue of concern to the 

whole of lower Northland. He complained there was too much dependence on kauri 

timber and gum for farmi ng to de velop (Ryburn, 1999: 132). However. work on the 

farms intensified gradual ly as the outwork available to augment farm incomes began 

to di sappear or become too far di stant to allow fo r working in conjunction with the 

holding. For in -tance, kauri in the district was being cut out rapidly. By 19 12 nearly 

all the Otamatea kauri had gone (Ryburn , 1999: 11 0). Farmers were compelled to look 

to their farms to provide full support fo r themselves and their families. 

This shift in work patterns led to intensification of farm ing effo11 in Northland , and of 

dai rying in particular. For the budding small fa rmer, dairying was the best chance fo r 

Jack to be his own master. McLauchlan ( 198 1: 197) notes that onerous though 

dairying was, if you had made it through the ·'bad, earl y year "and could afford some 

labour saving devices, it could be a rewarding life. By 19 I I, when butterfat reached a 

hilling a pound, dairy farmers began to enjoy a reasonable standard of li ving. " But .. , 

Mclauchlan notes, "they were still the navvies of the farming industry'', a condition 

that has not changed since then. Between 1906 and 1919 there was spectacular growth 

in dairy farm ing in lower Northland. Tn Otamatea County the number of dairy cows 

nearly doubled (Ryburn , 1999: I 54). In and around Oneriri , farmers hedged their bets 

and ran sheep as well as dairy cattle. Some concentrated on sheep raising in 

conjunction with small herds of beef cattle, and over time this became the dominant 

land use. Some idea of the style of fann ing and life on the peninsula from that time 

onward can be gained fro m the descriptions of farms self-penned by subsequent 

landholders and published in a "vanity" book (Tait, J 958): 

From 1906 the land was grassed after burning, and late r ploughed, cropped 
and sown when and whe re practicable. The farm is of 320 acres of which 30 
or 40 acres are nat, with the balance undulating easy slope . The Jersey herd 
is over I 00 cows, nearly a ll bred on the fa rm. The farm has a Romney nock 
of 200 ewes primarily for fat lamb production. Jn addition a tud Southdown 
n ock of 150 ewe in maintained and approximately 50 to 60 Southdown 
rams a re sold each year to fat lamb breeders (p.420). 
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The farm, of 506 acres, is of easy, undulating contour, about two-thirds 
limestone and the balance mainly gumland c lays. The land was unimproved 
when bought from the Maoris in 1914. There was no road access and the 
owner used to row once a week to the nearest po t office at Batley. 
Fol lowing World War II the carrying capacity was doubled by topdressing 
and rcgrassing . It now runs 1700 sheep, including 1350 breeding ewe. and 
200 polled Angus cattle (p.425) 

The 500 acres o n the Otamatea Ri ver carries 1000 Romney sheep and 290 
cattle. To achieve this, fi ve tractors, a hay bale r and a wide range of 
imple ments are used. Four thousand bales of hay are made each year for 
winte r feeding-out. The fam ily have shaped a nouris hing farm fro m 
practically worthless bush and scrub during 68 years of owne rship (p.4 18). 

Since 1939, 140 ac res have been bought and added to the orig inal 900 . 
Continued clearing with crawler tracto r , giant di scs and rolle rs to knock 
down the scrub [preceded] burning. the n sowing with E nglish grasses. 
Suffic ie nt natural ·he lter was preserved for the He reford cattle and Ro mney 
~hecp bred and fattened on this warm, down-type limestone land . The 
present homestead was moved intac t fro m Bat ley by barge and hauled from 
the beac h by two hor. cs dri ving a whim (a winch operated by horses) 
(p.-U9). 

The big runs were broken up over the years by subdivision to serve succeeding 

generations, but producti vi ty remained high. During the 1950s wool boom, at least 

one farm sold a season' s clip fo r more than the capital value of the 1500-acre farm 

itself. Some years later, in a fruitless appeal to the bureaucracy in Wellington to gain 

funding to upgrade and seal the whole of Oneriri Road, petitioning farmers pointed 

out that the value of production from farms on the road wa. greater than any other in 

Northland . Though farm ing fortunes fluctuated considerably over the fo llowing years, 

it wa · not until the deregulation of the farming industry in 1984 that thi mix of 

dairying, sheep and beef farmi ng on the Oneriri peninsula changed to any great 

degree. Some have not changed at all. Several of the farms vi ·ited for this research 

project still farm a mix of sheep and beef; two others continue as dairy farms. Most 

farm land in Oneriri is now devoted to raising bull beef for export. 

The rural downturn 

The reform of New Zealand 's agricultural industry from 1984 is the starting point for 

any discussion of recent rural change because of the profound - and varied - effects 

the reform measures had on individual farmers and the infrastructure that they 

routinely employed. The degree to which farmers were affected by the farming 
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reforms and wider deregulatory initiatives implemented by the new Labour 

Government elected that year varied according to individual financial circumstances. 

The significant 1 Oneri ri farmers were able to weather the subsequent downturn2
, but 

their responses to lowered incomes meant many on-farm and casual farm workers and 

farm contractors were forced to look elsewhere, often to different vocations, to 

survive. 

As already noted, deregulation accelerated the process of rural change in New 

Zealand. Nearly two decades later th e shock of the reforms has faded and the 

agri cultu ral indu stry has adopted a new world view. However, some of the 

consequences of the de regulatory measures, and the underlyi ng global econom ic 

fac tors which fo rced the ir adoption from 1984, continue to be a force for change: 

The shape of rural communities has been tran sformed not o nl y by the 
reforms but by the econo mic pre sures wh ich led to government interference 
in the first place. Many of the trends apparent in the post-reform era are a 
continuati on of lo ng-te rm pattern s and a re a re fl ection of the g lobal capitali st 
econo my (Levett and Po meroy, 1997:7) . 

This secti on surveys a se lection of the literature documenting the refo rms and the 

background to thei r adoption, and presents a comparative review of recent research 

which explores, as thi s study does, aspects o f the impact of change on specific rural 

communities . lt a lso points to the financial uncertainty of farming as a factor 

compounding issues of fa rm succession. 

It should be noted that it is misleading to attribute all the changes which have been 

observed in fa rming in the past 20 years to the 1984 reforms alone . Many issues in 

New Zealand agriculture, such as farm indebtedness, di versification, off-farm 

employment, changes in farm size and occupancy, the role of farm women, and the 

dec line of fa rm labour, are of concern in other advanced capitalist countries, and were 

already apparent in New Zealand before deregul ation (Wilson, 1992:39). The slightest 

1 The New Zealand Department o f Statistics classifies farms into two broad categories - "significant" 
and "small '' . Significant fa rms are those where all o r most of household income is deri ved from the 
fa rming operati on. Small farms , which the department also classifies as " lifestyle blocks'', are rural 
units owned by fam ilies who have chosen the rural life whil e pursuing another job or profession which 
prov ides the main income, or who own it as a secondary reside nce (Gouin , Jean & Fairweather, 
1994:39) . 

2 The years 1986 to 1988 , when many farmers ex perienced extreme financial difficulti es, are popularl y 
referred to as "the rural downturn" (Tipa ( 1992), c ited Wilson, 1995:4 19). 
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examination of the agricultural medi a shows these issues continue to concern the 

farming sector. In v iew o f the voluminous lite rature on deregulation, there is little 

point in pre ·enting a categorical exposition of the subjecr'; thi s umrnary is intended 

toe ·tablish a contex t for rural change and its outcomes as unde rstood by the people of 

Oneriri . 

As fores hadowed above. the lite rature of ew Zealand ·s agricultural reform is 

broadl y presented from two per. pccti ves: the fir ·t is macroeconomic; the second g ives 

a humani stic, microsoc ial view: 

Restructuring i. both an economic and social phenomenon. Although it was 
ini tiated at government level, its effects were felt most direct ly by people in 
places (Le Heron and Pawson, 1992:373). 

The economistic perspective 

In the 1970s ew Zealand had one o f the most pro tected and state-di rected economies 

in the OECO. By I 984 producer subs id ies of a ll fo rms had reached $2 billion, equal to 

six percent of GDP (B ri tto n ( 199 1 ), c ited Le Heron and Pawson. 1992:373). Total 

M inistry of Agricult ure and Fishcrie. (MAF) expenditu re peaked in 198-+ at c lose to 

$800 million, of wh ich more than $600 m ill ion was for subsid ies (Gouin , Jean and 

Fairweather, 1994: 18). That year, nearl y 40 percent of the average ew Zealand 

sheep and beef fa rmcr·s income came from governme nt subs id ies (Federated Farmers, 

2002: I). Up to thi s ti me, in a c li mate generated by the protec ti onist polic ies of the 

National Government, the farming secto r had a financial and politica l c lout 

un matched by any o the r industry. Farmer · regarded themselves as the backbone of the 

country, and particularl y sheep farmers had high statu s (Levett and Pomeroy, 1997: I). 

Subsidisati on of the farming secto r from the I 970s was an attempt by government to 

inc rease the level of agricultural ex ports and improve the balance of payme nts 

fo llowing the twin hocks of the United Kingdom ' entry into the (then) Eu ropean 

Economic Community in I 973, which pai1ially closed access to a traditional marke t 

fo r NZ agricultural products, and Organisation of Petroleum Exporting Countries 

(OPEC) moves to drasticall y rai se the price of o il (Gouin e t al, 1994:7). Subsequently, 

3 See. for example. Fairweathe r. 1989 & 1992; Gouin. Jean & Fairweather, 1994: Le Heron & Pawson. 
1992: Sandrey & Reyno lds. 1990: Wallace & La11i111ore. 1987: Cloke. 1989. 
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in the early 1980s farmers throughout the developed world (C loke , 1989:34) 

experienced the onset of what has been termed " the international farm crisis" 

(Goodman and Redclift (1991) , cited Wilson, 1995:417). The crisis was caused by 

over-production as a result of protectioni st government policies, falling world prices 

for agricu ltural commodities and high interest rates (Wilson , 1995 ; Cloke, 1989). The 

USA and the EC responded by maintaining their high levels of protection while the 

Australian and NZ governme nts did the opposite: they chose to ex pose their farmers to 

global market forces (S hare et al ( 1991 b), cited Wil son, 1995). 

Shortly afte r tak ing office in 1984, the Labour Government acted swiftly, e nding the 

Supplementary Minimum Price (SMP) scheme by which farmers were guaranteed 

minimum prices fo r their commodities, and fo rc ing producer boards to pay 

commerc ia l interest rates fo r fundin g from the Reserve Bank , rather than the nomi nal 

one percent interest rate they had previously enjoyed. Subsequent significant 

deregulatory measures are outlined by Fairweather ( 1989): 

• Interest rates on producer loans from the Rural Bank were raised to market rates. 

• Direc t subsid ies to fa rm inputs and out pu ts were aboli shed. 

• A system of user pays was introduced fo r all info rmation, research and rural 

ex tension services. 

• Radicall y new li ves tock taxation scheme introduced. 

These measures represented an attempt to achieve internal growth , stability and 

employment through greater emphasis on market-based efficie ncy criteri a in the 

producti ve sector and less interve ntion by government in private sector decision

making (Fairweather, 1989:2). 

In July, 1984, the NZ doll ar was devalued 20 percent , favouring exporters and farmers, 

but when exchange control was abolished the following year, the value of the doll ar 

climbed as a result of increasing interest rates (Gouin et al, 1994:27-3 1 ). Intere t to 

service debt became the single highest item of annual farm expenditure (Fairweather, 

1989:3) . The New Zealand Meat and Wool Boards' (MWB) economic service 

reported that in the 1985-86 and 1986-87 seasons interest was almost one-quarter of all 

farm expenditure (MWB (1987), cited Fairweather, 1989:3). The effect of inflation 

was even more disastrou s. In 1984-85 six percent of sheep-beef farms had Jess than 
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half equity, but by 1985-86 it was 24 percent. Of this 24 percent, one in 20 - or 1100 

farms - had zero or negative equity (MWB (1988) , cited Fairweather, 1989:7). The 

macroeconomic situation in 1985-86 can be summari sed: 

The hi gh value of the New Zealand do lla r reduced farm product prices and 
their effect was compounded by weak inte rnati o nal markets. Taking these 
factors togethe r, farmers were hit by lower prices fo r their products, together 
with hi gh costs of ervic ing debt, over a peri od in which the government 's 
measures to reduce infl ati on were seen to have been taking a long time to 
act. The net result is that farm incomes were reduced to their lowest leve l in 
real terms fo r many years (S heppard and Lattimore, 1993:4). 

The situation was particularly galling for fa rmers in that they had little chance of 
relief; they no longer enj oyed the ir traditional leve l of influence on government 
(Fairweather, 1989:3). 

People in places 

Very little empi rical research into the immediate on-farm effec ts of deregulation is 

ava il ab le. Experiences at the local scale barely feature in mainstream discourses 

(Johnsen, 2003: 128). Pomeroy points out that the rea l social and economic situati on of 

fa rmers and ru ra l communiti es has become clouded by modern fo lklore (Pomeroy, 

1997: 1 ). While Pomeroy may simpl y be referring to by now clouded memories of the 

exigencies of coping with deregulation, it can be argued that both the gove rnment and 

the nati onal farming lobby, Federated Farmers New Zealand, now tend to foc us on 

"favourab le elements" of the deregulatory process to the exclusion of any o ther 

(Johnsen, 2003: 129) - a politi cised kind of fo lkloric rhetori c. For example, Federated 

Farmers claims the removal of farm subsidies in New Zealand has given birth to a 

"vibrant , diversified and growing rural economy", and that the trans ition to a market 

economy proved less daunting [for farmers] than ex pected (Federated Farmers, 

2002: 1,3) . Johnsen says: 

The argume nt that New Zealand farmers e merged from the deregu lato ry 

c ri sis re lati ve ly unscathed in the medium term ... is contested only by the 

reports of a few deta il ed studies that explored the experiences of indi vidual 

farm households (Johnsen, 2003: 130). 

Johnsen's own account is of the stru ggles of a community of South Island beef and 

sheep farmers to cope with the effects of deregulati on. It describes the variability of 

farmers' experiences of, and responses to, the agricultural restructuring, documenting 
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the ir experiences at the local scale. She says many instances of stress and ph ysical ill

health ari sing from individuals' experiences of deregulatio n and the foll owing 

downturn were sustai ned well into the 1990s. In contrast, farmers with hi gh degrees of 

equity in their enterpri se, typicall y o n farms with a long famil y hi story (like many in 

Oneriri ), had more room to m anoe uvre in adjusting to deregul ati o n. She concludes th at 

the re is a need to apprec iate the nex us o f re lations between indi vidual ac tors, elements 

of the famil y farm unit (e nterpri se, household and property) and local contex t when 

seeking to understand the dynamics of fa mil y fa rming (Johnsen, 2003: 147). 

Wilson ( 1995) reports o n her 1993 study of fa rm famili es ' respo nses to deregul ati on in 

the Gore di strict of Southl and . The initi al respo nse of the fa mili es she studied was 

typical of the rest of New Zealand : an immedi ate cutbac k o f ex penditure o n fa rm 

inputs such as fe rtili ser and machinery, and redu c ing labo ur costs. She notes, tho ugh: 

The fa milies with no or minor debts were onl y minimall y affected, whereas 

th ose with hi gh debt leve ls, many of whom had bought land in the earl y 

1980s when land va lues were at their height , had to struggle in order to 

retain their fa rms (W il son, 1995:422). 

Her find ings are s imil ar to Johnsen's in that they indicate di ffere nces of experiences 

and responses among her 65 partic ipant families , with some fa rm fa milies ex panding 

while others bare ly survive .4 

Gilling ( 1997) researched mid-Rangitike i farmers during a peri od when low 

commodity prices we re depressing fa rming returns. She found many farmers were 

still di sappointed or angry about what happened during the downturn . She said many 

co ntinued to suffer, with high debt servic ing as a result o f paying too much fo r the ir 

land , and high inte rest rates, but: 

Not one person intimated they considered subsidies should/could be restored, 

nor were they suggesting a turning back of the clock. They do, however, 

want recognition of what they do, as farmers, and the contribution they make 

~Wilson un fo rtunately fe lt d iffident about questi o ning thi s latter group of her parti c ipants close ly abo ut 
the ir experiences. She says: "I fe lt uncomfortable asking these responde nts to talk about thi s diffic ult 
peri od of the ir li ves" (Wil son, 1992:42) 
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to the country .. . . [They feel] they are in significant , invisible and irre levant 

to those in power (Gilling, 1997 :23) . 

Smith noted in Eas tern Southl and soon after the affects of the deregulation began to 

be fe lt (her research covered the years 1985 to 1987) a growing sense of 

powerlessness. The Labour Government was seen by ru ral dwellers as being 

particul arl y callous and di scriminatory towards farmers in its economic po licies . 

"Loss of politica l power was a pain ful ex perience fo r these ' true blue ' communiti es 

who were reputed to have had a great deal of influence on precedin g National 

governments" (Smith, 1992 :83). Earl y in 1987 there were suggesti ons that a new ru ral 

politi cal party be fo rmed to contest the General E lectio n later that year, g iving weight 

to the beli e f that many ru ra l people perce ived that they had reduced politi cal power 

and that cl ass re lati ons in rural areas were changing (T aylor, Abrahamson and 

Williams, 1987:8). 

In summary, the pattern of settlement of Oneriri from the mid- 1800s placed 

ownership of the most favoured and producti ve land on the peninsul a with a handfu l 

of fa mili es. The result was that Oneriri became a farming di stric t of notabl y high 

production, depite less fruitful so il s than in much of New Zealand and less than ideal 

weather patterns. The reasons fo r such success probably li es in the intergenerati onal 

accumulation of skill s necessary to fa rm success full y in such circumstances as sons 

succeeded fa thers on the land . Throughout the country farmin g intensified from the 

earl y 1970s under the stimulus of agricultural subsidies aimed at increasing exported 

produce at a time when world prices fo r primary produ cts was fa lling. The result was 

an increase in land prices and over-producti on. Market signals identifying surpluses 

and fallin g price fo r our meat and dairy products were hidden by the subsidies. The 

sudden w ithd rawal of agricultu ral supports by the new Labour Government in 1984 

had profound effects in rural areas and many predicted thousands of farmers would 

leave the industry. This did not occur to any significant ex tent , but the legacy of the 

reforms is that today, many farmers - who self-identified as "the backbone of the 

country" - feel they now have diminished politi cal influence and lack of recognition 

of the contribution they make to the national economy. 
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While not all rural change in the past decade can be attributed just to agricultural 

restructuring, most change outside of technological advance can be traced to the broad 

regime of deregulation that marked the latter years of the 1980s. The subsequent 

economic and social reshaping had inevitable effects in rural areas as well as the 

cities. Chapter Three detail s the principal elements of thi s ongoing change, co mparin g 

the ex periences of Oneriri farmers with the effects of the deregulati on th roughout the 

rest of the country. 
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The dog trial 
WE ARE a couple of kilometres down a gravel race off Oneriri road at the back of a farm. The 
Kaipara Harbour is in sight to the north; to the west is an enormous and steep grassy hill 
dotted with flags. At the foot of the hill is a small pen, just large enough to hold a handful of 
sheep. On the face of the hill a small mob of sheep are dawdling their way down toward a 
pen. Behind them a muddy dog maintains a discreet distance, flashing hyperactively back and 
forth to remain within the sheeps' peripheral view and so keep them on track. The sheep 
seem to scarcely notice they are being driven: this is the skill of dog trialling. Not far from the 
pen a gumbooted man, stick in hand and an attitude of total concentration, whistles and 
shouts a constant stream of commands to the dog. The aim is to keep the sheep within the 
flagged bounds as they are driven down the hill and into the pen. One could easily believe it's 
the dog that does all the work. 

Dog trials are held on this course annually. For a few years the trials here were filmed for 
television and were rated higher than the soaps. Today is the first day of this year's event. 
Everywhere there are dogs: tied to fences, on the back of utes and light trucks, being walked 
on makeshift leashes of baling twine, some confined in mobile kennels. They are all colours 
and sizes and, apart from the occasional border collie, are of no discernible breed. None 
could ever grace a show ring. These are working dogs - sheepdogs - skinny and unkempt. 
They are professionals, not pets; they have no function other than working sheep as 
commanded by their masters. All share one attribute: if they look at you, they look you directly 
in the eyes, and their eyes are sharp and intelligent. 

Hundreds of hours are invested in their training. The triallists don't physically abuse their dogs 
to train them, but verbal abuse, of a highly refined and imaginative order, seems to be an 
important part of the process. If it doesn't make the grade a dog usually becomes someone 
else's pet. Sometimes an obviously talented dog cannot seem to reach the level necessary 
for trialling, yet under another master blossoms into an outstanding performer. The triallists 
say the personalities of dog and master have to click if the mutual understanding necessary 
for successful competition is to be achieved. If a dog fails and there is no other recourse, it is 
shot: there is no room on a farm for a dog that won't work. 

Next door to the males-filled drinks tent is the lunch bar staffed exclusively by women, wives 
of the triallists hosting this event. Every year the same roster of women prepare food in the 
little shed built for this purpose and sell it, at cost, throughout the three days of the event. 
'We've always done this," one says. "I suppose it's the best way we can contribute." Another 
said: "We're the ones behind the scenes who make sure everyone's happy and everything's 
according to Hoyle." 

But there is at least one other female here today. She is out on the short head course. Young 
and attractive, she has a sheepdog with her. So women do compete in these events? The 
bread buttering and sandwich filling stops for a moment. "Oh yes, but it's not very common, 
especially once you get married; there's no time then." 

How about being a lone woman competing against all those men? 'Well , sometimes the 
swearing's a bit hard to take, but there's no . .. funny stuff, you know?" 

One last question: are there any lifestylers competing? The women laugh. "Oh no, we never 
see any. Dog handling isn't something you can pick up quickly. You need to be brought up 
with it and working your dog all the time. Townies wouldn't know what they're doing." 

Well back from the start of the course a row of farm vehicles provides a kind of stand-up, 
lean-on grandstand for the crowd of spectators and triallists waiting their turn. The many dogs 
tethered to the vehicles are ignored. The farmers and farm workers - they are all men - are 
mostly clad stereotypically in jeans and checked shirts. They lean forward, one foot up on the 
tailgate or wheel, their forearms crossed loosely on the upraised knee. In each tightly 
stretched right back pocket is the bulge of a wallet; from most left pockets pokes the bright tuft 
of a tobacco packet. The mens' eyes never leave the man/dog/sheep microdrama being 
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enacted on the hillface before them as they converse. The talk is of farming, and the politics 
of farming. Such convergence of interest provides a fertile context for the exchange of ideas; 
the trial is as much a venue for the exchange of information as it is a sporting event. 

"This is the best place to pick up what's really going on," I was told. "The newspapers and 
farm papers wouldn't have a clue, and the stuff that's shovelled out by the government's just 
bullshit. Needs to be a few more farmers in Parliament I reckon ." 

Later, in the drinks tent, an experienced-looking farmer, whisky glass in hand, is being 
congratulated by equally weatherbeaten companions. He and his dog took second placing in 
a keenly-contested event. 

"Had the usual trouble with the dog though," he says to the tent at large. The other drinkers 
wait expectantly. They know this man well. He is widely respected as a competent and 
hardworking sheep breeder; his reputation, though, does not rest on his success in dog 
trialling. "Had to drag the bugger to the start on a lead. If I'd tried to walk him he'd of hid under 
the judge's truck or buggered off back to the ute. This time I got him started okay and he 
seemed to forget his troubles ." This was by way of introducing a lengthy and technical 
discussion of the competition course, the influence of the weather, the size and flightiness of 
the sheep and the degree of impairment suffered the eyesight of both judges and 
timekeepers. But what is the matter with the dog? 

The tentative inquiry elicits the firm opinion that the dog has an inferiority complex: "He's okay 
at home, does his work without missing a beat. A great dog he is. It's just that when he gets to 
the trials he seems to go to pieces like he's intimidated by the crowd and all the other dogs 
and wants to hide. Stage fright you might call it." 

But he performed well in this trial? "Best he's ever done. I was proud of him today." 

Was it possible the dog understood he had done well? "Oh he knew all right, there's no doubt 
about that," the farmer confirmed. 

How could he know? "Because this time when we finished I patted him on the head. He 
usually gets a boot up the bum." 
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CHAPTER THREE 

Trajectories of change 

T HE RES PO SE behind the farm gate to the deregulatory measures was immediate. 

Specific strategies to cope with the downturn included modi fica tion of farm 

scale; reduction in expenditure on enterpri se operat ion; reduced household 

consumption; reorganisation of labour; adoption of low-maintenance farm practices; 

increased emphasis on economic proficiency: and increased participat ion in off- farm 

employment. In addition, those fa rmers with we ll -developed farms at a later . tagc of 

the "enterprise lifccyclc" 1 we re able to direct more capital into entrepreneu ri al farm 

adjustment strategics. 

It is poss ible that many of the strategics fo r survival were intended to be temporary 

only - unde rtaken unt il fu ll adjustment to the new condition · had been made. Ti me 

has shown that where strategics adopted '"'ere succe. sful they became the norm. that 

farm operations did not align once more with prac tices applying pre-deregulation. 

This appears to be the mo. t d irect and obvious fo rce for rural change ari sing from the 

agricultural reform measure . This chapter trace the principal changes stemming 

from deregulation and fa rmers' ·urvival . trategies, focusing part icularly on some that 

are now of particular concern in Oneriri. It links deregulation to a subsequent period 

of uncenainty within agri culture that has made farming a less desirable career path fo r 

fa rm children; farm success ion for most Oneriri farming families is now problematic. 

The ro le of women in fa rming is discussed at some length. Because elsewhere in this 

study their voices are not distinguished from others, this section uses ex tensive 

extracts from their narrati ves Lo comparatively position Oneriri farm women in 

relation to recent theoretical and feminist views of the roles of women in farming. 

1 Also called the "development cycle ... the term describes the pa age of a farm ing family through the 
years o f hardship wh ile paying off the mortage they assumed to buy the farm. to the time when the 
farm is frecholded. The family·s standard of living is dictated by how far they arc along in this cycle: in 
normal condit ions. the closer to the ·'mature .. end of the cycle. the more disposable income is available 
(see Hatch. 1992 for a full analysis). 
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Pulling the farm belt tighter 

The initial response of all farmers was to cut back expenditure on farm inpu ts such as 

f e11iliser and mainte nance. All types o f farm expenditure that could be decreased 

see ms to have been (Goui n e t al, 1994:70). Tt appeared that farme rs would con tinue to 

practice low-input farming while the future o f ag riculture remained unce rtain (Wilson, 

1995:422) . Natio nwide the consumption of ferti li ser hal ved (Gouin c t a l, 1994: 70) and 

many farmers made do with second-hand machinery instead of new (Wilson. 

1995:422). 

The strateg ies of most Oneriri fa rme rs paralleled those ado pted in the res t o f the 

country. 

We just did more ourseh ·es instead (~/ hiring contractors. I enjoy 1rnrki11g so I did 
1rha1 I enjoyed. 

We tightened our belt as it 1rere. You cut back m1 the farm to 11·/i(l f 1rns absolutely 
necessary. Yo11111endedfences instead of repl(lcing them ; you didn 't change your 
1·ehicle. 

I ended up selling a lot of 111y breeding e 11·es j ust to exist. 

We cut hack to the stage 1rhere ire 1rere doing only just enough 111ai11te11a11ce to 
stay in f arming. 

The 1vife increased the a1110u11 t of 1rnrk she 11·as doing. It 11·as pre fly important to 
have a bit of off-f arm income. 

The sheep secto r was the most supported by subsidies and therefore was the mo. t 

affected by deregulat ion. Gouin et al ( 1994:40) point out thi sector was already in 

decline be fore the revi sion o f agricultural policy, but this decline increased 

considerably fi ve years afte r the re forms. 

When the subsidies went off the sheep weren 't worth a11ytlii11g, and I did have a bit 
of a mortgage. I didn 't have time to adjust. It \\'QS like trying to pull up a bloody 
ba11/eship from full speed in j ust three f eet. 

We couldn 't g ive sheep a1ray, you know. Well, ire did give some away because 
there 1ras no sale f or them. If you sent them off to the works you 1vo1t!d have got a 
bill. 

It \\'as subsistence, a lot of it. You 1rorked your arse off and ll'hen you looked at 
what you were actually getting for a return, farming was a bloody had joke. 
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The decrease in the number of sheep farms was compensated for by an increase in 

other types, and especially for beef (Gouin et al, 1994:40). There was also 

diversification toward non-tradi tional sectors. People began di scove ring other new 

uses for the land , including horticulture and viticulture and rural tourism. ln pastora l 

farming there was diversification into non-traditional sectors such as goats and deer. 

There was exploration and experimentation and both success and failure (Levett & 

Pomeroy, 1997: I ). 

The number of farms in New Zealand increased between 1986 and 1990, mainly 

because of subd ivision and the creation of smallholdings: the sale of farmland has 

tradit ionally been a !-.O urce of capital for ew Zealand farmers (McShane, 2003:6). 

Growth in the number of smallholdings had ac tually been increasing from the ea rl y 

1970 as part of a broad demographic pattern of urban to rural migration (Fai rweather, 

1993:2). The forced sale of aJJ or part of significant fa rms allows for expansion in the 

number of smal lholdings, und between 1988 and 1990 the number of significant farms 

decreased (Gouin et al, 1994:39). Smallholdings. owned mainly by fami lies who have 

chosen the rural life while pursuing another job or profession to provide their main 

income, are li11Je affec ted by ex terna l conditions that ure detri mental in e ither the 

short or long term to the farm ector proper. However, the flow-on effect of the 

tockmarket era ·h in 1987 was thut the demand for smallholdings reduced (Gouin et 

al, 1994:39). It seems li kely that thi s drop in demand delayed for several years any 

benefi t from small-block subdivision that some farmers might have hoped fo r as a 

strategy for weathe ring the rural downturn 2
. 

In Oneriri , subdivision was a successfu l strategy for some. One farmer desc ri bed how 

he had just taken over the fam ily farm from his father when SMPs were withdrawn. 

The subsequent fa ll in wool prices compou nded his money problems. "My way out, of 

course, was to subdivide and that wa the tart of this great movement [of 

2 The literature on smallholdings (sec for example M oran. Nevi lle. Rankin & Cochrane, 1980: 
Fairweather. 1993) fails to make c lear that growth in the creation of smallholdings is not necessari ly 
matched by sales and occupation by households. Rural ··1ifestyle·· subdivisions in some areas arc often 
slow to sell. From a practical point of view the small blocks continue in use as part of the farm they 
were split from, so there is l ittle or no loss of producti vity, but they continue to exist as separate titles 
and, therefore. statistical entities. 
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smallholders] onto the land". He sold nearly 100 acres in small blocks and survived 

the rural downturn. Subdivision was , for some, the only way to stem increasing debt. 

We owed all this money, and continued to owe more and more because farming 
wasn't profitable. We were able to live off my salary 1vhich, for a woman, was 
very good. We planned a programme of subdivision; it was not like slice by slice 
from the whale. 

However, it is clear that in Oneriri the deg ree to which the downturn was felt was in 

direct proporti on to the level of debt carri ed . Those with freehold or near-freehold 

properties were affected least. 

It seems 1ve 've ahvays been paying somebody off or out, but 1ve 've never had big 
debt loads so it didn 't affect us too badly. 

I don't remember it being much of a problem; I 1vas probably well enough 
established by that stage - no O\'erheads ond totally freehold. 

It 1vas a pretty tough time in that interest rates were up to 19.5%. You had to 
1rntch your debt and it 1vas hard but 1ve didn't get into any trouble. 

Deregulation tri gge red two major changes that were to have a profound effect on the 

Oneriri landscape. The first was that the withdrawal of SMPs fo rced the majority of 

shee pfarmers on the peninsula to switch from wool production, an industry already in 

decline, and concentrate mainly on beef farming. The second was the reali sation that 

subdi vision and sale of small blocks of land - often of borderline quality for farming -

was a read y source of capital in a time when returns from farming were marginal. 

Uncertainty in farming 

During the past 20 years, family farming in New Zealand has become Jess profitable 

than before deregulation. This is because of the ever-decreasing real prices of our 

products (Polson, 2002:2). 

One of the ways that family farms survive hard times is by reducing living standards 

and paying family members reduced rates for their contribution to the enterprise, or 

ceasing payment completely. These are short-term measures. Longer-term responses 

are to increase productivity, to increase production by farming more land , to add value 

to existing production, and to divers ify into more remunerative ventures (Polson, 

2002:2). To varying degrees farmers throughout New Zealand are pursuing one or 

more of these strategies as a consequence of the 1984 deregulatory measures. 
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Federated Farmers of New Zealand claims that "New Zealand 's experience . .. of 

reform has thoroughly debunked the myth that the farming sector cannot prosper 

without government subsidies . . . " (Federated Farmers, 2002: l ). The reality is that , 

while thi s may be true, re turns from farming are, without subs idy, forever at the mercy 

o f international economics and climate - factors beyond the control of the farmer -

and are subj ect to considerable flu ctuati on year to year. 

In recent times, average taxable farm incomes peaked in 200 l /02 at $ 118,000 

following a rollercoaster period of eight yea rs in which income, in 1995/96, dipped as 

low as $26,000. Returns are now sliding again , and average farm income for 2003/04 

is predicted to be around $74,000 (Meat & W ool lnnovati on, 2003 : I ). The president 

of Federated Farmers, Tom Lambie, to ld delegates to the farmer group ' s 2003 

conference in June that w ith the exception of one month , in eve ry one of the previou s 

14 mo nth s New Zealand had earned less from farm export s than for the same month 

in the previous year. " If we were fa rming pre-1984 and faced the economic outlook 

we see today, I suspect we would have been pushing for . .. governme nt support ," he 

sa id (Lambie, 2003). While not suggest in g fa rmers con template such a st rategy, he 

made the po int that in the current world market environme nt , farmers are facing a cost 

pnce squeeze. 

Uncertainty about the future of farming in te rms of fin anci al re turn is as pervasive in 

Oneriri as in the rest of the country: 

It 's hard when you 're not operati11g off a very good fina11cial base. Unless you 
have a big acreage you are virtually treading water. 

A lot of people have sold their la11d because it is a way out of debt and I don't 
co11demn that at all. I understand that. 

In the early 50sfarming was exceptio11ally lucrati ve. In my time it has never been 
anything like that. It has been a real struggle. We ha ve had a f ew ups, but a lot of 
downs. 

We've had two good years but things are tightening up right now. People are 
starting to get nervous - as usual. 

[The farm] just pays for itself barely, and that doesn 't allow for any fan cy 
spending. We ha ven 't maintained the place as well as we should ha ve because we 
didn 't have the money to spend on it. 
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Some years we don 't earn dole wages f rom the fa rm. We li ve on our overdraft and 
then hope that next year we'll craivl out of it. It 's a good life, but there's some 
hard parts to it. 

Mouton & Korkie (2000: 16) theori se that the dec line in real prices fo r farm products 

will continue to be gradu al, but w ill be lo ng-term . They suggest global popul ation 

growth and diminishing land area ava il able fo r foo d prod ucti on should pl ace a 

premium on the value of fa rm products. H owever, advances in production 

technolog ies mean that it will be some time before demand outstrips suppl y. "Onl y 

the n will a reversal of the long-te rm downward spi ra l of rea l fa rm gate prices be seen," 

they say (2000: 16). Thi long-term decline in fa rm incomes is seen in Oneriri as a 

majo r issue in fa rm success ion - the process by which the fa mil y fa rm is passed fro m 

generati o n to ge nerati on. 

Succession 

Accord in g to the M inistry of Agri culture and Fi sheries (MAF, 200 3), agri business has 

been cons idered by many to be a decl in ing "old economy" secto r. A min is try po licy 

state ment says thi s percepti on has detrimental impacts on the secto r because it makes 

it more di fficult to encourage youn g and skilled people into it. The lite rature, however, 

suggests that the reasons why youn g people are re luctant to seek a career in fa rmin g 

are much more specific than that, and are not necessaril y new. An article in The 

Fa rmers' Advocate (June 1, 1922) quotes a farmer's daughter as say ing: 'Td soon te ll 

the m why the country girl and boy get to the c ity as soon as they can ! If you had to 

milk three ga llons of milk to get eightpe nce and had to milk 50 cows morning and 

night because you could not get help , how would you stand it ?" (cited Hunter & 

Riney-Kehrberg, 2002: 14 1). 

The uncertainty of fa rming is, from a purely fin ancial perspecti ve, the most obvious 

and possibl y most powerful di sincentive to take it up as a career, and its coroll ary is 

the avail ability of rewarding employme nt opportunities elsewhere . The result is that 

some parents with no child willing to succeed to the famil y farm remain trapped on 

their farms (Fairweather, 1992 : 17). E li zabeth Mortl and , a Community Educati on 

Officer in Taihape, qu otes one of her clients: "It 's a fo rm of child abuse to ex pect your 

son to take over the farm" (Levett & Po meroy, 1997 :6). 
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Farmers, not unexpectedly, appear to be more concerned with the succession of their 

own fa rms than whether young people are entering agriculture by o ther avenues; fo r 

parents, the essence of the famil y farm is not its capacity to make money but it s 

capacity to connect people with land , nature and the past (Comstock, I 987 :xxv). So 

succession is not just about the transfer of land , it is a lso about re taining the famil y 

identity with land . In thi s context, success ion becomes a process whereby the 

traditi ons, skill s and capital of farmin g are passed on to the nex t ge nerati on 

(McCrosti e Little & Taylo r, 1998: I ), which is o f particul ar signifi cance in One riri 

where some properti es have been fa rmed by a s ing le fa mil y fo r we ll ove r a century. 

It adds to the significance of the f amilyfarm if it has gone through the generations; 
the aspect of sentiment comes into it. Th ere are manyfa n11ers 11 ·ho ha1·e changed 
fa rms yet it is still thefamily f arm: the.family input doesn 't change, but th e 
sentiment p robably isn't as strong. 

However, continuit y of the tradition of success ion is becoming less cert a in . South 

Island hi gh country sheepfarmers, fo r example , be li eve that fa mili es should have 

long- te rm commitme nt to thi s type of fa rming, but those families are now finding 

di fficulty in transferring their high country runs to the nex t ge nerat ion. Morri s, 

Fairweather & Swaffi e ld ( 1997:56) say the dire economic stra its of many o f the 

properties, which will be compounded as the o lder generati on draws money from them 

fo r retireme nt income, de ters sons fro m takin g over even if they wanted to . In other 

cases sons did not w ish to take the property over because of other attrac ti ons. They 

quote one fa rmer: " It 's a change of ge nerati ons. The excellent schoo ling, and 

technology the way it is, there are so many other opportunities out there fo r people 

who, rather than dag sheep and drive tracto rs all day, would rathe r be in the corporate 

body putting their brains to work. " Many Oneriri farmers had similar comments. This 

one is typical: 

Fanners ha ve encouraged their sons to do something other than farming because 
it 's such bloody hard work fo r the return you get; a nine-to-five j ob is easier. 
Ha ving said that, it doesn 't do you any harm. Dad got to 85 working like a dog, 
and he was quite happy with it. 

Research in New Zealand shows that, without any pressure from the next generation to 

enter fa rming, there would be little impetus for farmers to re tire (Keatin g & Little, 

1994:33), but where succession is sought, the younger farmers waiting for the farm to 
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become available from parents see control of the business through access to 

management and ownership as essential to entry. The fact that their parents are Jess 

likely to see these conditions as part of the retirement process means each generation 

must wait a Jong time to be in control, and transfer of control is made only reluctantly 

( 1994:32). Another factor affecting succession is that, in New Zealand , the method of 

acquiring the succession farm is predominantly through purchase by the successor 

from the family, usuall y at the full market price (McCrostie Little & Taylor, 1998 : I). 

One of the farming couples contributing to thi s report have transferred half of the ir 

farm to their son, who is now in hi s mid-forti es. The son paid for hi s share ove r a 

period of years and they ex pect him to buy the bal ance from them when they retire " in 

the nex t few years' '. Of the dozen remaining farms included in thi s stud y, onl y two 

have any chance of being taken over by the nex t generation , and in neither case has 

succession yet bee n planned. 

Th ere is a huge decline in farming effort in Oneriri. It's because there are 1·eryfew 
of us 1\'ho actually had children 1vho 1va11ted to farm. That generation ran mrny . . . 
1vell, maybe we chased th em away because fa nning wasn't econoJ11ic. 

I never pressured the kids in any way. I 1i:a11ted them to do their Ol \"11 thing. I didn 't 
want them to feel that because I was farming that they had to Jann too. I felt there 
were so many opportunities available th ese days possibly better then farming. 

We've got no more farmers in the family. It 's one of my biggest disappointments 
and I don 't know what to do about it. I'd like them to keep the farm; I think they all 
love to come home to the farm, it 's where their roots are. 

[One son] was always going to do something agricultural, but [farm returns] 
weren't even good enough to be able to make him an offer. It would ha ve been nice 
if he was able to take over the Jann from us but we couldn't afford that. I was too 
young to retire and we needed an income. 

How the hell could you expect somebody . .. to buy out a place of this value? We 
bought from the previous generation, but the next generation simply couldn 't do it; 
the farm can't earn enough to pay for the mortgage. 

Oneriri parents were not always as liberal as these latter-day quotes indicate. One 

participant described how, while still finishing boarding school, he received a message 

from his father: " If you don ' t come home there won't be a farm to come home to". He 

understood that if he did not start to take some interest in the farm it would be sold. 

Another said: " In those times sons were expected to come home and work on the farm . 

My father really had his finger on me because I was the only boy." A common ploy 
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was to buy a son a puppy and encourage him to train it to work stock. This served as 

an introducti on to one of the more sati sfying skills of pastoral farming. 

It can be seen that there are three possible reasons why, in Oneriri , success ion of 

children to the famil y farm is becoming more and more unlike ly. The first is that they 

know that the monetary rewards for the hard labour of fa rmin g are small. They have 

li ved th rough the downturn and , in most cases, have witnessed the stru ggle the ir 

parents had to kee p the fa rm going. The second reason seems to be that paren ts are 

now re luc tant to coerce their children into taking over. Whil e ge nerati onal fa rmin g 

mi ght be the ir goal, pare nt s today tend to de fer to the ir child ren on the issue of 

retaining the fa rm within the famil y. They be lieve it is more important th at the 

children should be happy and that they, the parents, are fa ir to them all , even if it 

means not retaining the fa rm (McCrostie Littl e and Taylo r, 1998 :8). The thi rd reason 

in vo lves the economics of success ion in Oneriri. The value o f waterfront fa rms on the 

pe ninsul a has ri sen substanti all y in the last decade, dri ven by their potenti al fo r 

subd ivision into smallho ldings. Market value for most properties is we ll beyond what 

they are worth in terms of fa rming re turn . O ne medi um-s ized Oneriri fa rm w ith nine 

kilometres of water fro nt age sold recentl y fo r $6.5 million. 

Despite these issues, farm succession is viewed by most New Zealand fa rming 

families as important , e nabling a career option for childre n, and a means whereby the 

rewards of hard work in one generati on can be passed on to the nex t (McCrosti e Little 

and T aylor, 1998:9). 

Women in farming 

The term "famil y farmjng" implies participation in the agric ultural producti on 

function by all or some members of a famil y. While the stereotyped view of women 's 

participation has traditionall y been determined less by individual parti cipants' 

preferenc es than by gender-dri ven assumptions as to what women' s farm roles shou ld 

be, the reality is that, in Oneriri anyway, the farming wome n who weathered 

deregulation were prepared to become involved in the tou gh, dirty and hard work side 

of farming when the ir help was needed. This is borne out b y the narrati ves of the farm 

women who have contributed to thi s study, as will be seen. 
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The considerable body of literature on the subject indicates that women's roles in 

agriculture arc changing. Jn New Zealand in relati vely recent times these change · 

have come about largely as part of overall survival strategics sparked by the 1984 

deregulatory measures. This sec tion examines women's roles in famil y farming as a 

contex tual framework for the Oneriri experience both before and after deregulation. 

The stereotyping of farming women has been narrow and implistic: 

The domestic labour of women is more important on farm than in non-farm 
hou. cholds. The [New Zealand] farm wife produce a greater number of 
products for home consumption than other women and the organi sation of 
the fami ly farm requires an interdependence between the domestic and the 
farm work spheres that i. not common in other areas (Walton. 199 1 :22). 

This observat ion implies a genclcrccl analys is of women 's farm roles that has 

" farmers· wives" confined to a primary responsibility for domestic household labour, 

:m alysis that What more ( 199 1 a:7 I ) ins ists "obscures the very different and unequal 

pos itions of indi vidual members [of farmin g families] which build upon, and are 

re inforced by. the gender di visions of labour". Further, the . tercotype of the ru ral 

woman ·s "natural" role, that o f a fami ly woman, tradi tiona l and conservati ve, 

absorbed in the care of the home. is not woman 's natural state, but con ·tructed and 

reinforced through patriarchal re lation · (Hughes, 1997: 126). Hughes adds that if we 

are to understand and explain the dome. tic experiences of rural women we need to 

take account of the ways women both "adhere to3 and contest dominant constructions 

of womanhood''. 

Historically in New Zealand thi s stereotype seems not to have been a. dominant as 

e lsewhere. From the time of the economic depres ion of the 1890 -, New Zealand 

suff cred from a chronic labour ·hortage which the government attempted to fill with 

a s i tcd migrants from Britain. The way in which farmers fill ed their labour needs, 

however, was far more traditional: they made use of their wives and daughters as well 

as their sons (Hunter and Riney-Kehrberg, 2002: J 37). 

3 One partic ipant in this study told me the best advice she received on her wedding day was from her 
( farming) mother-in-law: "never learn how to milk the house cow. Do it once and you do it for the rest 
or your life" . 
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Whatmore (199l a: 73) suggests that in famil y fa rming, where the dominant fo rm is the 

conjugal household unit , the identity and ri ghts of women are mediated by their 

relati onship to their husbands. She identifies some as " incorporated wives" who 

become incorporated into the farm labour process by virtue of marri age, in the sense 

of hav ing their workin g li ves structured by their husband 's occupation. Not onl y are 

they marrried to the ir husband 's job but , since there is no geographical separation 

between home and work in farming, they are perm anentl y living on the job 

(Whatmore, 199 1 :97). In a wide ran ging di scussion of findin gs from analysis of farm 

wo men' s recorded oral autob iograhies , Oste rud ( 1988) observed that while some 

wo men were abl e to see themselves as acti ve agents in the ir li fe hi stories, most saw 

themselves as res ponsive subjects; telling the ir stories became another way to create 

meaning in their li ves . They thought of themse lves not as hav ing shaped their 

situ ati on, but ra ther as hav ing fulfill ed it s de mands. Additi onall y, wome n who 

marri ed into long-establi shed fa rm fa milies deve loped new identities as members of 

the ir hu sband 's fa mili es. 

Based on two surveys in Britain , Whatmo re concludes that wo men parti cipate in the 

farm labour process under conspicuously d iffe rent relati ons and conditio ns from those 

of their hu sbands and sons: "Whatever else wo men do on the fa rm it is c learl y in 

addition to, rather than instead of (emphasis in ori ginal) their domesti c tasks and 

responsibilities" ( 199 1 a:74). Haney and Know les ( 1988:7) point out that individual 

characteri sti cs like age and educati onal leve l influence women' s choices. Famil y 

characteri stics as we ll - pa11icul arl y fa mil y goa ls, fa mil y determinati ons of men's and 

women' s ro les, the nature of the famil y dec ision-making structure, and the stage in the 

fa mil y life cycle - are also consequenti al to wome n's options. 

In light of recent research (see parti cul arl y Johnsen, 2003) it seems clear that farm 

women's contribution to the farm sector has long been underestimated. In New 

Zealand , farm women 's responses to the changes in family farmin g caused by the 

1984 deregulatory measures had the effect of assuaging, if not destroying, the 

stereotypes normally accorded them. During the past two decades their responses 

have included increasing their labour and/or fin ancial contribution to the ir fa rms; by 

coping privately with their own and the ir partners' stress; by forming their own 
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support nelworks; and they have also begun insisling on appropriate recognition of 

Lhese contributions (Tealher, 1996:7): 

In difficu lt economic periods it would seem that it is often the women who 
can see more clearl y the dec isions that need to be taken and who provide the 
focused energy to bring about changes (Webber and Ri ve rs ( 1992), c ited 
Tcather, 1996:8). 

Tcathcr notes that the typical family farm is becoming a part-time bus iness, or a 

busines ru n by at least two people on top of other paid or non-paid work, and that 

spouses often replace a hired farm worker with un paid labour. Ten yea rs after 

deregulation. agri cultural census data indicated that of the 44,600 farms in New 

Zealand with one or more working owners, 50 percent had at lea. t one female 

worki ng owner (Burborough and Curnbenvorlh. 1999). The monetary contribution 

women make to the family farm is principa lly from off-farm waged work. Teather 

quotes Women ·s Division Fede rated Farmers fi gures that show th ::it in the earl y 1990s 

30 percen t of fa rm women in ew Zealand considered their o ff-farm earn ings 

essential to support farm income (Teather, 1996:7). 

The downturn in market prices and 1he economic rcstruciuring of the mid- I 980s led 

women to contribute more both on and off the form . Not onl y were many women 's 

skill s used in handling and managing the emotional demands of increasing debt and 

decreasing returns, but they frequently managed the books and undertook an 

increasing amount of physical farm work . For ome, undoubtedl y, it was just more of 

the same; fo r others it wa · a change of role that contribuled to the relrear of gendered 

stereolypes. Above all , it gave fa rm women Lhe opportunity to break down the familial 

gender division of Jabour by which women's identity is bound up in ideologies of 

wifehood and molherhood which natu rali se gender inequalities (Whatmore, 

199 1 a:75). The changes became norms. For example, Burborough and Cumberworth 

(1 999: I ) te ll us that though many fa rm women were going out to work to suppo11 the 

farm in the 1980s, the situation had changed by the 1990s. "Women till went oul to 

work, but increasingly it was to meet their needs, not the farm 's." 

There is no Oneriri farm woman stereoLype, but all who partic ipated in thi s study 

identify with one stereotypical gendered ro le: that of responsibility fo r the domestic 

sphere. None of the men admit to any involvement with household work other than 
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such chores as bringing in the firewood. The most frequent response to questions 

about allocation of household duties: " J leave all that to her", accords precisely with 

Whatmore's belief that the naturalisation of women's responsibility fo r domestic 

work is "central to the ideological process of legi timation in which lived experience 

presents what is soc ially produced as natural and beyond human cont rol"' (Whatmore, 

199 1 a:75). However, with the exception of two women who work full-time at jobs off 

the farm, al l Oneriri women work rea onably frequently - ;rnd seasonally sometimes 

fu ll-time - outside with stock or at other fo rm chores, with varying degree of 

enthusiasm: .. If 1 didn ' t do it we'd have to employ someone else to., . is a common 

sentiment. There arc some who have always contributed substanti al ly, and relish the 

fa rm work: 

I !tt11•e ahrnys 1rnrked on 1hefor111. I e i1her 111ilked, or al one .\·/age he 1rns milking 
and I 11·os rea ring pigs. We fwd 40 so11·s. That 1mrked out to ohout 400 pigs a t a 
1i111e I 11·as 11·orking on. I enjoy the m1i111<1/s. I still rear coli·es; o coup le of years 
ago 11·e did 300. /mt I ho1·e to od111i1 it's gell ing o hi! horder 11011· os you get older. 

There u re I i111es 11 ·hen the re is a lot of 1rnrk to he done. I k1101r / 1ri II end up 
docking 900 /a111hs this Sej) femher. /'111 not afraid ofp/J ysirnl 1rnrk. 

All women but one acknowledge that their husbands make the farm busi ness 

decisions; theirs is a "helper·· ro le. Most say they are happy. Two live lives of quiet 

despair with husbands indi fferent to their aspirations. 

Few of the husbands offe r a detailed ana lysis of their wives· ro les in the runn ing of 

the farm: 

She'.\· been a da11111 good backup to 111e 0 1·er the years. 

/'111110! sure thal I had any expec1a1io11s of [my wife] 0 11 1hej(1r111. I knew she 1ras 

a good ouldoor g irl. She probably had !hose qua lilies thal really made for a happy 
form marriage. She's pretty good 1rilh slock and all 1hm sorl of 1hing. 

She's helped rear the calvesfor nearly 25 years, wul she does 1he acco11111s. 
Forlwwtely she likes 1ha1 because /'111 hopeless ll'ilh bookwork. 

! think that women do as 11111ch or as /i11/e as they are inlerested in doing and their 
husbands want them to do. 

Some furnish stereotypes: 
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On afarm a woman 's got to be able to accept that she can 't just run down to the 
dairy every JO minutes. It does keep you organised. Every time you go to town you 
plan it carefully. 

Women usually very much share in the running of the operation. Maybe not so 
much in the practical way. Men do the practical, physical side of it. 

So me are admiring : 

Th eir role is huge really: they' re the mother, they do all the rearing of the 
children; they do all the housework. They are also unpaid workers on the.farm 
because most of the time you can 't afford 1vorkers. Th ey do that, they come horne 
and do the tea, they do the laundry, they do the vacuuming, they do everything. 
Womell are basically unpaid \l"Orkers and yet they are not recognised by anybody 
as part of the 1vork fo rce. 

Women call do the job as 1vell as 1\"e can, and in animal care probably better than 
men. Th ey could 1vell be better fa rmers than us, given the opportunity. Maybe they 
1vouldn 't dri ve things quite so hard. 

One holds a jocose but di stinctl y agricultural view: 

Not many of the girls stayed in Oneriri because they had to go m rny to f ind 1vork. 
But there 1vere quite afe1v 1\"hO came to the district to teach or nurse or whatever 
and very f ew escaped. Which is probably just as 1vell othenl"ise 11 ·e \\"011ld ha ve 
been awfully inbred around the district. 

The women's views of their ro les tend to mesh w ith that of the ir husbands -

manifestati ons, perhaps, of Whatmore's " incorporated wives' ' : 

I consider myself as [my husband 's} helper rea lly. I just f ill in the gaps. I help on 
the.farm which is quite often. I do quite a bit outside with the stock. You 're part
time secretary as well, I suppose. If I didn 't work on the farm someone else would 
ha ve to be paid to work here. I could never be a full-tim e labour unit because you 
have always got home and house to think of 

[My husband] is the dominant person in this household. He nms the farm , he runs 
the business, he sets the pace. He sets quite a cracking pace. If youfeel like 
lagg ing behind it doesn 't last f or long because you get swept up in it pretty 
quickly. 

My role was to be a farm er 's wife. I had to prepare three hot meals a day f or [my 
husband] and the farm worker, and if they needed help with draughting in the 
yard, or at shearing time, I would help. 

He was one of those farmers who went out and did a lambing beat, so he'd arrive 
home with armloads of these poor bedraggled orphan lambs and I had to revive 
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them and f eed them. I had never done anything like that at all. The kitchen was 
full of half-dead lambs and I was busy shoving them in the warming drawer and 
towelling them down. I can remember crying on his shoulder saying you didn 't 
tell me it was going to be like this. 

Wom en are an integral part of running a farm, even if it's just getting the meals 
prepared. It 's a vital s ide of it. 

My husband has always kept the farm books. I have thought perhaps he should 
teach me more in that respect. I know some fanni11g 1vives don't like the feeling of 
being a kept 1vonwn, as it were, that they don't have control of their 0 1vn jlnances. 
I ha ve a small cheque account which I can use fo r personal things. I hm·e 11 e1·er 
had to f?O do1v11 on my kn ees and beg for money like some. 

Some are more independent : 

I would be the shed hand if that was needed. I can use a handpiece and crutch if 
need be. I can put do1rn a bale of wool. It 1vas my choice. I didn't hm·e to [do this 
work], but I quite often did. I would go and grub thistles if they needed grubbing. 

Right f rom the start I ran the business end of the Ja nn. I e1~joy that type of 1rnrk. 
Any 111ajor decisions 1\'e do bet1 veen us, but he does all the day-to-day running of 
the Jann. When it come to strategy and buying and selfing stock he likes to be in 
control of that, but he needs to ask me ho1v 11111ch is in the account: /101v nwch can 
he spend. 

I've al1vays worked with the stock. My children were brought up, basically, in the 
cowshed. We had a cot over there and we had them in the pram 1vhe11 they 1vere 
smaller. 

A few are fru strated : 

My life has not been as fulfilling as I might ha ve wished. It has been very 
restricted because of the fact that I li ved on the Jann. My career was rea lly 
constrained by where we lived. I' ve still got the urge; I feel that I have got a lot to 
offer, that there are a lot of rooms in me that have never been tapped, really. 

[My husband] made the decisions. A lot of the time that 's still the case. He does 
the books and he's never let me be part of the financial side, so for years I didn't 
kno 1v how we stood financially and that was not a nice feeling. But he ll'Ouldn 't 
understand that. 

The narratives of Oneriri farm women seem to indicate they broadly adhere to, rather 

than contest, dominant constructions of their roles. At the same time, most exhibit a 

positive engagement with farm work and enjoyment of life as a farming women. The 

greatest physical change to their lives caused by deregulation was the intensification 

of unpaid work outside the home as they replaced hired farm workers the farm could 
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no longer afford. The ex tra labour did not mean any lessening of domestic 

responsibilities, confirming What more' s ( 1991 a) conclusion that fin ancial hardship 

has the effect of increasing the contribution of wo me n to the overall runnin g o f the 

farm . 

All of the changes di scussed in thi s chapter can be seen to at least partiall y stem fro m 

the agricultural deregul atory measures of 1984. Some were already under way but 

their progress was intensifi ed under the spur of deregul ati on. The need to cut bac k 

ex penditure led to the layoff of farm workers and to women taking on more wo rk 

outside the home; the need to maintain fa rming operati ons saw fa rmers resort to 

subdi vision as a source of working capital; the withd rawa l of subsidies fo rced 

woolgrowers to sw itch to ra ising beef as the principal fa rmin g ac ti vity; exposure to 

increas ing globa li sa ti on of commodity markets is now refl ected in flu ctuatin g returns 

and uncertainty about the future of pasto ral fa rming; thi s, in turn , has meant the sons 

and daughters of farmers now look elsewhere fo r careers. 

These changes are still hav ing their effec ts which, in Oneriri , are compounded by a 

number of fac to rs, not the least be ing the distri c t' s increasi ng ease of access from 

A uckl and . The s ignificance of this fac tor is mani fes ted by the growing interest of 

A uckl anders in the peninsul a as a place fo r weekend relaxati on, re tireme nt and fa mil y 

living. This interest, ste mming from cultu rall y-based beli efs and understandings of 

ru ra l life, is the subject of the nex t chapter. 
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Early retirement 
IT BECAME obvious when the transformation of the Public Service began. Under the twin neo
liberal mantras of deregulation and rationalisation there was bound to be a massive shakeup 
in the upper echelons of the Department. The quickest way to flatten the management 
pyramid was to lop off the top three levels. Too bad that these contained the most 
experienced men (he was one) - experienced, yes, but expensive as well. He hadn't wasted 
his time at the management courses the Department insisted he attend. He would have done 
it that way too. 

The early retirement package was generous. Before the salary stopped there was time to 
explore options for the future. His wife, also management trained , and eager for change had 
firm ideas about what they should do. After 30 years of suburbia, kids and commuting to the 
heart of Auckland , they should look for a block of land in the country big enough to generate 
an income to supplement his pension, yet small enough to run without outside help. They 
knew what they had to spend and having no mortgage was crucial for the success of the 
venture. 

The search for the right block - they realised they would need between 100 and 200 acres -
was carefully planned and based around a large map of the top half of the North Island that 
they pinned to the wall. Because their children were in early marrried life and settled in good 
jobs in the city, they wanted to remain within reasonable distance of Auckland : no more than 
two hours' drive, preferably closer. 

Rural areas at each end of the north-south motorway were quickly ruled out. Plans for a new 
university and associated services meant prices in the Albany basin to the north were pitched 
at developer level and those in the south dictated intensive horticultural enterprise on small 
blocks, certainly not what they wanted to do; their thoughts ran mainly to cattle . Further north, 
between Coatesville and Kaukapakapa, prices were prohibitive - this was commuter country 
- and it was the same in the south, between Pukekohe and Bombay. 

They began plotting prices on their map, gathering figures from the real estate publications 
and The New Zealand Herald. It soon became obvious that it was pointless looking south. 
Once past the Bombay Hills land prices were dictated by the Waikato dairy industry and, 
therefore , tied to the fluctuating milk payouts. Even farms with marginal returns were well out 
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of reach. Further north, beyond just-commutable and therefore pricey Warkworth, their search 
began telling them land prices were easier. The next town, Wellsford , in their estimation was 
"a miserable place" and was therefore ruled out, despite there being affordable blocks close 
by. The soils tended toward heavy clay, more suited to sheep than cattle. Toward the east the 
land was better quality, but consequently much more expensive. 

The search stopped at Kaiwaka, though they were prepared to go as far as the Brynderwyn 
hills 15 minutes further north. This oddly east-west range of hills they saw as an obvious 
barrier for anyone with attachments to Auckland. East of Kaiwaka prices, regardless of land 
quality, rose steadily according to distance from the surf beach and all-weather golf links of 
Mangawhai. Already this seaside settlement had acquired the character - and all the 
problems - of the suburban Auckland they were seeking to leave. Westward was the Kaipara 
Harbour. They found the block they wanted partway along the Oneriri peninsula that points 
crookedly at the harbour entrance. Within a year the couple broke even on their venture and 
began to generate an income - modest, but adequate in their circumstances. 

By coincidence, their suburban house sold the day they paid for their Oneriri block. In 
desperation, and with only weeks to go before having to vacate the house, they contracted an 
Auckland building company to prefabricate a small but comfortable house that could be 
trucked in pieces to their block. It was to be pre-wired and pre-plumbed so it could be 
connected simply to the services that would be installed on the site. However, siteworks took 
longer than expected, and as a result the house had to be erected in one day, the same day 

they handed the keys to the new owners of their old house in Auckland. Though it still needed 
painting and other finishing work, the new house was liveable by nightfall. 

The following afternoon, while still in a considerable muddle, they had visitors . On their 
doorstep appeared a man and his wife , brandishing a welcoming bottle of wine. After 
introducing themselves as near neighbours "from just a bit further down the peninsula", they 
said they were originally from Auckland "too". 

"How did you know we were from there?" was the natural question. 

'Well ," the visitors said , "we went to Auckland yesterday and there was nothing on this site 
when we went past in the morning. When we returned last night the house was up and the 
lights were on. So we knew at once you weren't locals. You 're going to love it here. After a 
while you'll find you begin to slow down." 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

The culture of rurality 

THE 10ST obvious evidence o f recent change in Oneri ri is the ever- increas ing 

number of . mallholders who live the re. One former said: ' 'A few years ago when 

these people started coming in 1 used to jo ke about the Oneriri rush-hour in the 

mornings. ow it' s a fact". Most of the farmers in Oneriri have spent thei r li ves on 

the peninsula earn ing a living: the newcomers arc drawn there for other reasons. Both 

groups have the ir individual understandings of rura lity and the nature of their 

engagement with its elements. For farmer. , rura l is the central cultu ral signifier of 

their li ves; urban dwe llers migrate to the country and become smallholders hecause of 

their culturally-based ex pectations of rural li fe . 

The concept of rura l can be categori sed in two ways. The first, and mo!-. t ob,·ious. is as 

a spatia l ent ity where land use, landscape and settlements arc patent ly different from 

thei r ci ty equivalents by dint of scale. density. remoteness. and predominant forms of 

economic production and land u. e (Cloke, 1983:3). However fo r this di ·cussion rura l 

cannot simply be counterpoised to the urban. Murdoch & Day ( 1998: 187) be lieve the 

rural is for more complex than thi. , that it has been "splintered into many rura lities" 

that may not have much in common with one another. In the second instance, rural 

can be viewed as a category based on differentation of values (Share, Gray & 

Lawrence, I 99 1: 122). A key is uc is that the rural experience is not the ·ame for all ; 

there is no one rural experience. Nor does everyone share the same notions of rurality 

and what it can offer (Hughes, 1997: 182). This categori sation of the rural in troduces 

the po ·sibility of conflict generated by different understand ings of rurality. It also 

invites examination of what the differences are. 

Discus ·ion in this chapter is informed by the literature describing the array of cultural 

constructs that shape people's notions of life in the countryside. It nominates culture 

as a determinant in interpreting human behaviour and relationships in rural 
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communities and assays the influence of the rural idyll in the perpetuation of rural 

sentiment. This di scussion provides an introduction for a synchronous comparison of 

farmers' and smallholders' di scursive perceptions of a range of key elements in the 

constitution of rurality. Because the perceived loss of community is seen as a 

significant marker of change, it is examined in some detail to round out the discussion 

of the culture of the rural. 

Culture of the rural 

The cultural construction of the rural and its representatio n is rooted in a set of 

assumptions, expectations and values (Cloke & Little , 1997:279). People derive their 

own sense of the rural , reinterpreting dominant images throu gh their own c ultural 

practice (Crouch ( 1992), c ited Jones, 1995:39) . The rural , the refore, is a "dynamic and 

unstab le" (Hughes, 1997: 124) social construction and an arena in which the hopes, 

values and prejudices of social groups can be played out (Mu rdoch & Day, 1998: 191 ), 

and culture is essentially a matter of ideas and values, a collecti ve cast of mind (Kuper, 

1999:227). Cloke & Milbourne extend these notions, suggesti ng that some of the 

problems experienced in rural lifesty les arise from conflic t between cu ltu ra l constructs 

of rurality: conflicting cultural norms and practices (which they refer to as 

"competences") and symbols (1992:360). They point out that cu ltural meanings o f 

rurality are circulated at national, regional and local levels, and at the local level any 

composite construction of the rural will inev itably include individuals' own 

experiences of the ru ra l: " [T]heir experience of the rural is replete with meaning, and 

such experience will then info rm refl ex ive communicatio ns made to others about the 

nature of rurality" ( 1992: 364). 

Understandings of "rural " in Oneriri are clearl y ex perienti ally based. Both farmers 

and smallholders in Oneriri speak of the rurali ty they know, rather th an an 

unattainable ideal. Analysis of the range of defining characteristics of rural from both 

groups drawn by the question "What comes to mjnd when you think of the term 

' rural' ?" shows that Oneriri farmers have a greater ran ge of focused views of rural life 
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than smallholders but, predictably, are less concerned with amenity values than 

smallholders 1, as shown by central response phrases: 

FARMERS 

farmland; mainly grassland 

living happily alongside others 

rural is commercial farmin g 

farms and paddocks; isolation 

it 's not the city 

open space, sky, ivind, seasons 

grass and animals 

grass, trees and feiv houses 

open country, low population 

productive farmland 

li ving in a supportive community 

SMALLHOLDERS 

surrounded by farms, space, privacy 

lots of countryside 

an openfireplace, solitude, quiet 

quiet, privacy, soft landscape 

open space, trees, animals 

animals, bush, water, space 

f reedom f rom people living close 

green, animals and trees, isolation 

open spaces, animals, horticulture 

More than half of farmers' responses relate directly to fa rming, shown by such key 

words as "grassland", "farming", "animals" and so on. Where smallholders nominate 

similar terms, they appear to do so from a more se lf conscious standpoi nt. The 

reference to others - stated des ires for privacy and "freedom from people" - contrasts 

with farmers' positive acceptance of neighbours and community2
. One fundamental 

difference between each group 's understandings of the rural arises from the fact that , 

through their land management practices, farmers have created the landscape which is 

experienced - even consumed - by their smallholder ne ighbours. Other than there 

being a much greater number of houses today then 10 years ago, the Oneriri landscape 

has been little modified as yet by the activities of smallholders. 

1 Goodwin et al (2000:62) suggest "commonly understood" e leme nts o f rural amenity inc lude a sense 
o f spac iousness; privacy, quietness and absence of tra ffic ; la ndscape relati ve ly free of structures; a nd a 
clean environme nt charac terised by fresh air and c lean water. 

2 In thi s analysis of community, the a ttitudes of members of Otamatea Eco-Village to commu nity are 
not included. As community is central to the ideology of the vill age, I felt reporting thei r who lehearted 
ce lebration of this concept would distort the compari son drawn between farmers and other 
smallholders. Elsewhere the ir views are included. 
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The idea that rural space can be experienced by non-occupiers is ex tended by 

Mormon!. He says there is no longer o ne single space, but a multiplic ity of soc ial 

spaces fo r one and the same geographical area, each of the m having its own logic, its 

own instituti on, as we ll as its own network o f actors ( 1990, c ited Murdoch and Pratt , 

1997:57). A pace may the refore be under. tood in te rms of the outside force · that 

combine to confer value on it (Share e t al, 199 1: 122). Thus, in additi on to the farmer 

owners and their smallho lder ne ighbo urs, Maori , professional consultants of vari ous 

persuasions and discipli nes, e nvironmental ac ti vists and local gove rnme nt officers 

could a ll be "acting .. on the same space, potentiall y giving rise to competin g cla ims 

based on sectional interest. These inte rests arise fro m both collective and indi vidual 

understand ings of rurality. One example is the sense of ' ·visual ownership' ' o f the 

South Island high country fe lt by many urban New Zealanders who oppose it · 

occupation by leaseho lding sheep fa rmers (Dominy, 200 I :25). 

If the understanding of rural is cultura lly based, it follows that the way countryside 

has been shaped and reshaped by human occupati o n and use is the prac tical 

express ion of that cultural construct. The landscape. over time . becomes a pa lim psest, 

each occupier leaving some tangible imprint , with the reshap ing de ri ving from 

ociall y and economica lly dri ve n change. Examples in O neriri a re the remnants of 

homesteads and gardens close to the river, abandoned when roads became a practical 

alte rnati ve Lo ri ver transportation, and milking sheds with their concrete-paved yards 

s tanding unused on farms converted to bull rai ·ing. Berque ( 1990) suggests that 

people re present a g iven mi lie u through the way they use it and, conversely, manage 

thi s milie u following the way they interpre t it (c ited Paquette & D amon, 2003:2). In 

thi s way di ·tinct land. capes are shaped by the everyday practices and ex periences of 

rural residen ts. 

Paquetre & Damon·s study of rural in -migration in southern Quebec seeks to discover 

w hether landscape attributes influence migrati on. T hey pose the question o f whether 

the influx of new migrants to rural a reas accelerates rural landscape transformatio ns 

o r, conversely, whether it helps to maintain an area's cu rrent attributes . They point to 

the essenti a l link betwee n cultural values and rural place: 
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An urbanite purchasing a niral property with a view of the urrounding 
countryside .. . also represents a distinct mani festation of the individual 's 
value assoc iated with niral place (2003:2). 

The ir conclusion that, indeed, the appeal of some landscape characteri stics "seems to 

be a determining fo rce shaping the social recomposition of ru ral communities" 

(2003: 17), is borne out by indi vidual migrant.· uniformly laudatory estimations of the 

Oneriri landscape: 

\Ve came and had a look and Jell in lm ·e 1\'ith the 1·iell'. 

Look at this i·ie11 '. !f yo11 lwd that i11 the city it 11·011ld cost you w1 ahsolutefort1111e. 

Good 1110111re bush like this a11rac1.1· people like magnets. People 11 ·m1110 1valk in 
the hush and ha l'e o piece r~f' it for 1he111sel1·es. 

The 111i11111e 11·e so 11 · this place 11·e thought, God, this is us. This is 1rlw1 1\'e had 
heen looking for. We !01·e this landscape. 

'/J1e 1·ie 11·, the ri1•er, the landscape .. .. 

The findings of Dutch researchers van Dam ct al (2002), who interviewed people to 

explore the reasons behind their stated preference for rural li ving, reveal other rural 

characteri sti cs may be more important in other contex ts. The characteri . tics of rural 

life that they identified as moti vating factors for migration were re lati vely modest. 

Attri butes o f the rural landscape such as di stant views were not an issue. The ru ral 

characteri. tics preferred by the urban residen ts tended toward greenness, peace and 

quiet, space and safety. However, they note, these can also be realised in urban and 

suburban areas with the development of "country style" enclaves. A large majority of 

thei r re. pendents said they would like to move to such a pseudo-countryside 

residential development (2002:468). 

The fi r t section of thi ·chapter has linked three key concepts in the discourse of rura l 

change to demonstrate that "rural" is a complex cultural construct, rather than merely 

a spati al nomination. Murdoch & Day's suggestion that it has split into many 

di parate ruralities points to the fact that, culturally, rural can have many meanings, 

and that different interpretations at the local level may be capable of sparking conflict. 

Mormont takes the thought further: that different understandings of rural also permits 
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the ex istence of a multiplic ity of interpretations fo r a particular geographical area, 

once more, perhaps, creating opportunities for conflict. Paq uelte and Dornon make a 

direct link between cultural values and rural place to introduce the idea that the 

physical appeal of landscapes, as socially represented, acts to attract migrants to rural 

areas. A ll of these ideas exempli fy the cultural construction of rural as seminal to an 

understanding of how people both place themselves, and cope with li ving in rural 

mil ieux. The multiple cultura l constructs of ru ralit y are unified in the notion of the 

rural idyll. 

The rural idyll 

Unde r~ t andings of the rural idyll , or ArcadiaJ arc genera lly associated with the 

moti vation of rural res idents to seek to migrate to the country (see. for example, 

Swarfie ld & Fairweather, 1998: Little & Austin , 1996; Malthew. , Taylor, Sherwood, 

Tucker & Limb. 2000: Cloke & Little. 1997: Boyle & Halfac ree, 1998: Boyle, 

Halfacrce & Robinson, 1998: van Dam et al , 2002). The rural idyll presents happy, 

healthy and problem-free images of a rural life safely nestl ing wi th both a close social 

community and a contiguous naLUral environment (Cloke & M ilbournc. 1992:359). 

Short ( 199 1) nominates the countryside as "the refuge from moderni ty": 

The countryside as contemporary myth is pictu red as a less-hurried lifesty le 
\\'here people follow the . ea. on rather than the . tockmarkct, where they 
have more time for one another and ex ist in a more organic community 
where people have a place and an authentic role (cited B oy le et al , 
1998: 1-l l ). 

Lambert (2003:25) says urban dwe llers al so persist in sentimental ising the rural past, 

hoping to rediscover the simpler life of the country-dweller. When they visit the 

country they want to be shown resourcefu lness, the old ski lls of hand and eye working 

in harmony, and a sense of community ... They don' t want to be reminded that the life 

of the country poor was one of back-breaking misery ... . They'd rather have their 

pastoral fantasies confirmed." Arcad ian ideals such as these commonl y emerge in 

overseas studies of motivations fo r migration to rural areas. Swaffield and 

.l T he term A rcadia is gene rally associated with the structure of feeling a nd senti ment known as 
"pastoral " o r the "rural idyll''. Though de rived origina lly fro m an area in G reece. the mythical Arcad ia 
is a drcamscape whic h to a greater or lesser extent contrasts with the realities of everyday life 
(Swaftie ld & Fairweather. I 998). In th is disc ussio n the terms Arcad ia and rural idyll arc used 
interc hangeabl y. 
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Fairweathe r (1998) found th at in New Zeal and too, the Arcadi an ideal continues to 

have a major influence upon migratio n to rural lifestyle sm allholdings. 

In Western society the movement of urban people into rural communiti es refl ects a 

desire for a particul ar kind o f li ving space . Boyle and Halfac ree ( 1998: 193) say that 

fo r these incomers, ru ra l life means life in a community; and if no such community 

ex ists, it will be c reate d , as incomers weave toge ther the o ld with the new into a 

hybrid ru ra lity. They suggest the rural is al so seen as "natu ra l", it has more 

"environment" th an urban areas. Nature as a dom ain free from human contri vance is 

still more easil y imag ined in the countrys ide th an in the urban environme nt. Pi vota l to 

these and other myths and images surroundin g ru ra l li fe is a nostalgia fo r the past and 

an escape from modernity. Short ( 199 1) identifi es the countryside as the locati on of 

nostalgia and the se tting fo r the simpler li ves of our fo rbears whose ex is tence seems 

idyllic "because they are unencumbered w ith the immense task of li ving in th e 

present" (c ited Little & Austin , 1996) . Mingay ( 1989) concludes th at the rural id yll 

provides a cogniti ve framework "within which m any people are , consc iously or 

unconsc io usly, ma king the ir dec isions to join the urban exodus (cited van Dam e t a l, 

2002 :464). Campbe ll suggests propagatin g the " myth of the ru ral idyll " is important 

in New Zea land fo r developing the campervan to uri st trade and cashing in o n the 

retirement industry and the resettlement of urban middle classes in the country. He 

says the ideo log ical manifestatio n of the rural idyll is a key commodity in the future 

economic viability o f ru ral areas (Campbell , 1992:93). 

As will be di scussed below, many values ex pressed in the ex position of ru rality can 

be linked directl y to the rural idyll. In thi s co ntext , Oneriri smallholders express 

sentiments consistent with the ru ral id yll , and continue to do so in many cases after 

years of rural life: 

We love Kaiwaka f or its small, villagey atmosphere. 

Th e thing of looking after one another is why I want to be part of the community. 

So countryside . .. the special architecture of the countryside. 

Th e fireplace, the kitchen, the herbs, the vegetables and fruit . 

Helping each other out like in the old villages in Europe. 
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li ving sustainably with people 1rho want the same. 

A fresh tomato which you pick as yo11 walk past. That 's the day. 'file tomato is hot 
ji·om the sw1 and yo11 are eating the sunlight. 

As simple a life as possible, almost like going hack to the Iron Age. 

I like to lii ·e wnongst f riends. 

The pers istence of . ome of these sentiments even after years of li fe in the country 

demonstrates that realisation of the rural idyll depends on how it is constit uted by 

individuals. 

Vis ions of the rural idyll are usually close ly associated with representat ions of the 

Engli sh countryside, but they are visions that seem to trave l we ll. Swaffie ld and 

Fai rweather ( 1998) note that Arcadian va lues were exported from Britain over several 

cent uries o f colonial expansion. and New Zealand continues to di splay feature. of 

Brit ish cultu re. In the New Zealand case Swaffield and Fairweather ( I 998: 114) point 

to the irony that the ideal country li fe so aY idly sought rests upon sources of income 

ex ternal to rural occupat ion; the ideal cannot be sustained on it s own terms, and it. 

ideological opposite - the city - is essential to its success. They ay that in thi s sense 

the pursuit of the rural idyll link town and country within an overall economic 

system. 

Once a person faces the realities of ru ral li fe, the imagined Arcadian lifes tyle that 

brought the former urban dweller to the countryside becomes less relevant in face of 

the question of how rural - how well adapted to rural life - can they become when 

their idyllic dreams yield to, or perhaps complement , the practicalities of life in a rural 

community? Mormont ( 1990:34) suggests their fee lings about ruralit y could be 

influenced according to how they use their space, and the nature of the local 

relationships they establish with other users. To answer the question of how Oneriri 

smallholders experience rural life the first of these categories of analysis will now be 

explored. The second, the nature of their local relationship with farmer , will be 

explored in Chapter Five. 
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The rural idyll is simply the collecti ve images of what rural li ving should be (Newby 

( 1985), c ited Gorton, White & Chaston, 1998:228), and therefore can be seen as a 

framework for rural Jiving that can be decon tructed so that its salient part. can be 

examined as key elements in the cultural const itution of rurality. Individuals' 

di scursive perceptions of the key clements arising from this inquiry throw into relief 

differences in the way they are understood or experienced by fa rmers and 

smallholders - the users of rural space in Oneriri. The. c discursive differences create 

a continuum of contex t for the reality of life in this farm-based communit y. and 

provide the fi rst hints of cleavage between farmers and smallholders: 

lTJhe discur. i vc formati on of the rural rests on a complex hegemony o f 
dominat ion w hich both materiall y and culturally constitutes an acceptance 
and belonging for some. and a margina lisat ion and exclusion for others 
(Cloke & Li11le, 1997:7). 

The fi r. t of the key clements is the most frequently nomi nated altribu te or rural life. or 

reason fo r wanting to li ve in the country , quality of life. 

Quality of life 

·'Quality of life'' is a term that no longer . cems to require such qualifiers as 

"wonderful' ', "good'', or even "adequate". Jt has become. hon hand for an cx i tence 

that is celebrated by all of the farmers and smallholders contri but ing to th is study, and 

can also loom large in the minds of intending rural dwe llers, as will be seen. Jt i. 

linked inseparably with the terms "li fcstylcrs", which is frequently appl ied to rural in

migrants, and " li festyle", implying that rural living has a quality different from that 

found in the city, and that the qua lity is superior. When considered th is way it is 

immediately apparent that quality of life is also a cultural construct and , further, that it 

is a highly subjecti ve one that is like ly to be coloured by issues such a occupation, 

wealth , gender and age. Though their views of ru ral life arc obviously different, the 

expectations of both farmers and smallholders as to its quality are inevitably similar. 

The reality is here reflected in responses to the question "What are the defining 

elements of your li fe as a farmer I your li fe in the country?" 

FARMERS 

It 's a lifesty le and a hobby. I like the life; I' ve never been a city person . 

. . . wo11de1ful lifestyle. There's nothing to equal it in the sense of your freedom. 
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[Farming] is not a profession, it 's a way of life. 

In farming, you do things together as a family. So it is togetherness. 

Healthy air, doing your m vn thing. A great lifestyle. 

It 's my whole life, but I certainly don 't p lan to be still fa nning u:hen I reach 70. 

We don't make a lo t of money, but ll"e still enjoy a reasonable standard of lil'ing. 

It 's a good f eeling you get f ro111 m11ni11g a fa r111. This is our l!festyle, our life. 

If your land is virtually.fi·eehold, yo11 ha1•e o good standard of li1·ing. 

SMALLHOLDERS 

We spend as much ti111e as ire can up here. \Ve enjoy gelling out of 1he city. 

Nothing could e1·er 111ake me 11·ant IO lem •e this place. 

We f eel safe here, not Fuln erahle at all. 

We hal'e a f eeli11g o./Feedmn here; of not being encrooclted 0 11 by other people . 

. . . j ust to sit 1rith the 111is1 rolling in. You don 't kno 11· 1rhere the end of the fond is. 

I /m ·e country /i1 ·i11g . If I could co111e back in onolher lije I'd be a form er or a 
ranger. 
[ It } 111ea11s brealhing good air, qui el, and a fee ling of sel.fsuffic iency. 

\Ve do11'11va11t lots o.f other 1Jeople to co111e and spoil 1his landscap e. I c1111 
unaslw111edly selfish obo 11t 1his. fl ' s a ni111by lhing. 

There is a clear difference of approach here. The farmers are generally more 

concerned to describe the ir quality of life ho li s ti call y, or de finit ively; smal lholders in 

the main opt for a vignette that indirectl y illustrates their attitude to country li ving. 

The difference is possibly the product of the pragmatic approach to li fe that is 

stereotypically the hallmark o f the New Zealand farmer, but both types o f response 

indicate each individual' s or group's tate of well-being. Johnston ( 1994) defines 

well -being as " the degree to which the needs and wants of a population are being met" 

(ci ted Boyle et al, 1998: 128). It is implicated in a ll life-course moves, such as those 

linked to marriage, relocation or retire me nt, and involve attempts by the individual o r 

household to improve their everyday living situation in tune with their changing wants 

and needs. The comments of bo th farmers and smallholders show that their rural 

environment sati s fie · thi s ambition. 
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Urban-rural polemic 

The association of the rural with high quality of life implies that conceptions of urban 

life are the opposite, a situation that Furuseth et al (1999: I) call "different geographies 

in conflict wi th one another" - the city versus the country. Swafficld and Fairweather 

identify a number of dimensions to the ideological separation of town and count ry that 

relute directl y to idylli c percept ions of li fe quulit y: 

A celebration o f rural peace a. oppo ·ed to urban noise and acti vity: of 
re laxation and plea ure in the countryside against the need for work in the 
town; the ocial stabi l ity and harmony or rural life in contrast to the poli tica l 
uncertainty of the city; of materia l wealth and comfort in a rural "country'' 
house instead of financial ri , kin the city; and of the honest simplicity o f 
rural dwellers compared to the sophisticated bu t perhaps morally suspect 
manners of urbanites ( 1998: 11 3). 

For the people of Oneriri , Auck land is "the city''. Whangarei, only 45 minutes away, 

has the status of a regional town and service centre. For many farmers Auckland is a 

place with which, th rough necess ity and/or time spent at board ing school, they arc 

quite fami li ar, bu t would prefer to avoid. A few enjoy the cit y. Smallholders seem not 

to leave the city beh ind completely when they migrate to the country. For most, 

Auck land has its place as a contri butory, if not necessary, part of their way of life. The 

views of both groups were sought by the question "How do you feel abo ut 

Auckland?" 

FARMERS 

Lost time I 1re11110 A uckland 1ras three or four years ago. I'm 1101 i111erested in 
gelling tangled 11p in traffic. I hate the place. 

I like Auckland. I knoiv it pretty well. I went to school there and I have a lot of 
relatives there and friends. In addition \\'e have lawyers, accountants and our 
dentist i11 Auckland so 1i:e go there quite a bit. 

Rural people think about Auck/anders as demanding an unfair share of resources, 
and therefore they are thoughtless, uncaring, demanding. I think this is abject 
nonsense really, maybe because though I'm the wife of a Janner, there's a large 
part of me that 's s till townie. 

I go to Auckland as /i11/e as p ossible. As a city I hate A uckland. It seems to be a 
scrambled, jumbled up, hard to get around city. The place drives m e nuts. 

The thing I hate about Auckland is the traffic, but apart from that Auckland is an 
all-right place. I don't have much anti-Auckland allitude. I'm not pro-Northland 
either. I sort of don 't care. 
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I didn 't go to Auckland much when I was younger and I don't go there much now. 
My wife loves shopping so she goes there and I stay home. She takes the 
chequebook and all. 

There is good and bad in all of us, but in Auck/anders I find an arrogance that is 
difficult to cope with. They aren't as giving in life as rural people are. We are very 
co11111111nity-111inded, generally speaking. 

SMALLHOLDERS 

Our coming here 1rns really a retreat from Auckland. I love silence and to ha ve 
silence any1vhere is a real treasure to me. We have it here. But the other side of 
the coin is that I also like the liveliness of a lot of people, like in the city, so it is 
quite a difficult balance. 

(fl was glib I 'd describe Auckland as a necessary evil. But it 's like anything else: 
you need a dynamo, you need a hub. Yo1111eed something that generates 
commerce and industry. I think Auckland's a 1vonderful c ity, but I prefer to live 
here. 

It 's easier to get to kn olV people and formfi·i endships in a country situation than 
in tmvns and cities. And there's more of a community spirit as well, for sure. 

Oh l /01·e Auckland. I love zooming in Ol'er the moton vay and seeing Rangitoto 
1Vhen you come over the Orewa hill, and then through Albany and there is Rangi 
again and the Sky to1\'er and you can see the television mast in the Wai take res and 

If/ were fabulously \Veil-to-do it would be wonderful to ha ve a little pied a terre 
[in Auckland}, small but perfectly formed, and totally insulated, non-leaking and 
not hearing the neighbour 's toilet flush. 

If you go into an Auckland suburb in the middle of the day they are empty. Nobody 
in the houses. They are all locked up, heavily secured, whereas here we interact as 
we choose to. 

I have lived in Auckland, I've worked there. And now I've come to the country. 
Yes, I bring many urbane and urban attitudes, but my loyalty is totally to here. 

One farmer volunteered when answeri ng this question that Oneriri farmers "tend to be 

blinkered" as a result of their "we" and "they" attitude toward townsfolk - especially 

Auckianders: "Cou ntry people are consumed by comparing their life with urban life, 

but I don ' t think urban people care at all what country people are doing". Survey 

evidence in New Zealand shows that the primary attractions for moving to the country 

are the opportunity to raise children in a rural environment, and the perceived 
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qualities of that environment. Agricultural interests rank relati vely low as motivation 

for migrating to the country (Swaffield & Fairweather, 1998: 11 5). 

On being a local 

An ohvious point of difference between Oneriri farmers and smallholde rs is that 

fa rmers are ·'Iocals"' and , in farmers' eyes at lea t, smallholders are not. The local I not 

local di vide con tri butes to the otherness of smal lholder from the farmin g culture. 

This is underlined by farmers' use of different - sometimes pejorati ve - terms to refer 

to mal lholders: blockies, lifestylcrs, townies, yuppies and so on. Bell ( 1992:73) 

suggests that by u. e o f such terms farmers c laim and grant membership into a 

bounded social group - that of local s. And they get to se t the rules too: 

You need ro h(/\ 'e so111e sorr <~/ hackgro1111d i11 rhe com1111111iry - a fol/lily 
co1111ecrio11; somebody 1rho has basically bee11 born ond bred 1rirhin rhe Kaipora 
as ir 1rere. 

A local is someone 1rho has been here o long rime a11d 11·/t o gers inm lred in rite 
co11111111nity. So111e people hl11 ·e /i1 ·ed here a long ti111e ond 1101 heco111 e parr of rite 
co1111111111ity. f/ ire do11 'r k11mr them 1ve don 't thi11k of them as local. Bur I suppose 
rhere are people 11·ho choose 11 01 ro beco111e locals. 

There ore degrees of bei11g lorn/. There is the person 1vho has 1ie1•er /eji the area. 
/-le is really loco/. lf yo11 're a local 1i:ho has experienced life mrny j i·mn the 
co11111111niry you are not as local as the really local. \Vherher you ha1·e to be bom 
here I ca11 't cmswer 1rith a11y degree of objectil·iry. 

In loco ls' eyes 11011', because rhat older generation has go11e, ire are now the older 
ge11eratio11. and so / '111 perceil ·ed to be o local even though I 1rasn 't hom here, by 
1-irt11e of being married [to a f armer] and being in ril e district. So you ca11 become 
a local. 

If you arc an incoming farmer it seems that you can gain or claim local status - but 

onl y after demonstrating commitment to the district: 

I f eel thar if you go into a new district yo11 've got to 111ake the 11101•e; /other 
farmers are] not going to rush after you. They might come to see you once, but 
you ' 1·e got to make a move to get to know them. Afrer 21 years1ve're sort of locals 
1101\'. 

Ob11io11sly time must play a part in being a local, but also involvement in the 
co1111111mity. Marrying a local probably helps; it might give you . . . marrying a 
local probably gives you IO years straight away. 

A local has got to have a certai11 amount of history in the area. It may not be a lot, 
but they have ro have been here f or some time. They must earn the title of local; 
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they are not local from the day they arrive. You get to know the community and 
the people and then you become a loca l. 

I think of myself as a local now. You have got to live in the area for a ~vhile. That's 
enough fo r me. Pretty much this place has become home. That's what I reckon a 
local is: it 's 1vhen youfeel at home. 

Perhaps in li ght of these comments, a smallholder might , over time become 

considered a local by some, but certainly not if your presence in the di stri ct is 

sporadic: 

ff you've been here JO years I guess you're a local. But if you just come here for 
the weekends and spend the rest of the time in A uckland you can 't become a local 
because you spend more time there. Absentee owners aren't locals. Ho1I' can they 
be 11 ·he11 th ey' re absent? 

Few of the smallho lders believe that they are locals, and in making the distinction 

ex press qualificatio ns fo r local statu s that are similar to farmers'. In effect, the 

smallholders are subjecti ve ly "otherin g" themse lves: 

ff you play m g by or ore a dog trial/er you might be a local. I think you ha1·e got to 
earn people's respect to become a local too. 

You ha1·e to do something for the co1111111mity to become a local and /'1 •e 11 e1•er 
done anything. I don 't contribute to the co1nmunity, that's my trouble. 

I don 't think the locct!s classify you as a local unless you 're fulltime. So I think 
they regard 11s possibly as sort of transient to1vnies. I don't think that is 
necessarily a negative, but it means you can't really be part of the community. 

The locals are the people who li ve here full time and ha ve lived here probably in 
excess of one generation. 

We don't think of ourselves as locals really because we are not really in volved in 
the community as such. 

The qualities that make a person a local is that thing of tangata whenua; that you 
are committed to the land; you've in vested in it and you 're sticking around to see 
the outcome of your in vestment. You are connected into the community in this 
way. 

Can you ever become a local just because you really lo ve the land and the people 
and what it all stands for? Maybe that's what makes you a local, but whether you 
are acepted by the other locals as a local I don 't know. 

Some smallholders believe that they will qualify as locals in time, and a few are sure 

that they have already made it: 
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A local is defined by a sense of belonging, a sense of being, a sense of place. /1 's 
one of !hose indefinable 1hi11gs. /1 's jusl hear!, and if your hear! 's in a place and 
you love every aspert of it, then you cw1 call yourself a local. 

No 1v ajier seFen years I think <~/myself as a local. Ne11: 7..ealanders become locals 
l'ery quickly. In Fran ce it is three general ions ({/1d you rnn sort of squeak in . 

Yeah, I'm a local. I don' t seem 10 get too inl'oli ·ed in co111muni1y e1·ents or meel 
that 111ony people. hut I 11·ould definitely soy I am a loco/. De_f/nitely. 

With the exception o f the last. the. e ex tracts show that the. mallholders generally 

have a good understanding of their social position in Oneriri (c lass is not implied 

here) in terms o f their difference from traditional farmers. How the two groups se l f

identify in the contex t o f their rural li ves extends exploration of this difference. 

Notions of self 

Both farmer and smal lholders had considerable difficulty answering the question 

.. How do you identify yourself in relation to your life in thi s district?" Some simpl y 

could not come up wi th an answer. The farmers who did expand beyond ··w ell, rm 

j ust a farmer .. or something similar, were unex pec tedly varied in their responses. The 

first quoted below went straight from boarding school back to Oneri ri. earmarked 

from birth as the successor to the family farm : 

I don 't think I \\"(IS horn to he a fa rmer - not particularly. I'm saying I didn '1 ha1·e 
any other burning ambitions so it sort of 1rnrked out okay, you knoll', because I 
g radually got more interested. I'd alirnys participated on 1hefan11 in the school 
holidays and from I 2 I ah rays fwd a dog. hut I probably 1rnuld lw1·e appreciated 
doing something for a 11·hile before I farmed. Whether I 1rould'l'e farmed or not I 
don 't k110 1v. 

This farmer's comment shows that problems w ith farm succession are not confined to 

the present generation. On occasion a number of the older farmers expressed regret 

that they had not been able to study further, perhaps thereby gaining entry to another 

career if that option was ever sought. Others were orry they had not made the 

traditional "O.E." trip to Europe or America. One confessed he had always hankered 

to be an accountant: " I was always pretty good with figures". 

One farmer was unexpectedly candid about his higher feelings: 

I tend to look at life more spiritually than materially. I put life in a completely 
different perspective. Losing something material is no t that important to me any 
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more. I want to get on with some of the things that I would like to do in my life -
personal growth - rather than chase around silly animals all day long. They are 
an evil necessity, I guess, in my case. 

This farmer later expanded at length , explaining that it was the laid-back lifestyle and 

hi s enjoyment of living in the country that kept him farming. 

Others confessed to a degree of confusion about the nature of their identity: 

I am not afraid of physical ivork and I am not exactly a lady. One of my 1vishes 
when I was young was that I grow up and be elegant. I 1vould never be beautiful, 
but I could be elegant. But I hal'en 't el'en got to that yet. 

If anything I'd like to think of myself as a custodian; a custodian 1vho is not doing 
a particularly good job at the moment, b11t 1vho hopes to get better.for this piece of 
land. 

I am one of the townies of this 1rorld. Wh ell I first came here thirty-something 
years ago you were either a local or a to1vnie. I don 't identify as a farmer; I am 
married to a farmer. Since I stopped 11 ·orki11g I mn afarmer's 1rife no1v, I 
suppose. That 11 ·as something that used to piss me off hugely 1i-lren I 1rns youllger: 
the fact that I had to ha ve a label. For a 1vhile there my labels 1t ·ere 11 ·ife, mother, 
playcentre helper. I 1vasn 't 111yself 

These comments show a different , more humani stic face of the farming community, 

and that it would be wrong to assume too great a commonality of thinking and 

attitudes behind the farm gate. One surpri sing di scove ry was that several farmers were 

completely unconcerned that their farming efforts fell below standards maintained by 

their neighbours. As Loveridge and Morri s ( 1998:34) have noted , some farmers have 

aims and goals which are not necessarily acepted as valid by production-ori e nted 

farmers. The comments above are expressions of how some farming folk position 

themselves differently in relation to the assumed norms of rural life. In contrast, most 

smallholders' views of their rural lives tend to converge on their past or current 

associations with the urban: 

We are urban dwellers in the country because we don 't fit any other role. We are 
not lifestyle rs because we don't ha ve JO acres; we are not farmers because we 
don 't ha ve any other land. We are just li ving in an urban-style environment in the 
country. 

We earn a living outside of here; we work in the city during the week, but that 's 
not really what we want to do for much longer, but you could say that, currently, 
we are commuters. 

I am a townie, basically, and I have been all of my life. And I have never given 
that more than two minutes' thought. 
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I wouldn 't call myself a lifestyler because my lifestyle here is much the same as it 
would be in town. It's just my surroundings are different. I am not doing anything 
here different.from what I would be doing in town. To be a smallholder I think I 
would have to he doing something with crops or stock. 

Not all co nfo rm w ith thi s patte rn : 

Somebody who is growing their 01vn j i-uit and vegetables.for their own 
consumption qualifies as a fa rmer. I think of myself as a f armer, in a f unny way. 
It 's not how someone with a 80-a -side herringbone cowshed would think of me, 
but I am. We are concerned about the same things, really. It 's been ra ining fo r a 
long ti111 e, the ground is wet unde1foo t and you 1vo1Ty about the weather. You 
worry about how your soil is. I worry about clover just like a pastoral.farmer 
would. It is linked to the health of your soil and fo r them it is linked to the hea lth 
of their stock. Where's the difference? 

The maintenance of a strong urban ori e ntati on evinced by some smallho lders is onl y 

sli ghtl y countered by the identifi cati on with fa rmin g ex pressed in the las t comment. 

The depth o f engagement smallho lders have with the rural is usefull y augmented 

be lo w by their views o f the spaces they occupy in the landscape . 

Attachment to land 

Perhaps the most striking difference between farmers' and smallholders ' 

understandin gs of rurality is in the ir separate express ions of att achment to the land 

they own and li ve on. As noted earli e r, fo r fa rme rs, the essence of the famil y fa rm is 

its capacity to connect people with land , nature and the past (Co mstock, l 987 :xxv). 

However, in Oneriri , the relati vely small size of the peninsul a means that most 

farmers brou ght up in the di strict atta ined a deep famili arity with the whole peninsul a 

at an early age . For some, their attachment extends well beyond the farm boundary. 

Farmers here ha ve, I think, a spiritual f eeling about their land. It's, like, God 's 
land and you 've been given it. You treasure it and you care f or it; you don 't trash 
it. 

I ha ve this strong f eeling f or the Kaipara. I can 't explain it but when we sold [the 
big farm] I didn 't want to move away from the Kaipara; it has always been part of 
my life. 

The f arm is part of me. My roots are here. My Dad developed quite a lot of it and 
in my early years I helped with that. 

I have a great love f or this area. The piece that we ha ve here, there is a little creek 
where as a kid I used to chase sprats with the little girl next door. I ha ve memories 
of damming the creek to trap the sprats. Memories like that tie you to a place. 
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I know this place intimately. I know every creek. Every part of it has some sort of 
memory: of a tractor getting stuck, of getting firewood, of catching eels. It is part 
of my essence I guess. 

The land defines what you are. lf[farming] is a serious part of 1vhat you do, it 
defi11es who you are and what you are. You ivouldn 't be the same person if it were 
not for this piece of land. 

There is obviously a strong correlation between fa miliarity w ith , and attachment to, 

land , but the above ex tracts also suggest that land , worked as a family farm, plays a 

major role in establishing identity, and its maintenance contributes to farmers' 

fee lings o f self-worth , as wi ll be seen. Smallho lders view the ir association with land 

more di spass ionately and objectively: 

I don 't have a tangata whe11ua-type feel about land, but I do care how land is 
used, and I would care if I thought the land around me 11·as being abused. 

I think land might be just a commodity to me. I understand people using it - like 
farmers - but I don't ha ve a strong attachment to it. I haven 't really got involved 
1Vith the land here. 

I don 't see land as some sort of trophy or commodity; it is something to work with. 
Th e landscape is great here. God did it but man has made quite ofew messy 
things here and I'm taking away the mess: the cutty grass and the gorse and the 
blackberries and the dead wood, retumi11g it to garden. 

I identify with the la11d because I camefromfar111i11g stock. I spent until my 
teenage years on a fa rm. 

I think all Westerners ha ve a deep connection to landscape. New Zealanders i11 
particular have a very stro11g connection to the land. I guess one of the 
responsibilities I f eel is to restore land which has been degraded by excessive use 
for which it is not suited. 

Further insight into smallholders' relationship with their land is offered by their 

comments as to the amount of land they need to fulfil their rural dream. Most are 

aware of the drawbacks of having too much land: 

We are just short of an acre and that's big enough, otherwise we'd ha ve to grow 
something or do something. Romantically I'd like to grow lavender but this isn 't 
the right land for it and [husband] would like to grow grapes, but that's too much 
work. So we sit here and enjoy everyone else's hard work around us. 

We didn 't want to ha ve a lot of land because we were aware that we wouldn't be 
very good at looking after it. We thought no more than an acre, and we've got 
even less than that. 
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We were very adamant that we didn 't want a J 0-acre block. That was not what we 
were looking for. We wanted something much less than that. 

Neglected JO-acre blocks are pretty common. Ten acres or bigger takes a lot of 
hard work to look after, hut I think there is afeeling among many urban people 
moving into the country that it is a piece of cake. 

People are beginning to rea lise that you can 't make a living off a JO-a cre block. 
You ha1·e to have more land or considerably less and just find a job. 

The narrati ve extracts qu oted in the past few pages de monstrate that farmers and 

smallho lders ho ld diffe rent views of just about everything except the notion of " local" 

statu s. Here, though attitudes coincide, divi sion remains, dictated by convention. 

Bo th groups agree that the rural environment afford s them the quality of life they 

desire, but farmers define their lifesty le direct ly in re lation to the practice of farming 

w hereas smallholde rs analyse if from more intangible viewpoints: contrast with 

urbanit y, personal safety, iso lation from other people, and scenic beauty. Attitudes of 

farers to the city are predictable; most have a stron g aversion to the heavy traffic and 

bustle. Though the smallho lders have turned their backs on the city as a place to 

dwe ll , they do not share farmers ' detestation of it, poss ible because some still work 

there , others becau se it is where friend s and family li ve. 

Farmers fundamentally view themselves as just that: farmers, and have little 

inc lination to elaborate or ex plore further. The few who did revealed wide ly di sparate 

attitudes to the farming life, possibly reflecting degrees of regret for hav ing chosen -

or having been thrust into - a farming career. In the rural context most smallholders 

cling to their largely urban origins and li ving style. The general view is that the 

country sati sfies cultural elements they perceive that it offers, but that is the extent of 

their engagement with it. Theirs is a consumption-based, rather than production

based, understanding of rurality. This is borne out by their generally only partial 

attachment to the land they live on, whereas the farmers all attest to deep and abiding 

relationships with their land based on familiarity and, in many cases, historical family 

ties. 

The differences revealed by these comparisons indicate a wide diversity between 

farmers and smallholders in their cultural understandings of key elements in the 
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constitution of the rural. The final element of rurality raised in this inquiry is the 

notion of community. 

Community 

In 1965 Pahl observed that the wealthy middle class has a high degree of mobility 

which allows it to choose places in which to li ve (cited Murdoch, 1995: 1220) . This 

mobility enables these people to li ve in rural areas but conduct much of thei r li ves 

out side it; work, friendship networks , leisure activities and shopping may all take 

place e lsewhere. Pahl s ta te s: "Middle class people come into a rural area in search of 

a meaningful commu nity and by the ir presence help to destroy whatever com munity 

was there" (cited Murdoch, 1995 : 122 1 ). 

The word "community" evokes eve ryt hing we miss and what we lack to be secure, 

confiden t and trusting: " It is nowadays another name fo r paradise lost - but one to 

which we dea rl y hope to re turn and so we feverishly seek the roads that may bring us 

there'· (Ba uman, 200 1 :3 ). It is c lear the notion of community is cen tral to the dream of 

the rural id yl l, but is capable of withstanding the assau lt o f experience-based 

pragmatic rea lity that can destroy other aspects of the idyll , possibly for the reason 

that community promises an enrichment of self throu gh interaction with others 

(Abrams & McCulloch, 1976:3 1 ). Tonnies' ( 1887, cited Hofstede, 1980) imagined 

and idealistic Gemeinschaft of mutual sympathy, habit and common beliefs - the 

world of the vill age and the rural com munity - is a more co ll ective expression of the 

same construct. Bauman believes the difficulties inherent in developing any sense of 

community means that , in fact , it can never be achieved. Community, he says, stands 

for the kind of world which is not avai lable to us (200 l :3). 

Bauman bases hi s argument on two central points. The first, drawn from Tonnies' 

work, is that community depends upon the existence of a common understanding 

among people; the second is that for community, one must pay through loss of 

autonomy. The kind of understanding on which community rests precedes all 

arguments and disagreements. Such understanding is not a finishing line, but the 

starting point of togetherness (200I:10). The second part of his argument means that 

autonomy and community cannot effectively co-exist. Community offers the security 
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of friendship and belonging. Missing community, he says, means missing that implied 

security; gaining community would soon mean missing the freedom expressed by 

autonomy or self-asse rti on (2001:5). The conflict rests on the fac t that (abstract) 

community both implies and requires the conformity of people for the good of the 

(material ) community. 

Bauman 's theoretical standpo int is simpli stic in that it makes no allowance for the 

ex istence of different intensi ties or degrees of community, but hi s inference is a 

powerful one: the attainment of any real state of community relies on people 's 

acceptance and understanding of the views of others, and willing partic ipation in local 

affairs. All but a few Oneriri farmers believe that any sense of community that ex isted 

on the peninsula has now large ly gone as the result of soc ial change, a situation noted 

elsewhere in Northland by Scott e t al ( 1996): 

I don 't think Oneriri is as much of o co1111111111ity as it 11 ·as years ago when it was 
just o few families. 

The sense of co1111111111ity in Oneriri is being lost. People just lead their own li ves. 

I still think of it as being the older, conserva tive, traditional families , but of course 
now there is a far greater ran ge of people. 

Oneriri used to be a community when there 1verefe1ver people 1Vho all knew each 
o ther. 

The newer people don't 1vant to know; they don 't want to involve themselves in the 
community. 

There 1Vas a huge bond in Oneriri and somehow we ha ve lost that now. 

Not all farmers regret that change has occurred. One observed that Oneriri residents 

all knew a lot about each other's business; rumours were rife : "Once it got back to me 

that I was pregnant with twins when all I had was a cold". Another pointed out that 

the Oneriri community was formerly "very conservative and very narrow". Several 

welcomed the diversity that smallholders brought to the district: "It's not just farming 

now and not one nationality. It's a real cooking pot and that 's good. You don't just 

talk farming". One reason vo lunteered for the perceived Joss of community was the 

improvement in transport: "People can move around more and visit their friends in 

Auckland rather than the people just down the road". 
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Swaffield and Fairweather (1998 :8) cite the findings of a number of overseas studies, 

and a survey of smallholders near Christchurch that suggest that community is more 

important to people in the Europe , where rural in -migrants usually move into high

dens ity mini-estates, than in New Zealand, where migrants generally build new 

hou ses on blocks of up to 20 acres. "This emphasis upon isolated rural dwelling 

means that there appears to be less concern fo r community life than in Europe," they 

say. Solitude and privacy take precedence over aspirations for rural neighbourliness 

and friendliness. Thi s observation is broadly echoed by some Oneriri smallholders: 

I' ve never really.felt the need to belong to any particular community. 

I don 't think there is co1111111111ity here. E 11eryone keeps very much to the111se/1·es 
and that suits me. 

I get enough interaction 1t ·ith the community just shopping at the supermarket. 

I don't feel we hm 1e a duty to contribute to the community more than 1ve do now 
by buying groceries at the local store and using the local post ofjlce. 

Just as many smallholders see thi s part of the rural id yll as important in their li ves: 

I feel safe in country co1111111111ities, that 's 1vhy I 1rnnt to be part of this co111111unity. 

Community g ives heart and soul and purpose to the locale. I think we are richer 
for it. 

Knowing your neighbours is more impo rtant 0 111 here because support services 
are not as good as in town. 

Belonging to a community is important. Wh ere else do you get challenge to your 
thinking and new ideas? 

Community is caring for each other in both physical and social terms. I think this 
does exist in Oneriri. 

As an abstract concept , community may best be defined in relation to what it is not: 

alienation, estrangement, anomie, rootlessness, loss of attachment. These conditions 

can be identified as part of the crisis of modern mass society (Plant, 1974: 1 ), 

consequently some degree of separation from the social mainstream may help in the 

pursuit of community. Community has traditionally designated a particular form of 

social organisation based on small groups, such as neighbourhoods, villages, or a 
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spatially bounded locality (Delanty, 2003:2). One defining presumption , that the 

anonymity and isolation inherent in urban life is absent from community (Herman, 

1981 :4), implies that community is more likely to be found in a rural setting. 

Consequently a di stinction needs to be made between its use in different contexts. 

Community, thou gh often confused with geographic locality, in reality may have little 

to do with spatial proximity (Scott et al, 1996:5). Geographic proximity is thus not an 

adequate basis for definition; it ignores the qualities implicit in the abstract 

Gemeinschaft construction of the word, and it does not account for the notion of 

"community of interest", which may not rely on proximity for its ex istence . 

"Community" is also freq uentl y used when referring to particular groups: the 

churchgoing community; the Oneriri communit y and so on, which mere ly denotes an 

ide ntifi ab le segment of soc ie ty which may, or may not, ha ve a spatial refe re nt. 

In an exploration of its rural mili eu, Liepins (2000) ex tends the conceptual settin g of 

community. She asserts the term has a complexity that is rarely add ressed in studi es of 

the rural , that it has more ofte n provided a shorthand term fo r the significance of a 

soc ial space or arena, and a set of cultural meanings and practices which continue to 

have great significance to rural people (2000a:23). As examples of the "practice" of 

community she c ites a range of formal and informal ways people conduct their 

economic , social and political life: 

For instance, the circulation of meanings and me mories through news lette rs 
and meetings; the exchange of goods and se rvices at a loca l store or health 
clinic; the c reati on and ma intenance of soc ia l groups and ritua ls; and the 
operation of loca l government boards are all exa mpl es of ways in which we 
might trace practices of community . Such soc ia l exc hanges hi ghli ght the 
materi al and politico-cultural ways in which mean ings of community are 
articulated and circulated through e ither a place-based o r inte rest-based 
community (2000a:32). 

Liepins sees rural communities as a soc ial phenomenon indicative of a local scale of 

activity and a relati vely bounded, place-based sense of connection. However, referring 

to the findings of a study of rural communities, she points out that community is not a 

social institution open to all rural dwellers; there is a process of defining boundaries 

and constructing "otherness" . She gives as an example the long-term residents in a 

small New Zealand town who identified solo parents and beneficiaries as "other" 

because of their inability to assimilate or support their community in material ways. 
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She comments: "The most striking feature of these accounts is the clear discursive 

distance that ... residents constructed between themselves ... and those they are 

o the ring" (2000b:332). As Scott et al (1996:8) observe, communities need to 

differenti a te the mselves from other communities; to include and exclude by 

maintaining boundaries. "Community encompasses bo th a sense of belonging (to us) 

and a sense of differentiation (from them)." Mo1Tis et al' s ( 1997) study of change in 

the Mackenzie/Waitak i Basin fo und that the social consensus implied by the term 

community was, in the ir study area, "weak or non-ex iste nt" ( 1997:8 1). Community 

was not based upon any strong patterns of communal ac ti vi ty but, rather, expressed in 

re lati on to perceived interrelationships wi th other ( 1997: 83). 

Community can be seen as a s lippery concept. Pahl 's middle-c lass migrants expect to 

find community, not realising that the ir act ive participati on is required fo r its 

maintenance. While de nying its ex istence , Bauman emphasises that the pursuit of 

community demands a more than usual socia l and cultu ra l intimacy with o thers and 

results in loss of personal autonomy th rough ad herence to community norms. Both 

conditions seem to create opportunities fo r both personal and ideologica l confli ct. 

Liepins brings pragmatism to the di scussion by outlining the day-to-day ways 

community can be - and is - practised. She also notes that community can provide a 

setting for the fo rmation of otherness, a phenomenon also noted by Scott e t al. 

Community as it exis ts in Oneriri today appears to parallel that described by Morri s et 

a l. There is little or no communal ac tivity o n the peninsula outside the ecovillage 

(where it is a requirement for maintenance of communally-owned land); community is 

largely expressed in rel ationships between individuals. The reasons for thi s are 

principally geographical: Kaiwaka serves as the collective centre for Oneriri and the 

rest of the surrounding di strict and is the site for the prac tical expressions of 

community nominated by Liepins (above). It has the school, St John Ambulance, fire 

brigade, shops and a hall. The ambulance and fire brigade are the focus of true 

community activity in that they are conducted by volunteers. The school has its 

tru stees drawn from the district. Oneriri may once have been the site for a kind of 

social consensus, but it was based largely on kinship and the intergenerational 

friend ships of a handful of families bonded by the relative isolation imposed by 

di stance and poor roads. Very few of those who were part of that community still live 
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on the peninsula. One farmer summed it up: "History disappears every time one o f the 

old fami lies goes". 

This chapter has outlined the cultural understandings latent in conceptions of the rural 

and the nature of rurality. Oneriri farmers signify their understanding of the rura l 

mainly in terms of the partnership they have with the landscape and the food it 

produces, de finin g thi s partnership and the lifestyle that results as the central 

expression of their li ve ·. Smallholders in Oneriri commonly view the rural from a 

consume rist or observe r point of view which provides a direct foc us, uncluttered by 

the need to farm for a li ving, fo r their ex perience o f the rural lifestyle. The persistence 

of elements of the rural idyll in ru ra l migrant di scourse even aft er yea rs of rural life 

suggests that it may be a cultural construct that is continually reflex ively reshaped to 

conform with real ity. Ele ments of thi s practica l view or "working model .. of the idyll 

are understood differently by farmers and smallholders. Definition of ruralit y a a 

cultural construct leads inev itab ly to an inference that there is a degree of cultural 

difference between the two groups. 

The notion of community is perceived by farmers as a quality of Oneriri life that ha, 

largely disappeared, squeezed out by modernity and changing ocial attitudes. 

Smallholders are di vided: ome seek the social support and caring implicit in 

community, others prefer to stand back. Community in fact persists in the voluntary 

services concentrated in Kaiwaka; community of the kind Oneri ri farmers mourn 

dimini ·hes as their kin leave the peninsula. 

The nex t - and final - chapter describes the factors and structures that contribute to 

urban migration into the Oneriri peninsula, then links the di scursive differences in 

cultural understandings o f elements of rurality with the nature of cleavage and conflict 

between farmers and smallho lders and the reasons for its existence. 
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Gateway to discord 

SEVEN KILOMETR ES down Oneriri Road west of State Highway One an imposing set of high 
gates - painted black and with no latch - closes off a sealed road that winds down toward a 
small lake then up a steep hill , disappearing from view around the hill's flank and into a dense 
patch of bush. A secondary road branches off the main drive, looping around the other side of 
the lake. Along both sides of this secondary road are white-painted posts marking the position 
of boundary pegs that describe the perimeters of individual blocks of land. Between the posts 
are signs giving the number of the block and its size. There is no mention of price. Many of 
the signs bear "Sold" stickers. If you were to follow the main drive up the hill you would find 
many more of these signs. There are 50 in all , fronting the roads that web this 202Ha enclave, 
formerly a drystock farm. 

This is Takahoa Bay, a residential farm-park developed specifically for the well-heeled seeker 
of rural peace and quiet. Prices for the choicest hilltop sections are as eye-watering as the 
prevailing south-westerly winds that scour these riverside slopes. For a spectacular view of 
the Otamatea River and the pastureland that rolls northward from the farther shore of this arm 
of the Kaipara Harbour you can pay upward of half a million dollars. 

This is the upmarket crest of the wave of smallholding developments that have encouraged a 
small flood of urban migrants into the Oneriri peninsula over the past decade. The 
smallholders are the most visible evidence of the changes that today mark the peninsula's 
post-productivist status. It is no longer purely a farming district. Though most of the landscape 
is dotted with cattle - its main function is still to produce food - Oneriri is also a place to live 
and, for those whose weekdays are spent working in the city, a place to relax and to play. 
Takahoa Bay is symbolic of change, but its dependence on the city, first for its development 
funding , second for its wealthy would-be inhabitants who will soon begin building their country 
dream homes, demonstrates that change in city and countryside are interdependent. They 
are primary elements of the same social and economic system. 
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At the human level in Oneriri there is no recognition of such interdependence despite the 
paradox that has farmers subdividing land for sale to "townie" smallholders they would sooner 
not have as neighbours. The differences between smallholders and farmers are the 
differences between urban and rural , town and country, and for some farmers the code
controlled gates on Takahoa Bay are unwelcome reminders of the differences. For people 
who seldom lock their doors the gates are an affront; they say they are not trusted by those 
who are to live behind them . The gates also carry another message for the farming fraternity. 
Said one: 'Those gates are all about social status. We can do without that. It's making Oneriri 
upper class I guess". The farmer thought for a moment then found a solution. "If the Maoris 
want to pinch those bloody security gates they can do so with my blessing. I'd even give them 
a hand." 

Maori concern about the Takahoa Bay development is in fact much greater than what might 
be signified by a set of gates. Takahoa is the name given to a flat-topped hill of basalt, the 
"plug" of an ancient volcanic cone that rises beside a small lake near the entrance to the farm 
park. The land around the base of the hill and the shores of the lake is an old Maori burial 
ground and are therefore wahi tapu. At the highest point of the block are the remnants of a 
large fortified pa. Maori fear that both historic sites will be desecrated once people start 
building houses. 

Local Maori tried to delay work on the development to discuss how the two sites might be 
protected, but they had heard about it too late: all the approvals had gone through and work 
was beginning. One kaumatua voiced the fears of the Te Uri 0 Hau people: 'We have little 
hope that people will respect these sites. Over generations we have seen that these places 
are just walked over in time if there is no one there to prevent it. It's a very important, very 
spiritual place, but its value to us and its history are now facing death". The kaumatua did not 
blame the district council for the breakdown in communication. "The council notified the 
people who they presumed were the representatives of the people, but two people don't 
represent a whole iwi ." He said the right procedures were not followed and by the time news 
of the development filtered through it was too late for any consultation. 'We believe that these 
places shouldn't be placed in danger without consideration first from not just one or two, but a 
large number of people in the district, both Pakeha and Maori . You know, there are a lot of 
Pakeha who have just as much respect for those places as we have. Unfortunately some of 
our own have gone the opposite way and look at monetary value first before they look at the 
historical value ." 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

Flight from the city 

A REG IONAL profile of Northl and prepared by the Stati stics Departme nt 

concludes with a brief comment that encapsul ates the relationship between 

Oneriri and Auckland, and its consequences for the change that is transforming the 

peninsul a today: 

. .. the southern part of the [Northl and] region has the potential to be 
affected by the burgeoning growth of Auck land , and it is poss ible that the 
future Auck land population will encroach upon the region (Stati stics N.Z., 
1999: 10). 

In the fi ve years s ince those words we re writte n, smallholdings in Oneriri have sold 

steadily . A few have become olive groves or grow exotic fl owers, but most now have 

a house and a few head of stock. The incomers are to lerated by the peninsula ' s 

farmers , but relati ons between the two groups are distant - by about the length of a 

farmer ' s arm. The smallholders are an ever-increasing re minder of the nearness of 

New Zealand ' s most populou s c ity. Farmers see that the dynamics of pastoral farming 

are changing, that average-sized family farms will soon no longer be able to guarantee 

an adequate income. Where thi s is the case the choice is amal gamati on to form much 

larger units, o r sale . The demand fo r smallholdings offers big returns from 

subdivi sion, but it also means the end of a sustaining lifestyle and depa11ure from a 

di strict that in many cases has been called home by five and even six generations of a 

family. 

Growth slowly crept in and bits got knocked off farms. People moved houses in 
and everybody threw their arms up in the air. It's a very di verse population now. 

Subdivision just seemed to creep in bit by bit until suddenly Oneriri Road was a 
very busy place. 

I would know hardly anybody who lives out here now because so many of the 
farms ha ve been sold into smaller blocks. 

Even smallholders who have been in Oneriri for a few years have noticed that in

migration is increasing: 

I wonder if we should start looking furth er north because Auckland's catching us. 
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It feels like Oneriri is being swallowed up. Even the short time we've been here we 
have noticed so much change. 

People' s residential choices are increasingly influenced by considerations of quality 

of lifestyle compared to proximity to work and services (Lee and McDermott, 

1998: I 00) , so it appears Oneriri will increasingly play host to more and more 

smallholders. The charac ter of a rural area depends on , and is shaped by, the nature of 

the rural economy which underpins it (McShane, 2003: 15). Inevitably change wi ll 

result from growth and the landscape will reflect changes as the pastoral monoculture 

yields to other land uses. The present realities of change and uncertainty about the 

future has brought about resistance from long-establi shed res idents to what they see as 

threats to their lifestyles and to the landscapes which have for so long been 

exclusively theirs. This chapter will explore factors which contribute to the migration 

of people from the city to the country, then describe contexts for conflict between 

farmers and smallholders and how that is expressed by both groups. 

Transforming the rural 

The techno logical revolution fol lowing the Second World War drastically changed 

farming ' s image as a traditional sector forming the bedrock of a stable rural world 

(Marsden, Lowe & Whatmore, 1990:2). The way that the changes to agric ulture also 

had far-reaching effects on rural society was initially of little interest in a world more 

concerned with post-war reconstruction. The development of policies in Western 

countries aimed at increased agricultural production meant most rural issues were bent 

or warped to fit in with the productivist viewpoint (Fairweather, 1992:6). This 

productivist era for agriculture persisted till the late 1970s, and was characterised 

chiefly by a sense of security for those engaged in the industry, particularly in respect 

to land rights, land use, finance, politics and ideology. Agriculture maintained "a 

central position in local society, economy and politics" (Boyle & Halfacree, 1998:6). 

Now, however, this focus is seen as no longer sufficient for rural policy; the 

suitability of a narrow productivist view has outlived its usefulness (Fairweather, 

1992:6). 

Today rural policy needs also to take into account the expanded use of rural places for 

consumption-oriented activities - such as amenity, environmental protection, leisure 
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and, above all, residence - rather than as areas dominated by primary production 

(Marsden et al, 1990:2). A substanti al body of literature in rural studies has begun to 

rethink and redefi ne rurality as dynamic and unstable social constructions rather than 

as fi xed geographical entities (Hughes, 1997: 124), and no longer uni fo rml y 

representing agricultural interests and ac ti vities. Marsden et al ( 1990: 12) locate what 

they call " the contemporary predicament of rural areas" at the intersec ti on of the two 

major fo rces transforming them: the reorgani sation of the intern ati onal food system 

and the social and economic restructuring of rural regions under the pressure of 

capitali st recombination. 

The effects in New Zealand of the first of these fo rces was considered in di scussion of 

the flow-on fro m the 1984 deregul atory measures; the second - social and economic 

restructuring - is the force that brings about the most obvious manifestation of rural 

change in New Zealand and , seemingly, the whole of the Western world: 

Migration of people to the more rural a reas of the deve loped world ... forms 
perhaps the central dynamic in the c reati o n o f any post-productivi st 
countrys ide (Halfac ree & Boy le, 1998:9) 

The noti on of post-productivism is integral to an understanding of counter

urbani sation, or the drift of urban people to the countryside. 

The post-productivist countryside 

Until the late 1970s agriculture's hegemonic posi ti on in the New Zealand countryside 

was secure . Pomeroy (1997: I ) says rural communities tended to be seen as 

synonymous with the agricultural sector. People not directly involved with production 

either provided services to those who were, or to businesses and people involved in 

processing or transporting agricultural products. Other industries did not have the 

fin ancial or political clout of the farm sector. "Farmers regarded themselves as the 

backbone of the country ... ", she says. But, as Fairweather ( 1992 : I 0) noted more 

than a decade ago, whi le agricultural production still plays a role, it no longer 

dominates rural policy. In the post-productivist countryside there is a growing role of 

farmers and other rural residents in ac tivities not traditionally associated with the 

production of food, such as bed and breakfast accommodation or rural lei sure 

activities. However the idea of a post-productivist countryside does not mean a 
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countryside in which agriculture is either no longer present or in which it has been 

eclipsed in significance by other land uses. Halfacree & Boyle note : 

The diversity of rura l change suggests a di ve rgence within agriculture, 
be tween those farmers concentrating o n subsistence, those combining 
agriculture with other ga inful activities in o rder to make a decent li ving and 
those shifting to a more agribu siness mode of operati on. Overal l, post 
productivism suggests that agri culture will remain the principa l land use in 
rural areas, but that its hegemoni c cornersto ne position in the rural economy, 
local soc iety and politics will no lo nger be assured and will inc reas ingly be 
hi g hl y locali sed to ce11a in rural areas ( 1998 :7) . 

In the Netherlands, as an example , rural areas are transforming fro m agricultural 

productivist countryside to "multifunctional consumption space and postmodern 

countryside" (van Dam, Heins & Elbersen, 2002 :46 1 ). From both a land use and a 

functional perspective, the domination of agriculture has lessened and consumption 

activities like rec reati on and tourism, nature conservation, landscape protecti on and 

residence have been introduced and ex tended . "This commodification process can be 

identified throughout rural areas in Western urbani sed societies and thi s process is 

immense , far-reaching and iITeversible" (van Dam et al, 2002:46 l ). 

In some cases it see ms post-producti vism has come about for less obvious reasons. 

Halfacree identifies the British countryside as post-productivi st in that the agricultural 

industry has been "mired in a state of crisis" ( 1997:70) for such a long period that 

there has been a shift from a producti vist to a post-productivist era. Increas ing public 

concern with the negati ve environmental effects of many agricultural acti vities 

coupled with the in-migration of people from urban centres has caused many British 

farmers to ex perience an increasing sense of insecurity and uncertainty as regards 

their position in both agriculture and rural life generally. "Moreover, this was also the 

perception of the general public, who increasingly questioned and criticised farmers' 

status as guardi ans of the countryside . . . " (Halfacree , 1997:7 l ). 

In New Zealand the process of change to a post-productivist countryside is still under 

way. In a country where agricultural products comprise half of total exports and the 

farming industry contributes around 17 percent of GDP (Polson, 2002: 2), grassroots 

productivism can be expected to prevail in practical terms almost everywhere except 

in "fringe" areas conveniently accessible from major urban centres. Scott, Park, 

Cocklin & Kearns (l 996: I) nominate in-migration to rural communities, particularly 
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from nearby urban areas, as a major force for rural change. They also cite land use 

change and "shifting economic fortunes" as factors for social change. Quoting 

Marsden (1996), they state that the rural is increasingly defined in terms of 

production-consumption linkages, food networks and the institutional dynamics and 

practices of rural restructuring ( 1996: 13). Taken together, all of these factors for 

change tend to indicate that the New Zealand agricultural industry is, indeed, 

progressing stead ily toward post-productivist statu s. 

Under close examination, Oneriri can be seen as becoming a showcase for post

producti vism. The symptoms are felt deepl y by the farming community as the need to 

expand to remain economic becomes more and more pressing, yet the high cost of 

land in Oneriri makes expansion vi11u ally imposs ible. Some farmers grope for a 

solution: 

Farming's not viable from the economic point of view so I guess we've got to look 
at other ways of getting a living off the land. Economic issues have brought about 
change and you ha ve to adapt and cope with it. 

Oneriri land is multiple-use land, that it can be used for a lot more than just 
grazing the grass. If you 'd said that to me when I was t1venty or thirty I 1vo1ddn 't 
have 1vanted to kn01 v about it, but I' ve changed. I'm not so sure about the other 
[farmers] though. " 

Some have doubts, though, that any alternatives will be adopted: 

Established farmers will listen to ideas, but when someone tells them what to do, 
even if they want to do it they won't. 

Some farmers won't accept change; they are traditionalists. They are still farming 
the same way as their fathers did. Th ey ha ven't adjusted to the dollar side of 
fanning. 

The subject of subdivi sion and its effects is never far away during discussion of 

change. There is recognition of a certain inevitability about the process that is 

transforming Oneriri from a tight farming community into a haven for urban migrants, 

but the recognition is tinged with varying degrees of regret: 

The major area of change is definitely subdivision. I see it as inevitable as access 
time to Auckland is shortened with motorways, but it is a pity that such a lot of 
Jann/and has gone into subdivision and is not being farmed in the traditional way. 

It seems to be the end of an era for the peninsula. The old families are selling up 
their farms. Some of the land is going into subdivision and some of it is still being 
bought up and farmed. There is a huge amount of land out there. 
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You look back and there are some things about those times that you wished were 
still part of your life no iv: the social scene and j ust being part of a community. 

I' ve tried not to analyse subdivision as either good or bad. I have been sad to see 
farm ing go doivn, but you have to realise we are only an hour and a bit from 
Auckland, and at some stage Auckland is going to spread. 

The essence of these comme nts is that the process of ru ral change is we ll under way 

in Oneriri. The post-producti vist statu s the peninsul a has so obviously acquired is 

fo llowing the cert ai n patte rn establi shed by Franklin District and other now semi-rural 

areas near Auckl and. Farming will continue in Oneriri as the dominant land use for 

the fo rseeable fu ture; the re is no suggesti on or likelihood that its landscape will ever 

become a suburban one. Though the landscape will be mod ified by new la ndowners 

over time, the principal c hanges at present are soc ial ones: the othe r face of post

produ cti vism is that of change to the soci al structure of ru ral communities. 

For all bu t a few patie nt soul s, Oneriri is no t yet w ithin comfo rtable dail y-commuting 

ti me of Auckland , but the patte rns of development that can bring a once-di stant 

locality w ithin the orbit of the c ity frin ge are fi rml y in pl ace be tween Auckl and and 

Oneriri . 

Rural-urban fringe , shadow or hinterland? 

What was once a clearl y-identifi able edge separating the city from the countrys ide has 

become blurred . The deve lopment of bette r and more ex tensive roadin g systems 

around and ex tending fro m cities and a more mobile populati on pursuing both real 

and imagined delights of li ving outside the c ity means that, apart from local po litical 

definiti ons, it is difficult to say where the city stops and countryside begins. Instead, 

there is a varie ty of environments radiating from the city centre, each segueing to the 

nex t. Different terms terms such as "frin ge", " inner frin ge", " rura l-urban frin ge", 

" urban shadow", and " the exurban zone" are used sometimes interchangeably, 

sometimes to identify quite separate areas, but usuall y overlapping to some degree 

(Martin (l 975a), cited Bryant, Russwurm & McLellan, 1982: 11 ). Pryor (1968) states: 

[The frin ge] is the zone of transition in land use, social and demographic 
characteristics lying between (a) the continuously built-up urban and 
suburban areas of the central city, and (b) the ru ral hinterl and, characterized 
by the almost complete absence of non-farm dwell ings, occupati ons and land 
use (c ited Bryant et al, 1982: 11 ). 
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Jn their exhausti ve di scu sion of what they call "the city" s countryside" - that area 

arou nd cities in which va rious processes of change in land use occur - Bryant et al 

make the point that it is not so much the ex tent of the resource base contained in the 

countrys ide around cities that makes it critical to soc iety, but rather the fact that the 

land and its reso urces are subject to competing, often conflicting, demands (p.3). They 

point out that the physica l environment in which these zones of tran . ition develop 

may vary significantl y betwee n c ities, cit ing Auckland' s isthmus as an example of a 

"constrained'' location (p . l l ). In a diagram somewhat like a cross-cut oni on they 

apply different te rms to rings or zones radiating out from the central built-up area of 

the c ity: 

The i1111er.fri11r.:e i. characterized by land in the advanced stages of transition 
from rural to urban uses - land under construction, land for which 
subdi vision plan. have been approved. The 011terji·i11ge which, together with 
the inner fringe farms the rural-11rba11 fringe, is an area where. although 
rural land uses dominate the landscape, the infiltration of urban-ori ented 
elements is clear. Further ou t ... may be an area of urban slwdo1r. an area 
where physical evidence of urban influences on the landscape is mi11i111al , 
but where the urban .. . presence is felt in terms of ... a scattering of non
farm residences. Finally, the urban . hadow merges into the rnral hinterland: 
e\·en there metropolitan and urban influences do not . top - urbanites may 
still own prope11ies for weekend retreats and cottages, and the rural people 
themsel ves certainly cannot help but be influenced by urban values and ideas 
that are transmitted through the media (pp. 13, 14). 

They obse rve that the high cost o f land c lo er to the city has resulted in what they 

(p. I 6) call " leapfrogging", where development , instead o f occurrin g in the urban 

fringe adjacen t to existing urban area -, "jumps" over large tracts of land which are 

being held specu lati vely by their owners, to less accessible land wh ich is cheaper. 

ln thi . theo retical context Oneriri can be een as sited in the urban shadow, where 

farming predominates, but the urban presence is signified by non-farm residences. 

One conclusion that i · drawn from thi s progression of households outward from the 

city is that the connection between city and countryside has become closer and more 

intimate (Furuseth & Lapping, 1999: 1 ). Another is that the rural-urban fringe is a 

"rural-urban battleground" for water and land, loss of farmland, wildlife and 

countrys ide, and "a refuge of the geographically mobile who, by fleeing the city, trade 

commuting for a mythical piece of Arcadia ... " (Audirac, 1999:7). Notwithstanding 
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such ideas, as has been no ted, people everywhere are seekin g their own special piece 

of Arcadia in increasing numbers. 

Land use control 

As long ago as 1946 a minimum subdi visional requirement of 10 acres was fi xed by 

the Counties Act , to apply in rural areas outs ide a borough or town di stri ct. Any 

person who wanted to subdi vide land into Jots smaller th an I 0 ac res had to submit a 

scheme plan to the local county offi ce showing the proposed subdi vision. The 

legislati on proved large ly ineffecti ve in most counti es because few had de limited what 

areas were urban and what were rural. M awhinney ( 1974:3) notes that some fa rmers 

were still free to subdi vide their road frontages into quarter-ac re sections, which led to 

ribbon development in many locati ons. An amendment to the Act in 1962 sought to 

impose further control by upping the minimum size of subdi v isional lots to 50 acres. 

This amendment was repealed just nine days afte r be ing passed as a result of lobbying 

by rural interests, principall y Federated Farmers New Zealand which saw the 

legislation as an infringement of the democratic ri ght of landowners to di spose of their 

land as they saw fit , w ithout the approval of local council s ( 1974 :4). 

Mawhinney ' s stud y of 10-ac re subdi visional lots in M anukau City and Franklin 

County fo und that the inc reas ing value of farmland in these close-to-Auckland areas 

was the principal reason nominated by farmers for subdi viding their land ( 1974: 16). 

Today, Franklin District Council (formerl y Franklin County) is still trying to rein in 

small-block subdi vision within its borders. A District Plan change (September, 2003) 

attempts to restrict subdi vision to lower qu ality land , leav ing land with high grade 

so il s for agricultural use. The council no tes (2003:2) that a key issue is the effects of 

an increasing " lifestyle" population on a large ly rural area . M any of the newly created 

lots are used for " lifestyle" purposes onl y and not for the rural ac ti vities fo r which 

they gained subdivision approval. "This has often resulted in rural residents buying 

larger properties than they want or can manage." 

This parallels the Oneriri experience where many smallholders have purchased blocks 

far larger than they need , simply because any landowner can subdivide, as of right , 

blocks of 10 acres or more. Anything less requires a much more complicated and 
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le ngthy process. Both farmers and smallholders agree that 10-acre subdi visions should 

be a thing of the past, m ainly because 10 acres is an area of land that is too small to 

ac tuall y fa rm other than for intensive horticulture, and too big to otherwise look after, 

leading to the stereotypical tid y country cottage on a fenced-off quarter-acre, 

surrounded by nine and three-qu arter acres of weeds. In 1998, Oneriri farmers joined 

with others in nearb y M aun gaturoto in an attempt to modify the council 's poli cy on 

ru ra l subdivision. They submitted that the 4Ha cont ro lled ac ti vi ty standard was 

inappropri ate because it had resulted in a decrease in producti vity and economic 

ac ti vity, and that there was no requirement fo r res idual land to be kept in sustainable 

agriculture. The fa rmers said if that situati on were left unchecked the distri ct would be 

fragmented. Properti es totall y subdi vided with onl y a couple of lots sold would result 

in the balance of the property being poorl y fa rmed (Dunn , 1998:3). 

Both farmers and smallholders broadl y favour the fa rm-park concept whe re each 

landowner has a small reside nti al block we ll di stanced from others and a co llecti ve 

inte rest in the balance of the land , wh ich remains in production. Each landow ner 

effectively has l 0 acres bu t needs onl y to maintain a res ide nti al section. Kai para 

District Council has recentl y approved two such deve lopments in Oneriri . 

Commodification 

From a fa rming perspecti ve, urban mi grati on may offer an opportunit y to capitali se on 

the accompanying surge of land values - espec iall y w hen the fa rm 's economic 

viability is threatened. In some circumstances the sale of some farmland enables 

fa rmers to remain agriculturall y competitive as they intensify farming operations. Sale 

of the farm altogether enables them to move farming operations to cheaper land 

(Furuseth & Lapping, 1999:8, 11 ). In these circumstances there is a change to land use 

patterns that is likely to have a flow -on effect in value terms to other farming 

properties in the di stric t. Bryant notes that land use change also changes the nature 

and character of local communities (1995 , cited Halseth, 1999: 164 ). The influx of 

urban migrants to a farming di strict in pursuit of perhaps ideali sed perceptions of rural 

li ving results in the commodification of farmed land . 
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Nowhere is this more obvious than in Oneriri. During 2003, a 58-acre block sold for 

$1 .2 million - more than twice the price it was bought for three years previously; an 

80-acre block, all in pasture, sold for $2 million; and a I 600-acre farm sold fo r $6.5 

million. As farming propositions none would be worth half the price it sold for, but 

each of these properties is bordered by the Otamatea River, affordi ng direct boat 

access to the Kaipara Harbour. Even land without water frontage is at a premium as 

long as it has a water view. Farmers have mixed views of this phenomenon : 

Co111p(lred 11·ith 1rhat they 1rere 11·orth 10 years ago, the money being paid for 
these small acre(lges means that we're going to hm·e a rating problem after a 
while. Some of the land 111ay ll'el! become too expensi1·e tofonn. It's happened in 
other (freas. 

Farmers s11bdiride because their land here is so l'lll11ohle in small blocks and 
because it is 111ore re1rnrding than fa nning. Maybe they ore co111ing IO the age 
11·here they 1rn111 to C(fpitalise and toke things easier - especially if they are neor 
retire111e11t. 

The /(Ind is so \'(//11able yo11 'd be silly 110110 subdivide it. This is 1rhy the 
co111m1mity is cl1<111g i11g so fast. 

!11 essence all s11hdil·ision m(lxi111ises the l'([/ue of your land 1rhe11 you tum it into 
cash. I t enablesf(lnners not to h(lre to f1l(lke the 11lti111(1/e decision to sell. They cwt 
make a Iii/le decision, take off a lillle bit of land and still keep their fanning 
lifesty le going. 

In moving from urban places to the countryside, in-migran ts in effect "purchase" the 

experience of being in a ru ral community and landscape. Halseth ( 1999: 164) say. this 

purchase of an experience or of a li festyle occur just as a consumer would purchase 

other goods, services or activi ties. Turning the rural landscape into a saleable 

commodity is having increasingly important social and economic consequences at the 

community level. Non-rural people attach their own perceptions and imagery to rural 

places ( 1999: 164 ). Developers and real estate agents are we ll aware of such 

perceptions. Halseth notes: " It is the idealized image as much as the actual land cape 

which has been turned into a commodity for sale through the real e tate market" 

(1999: 166). 

Migration to the countryside 

Urban migration to the country can be seen as having three major dimensions. First, it 

has place utility - the value put on different living environments; second, there must 
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be an ability to move away from the economic and personal a ttachments one ha. to 

present locati ons; third , there must be a wi ll ingness to move - the moti vation to 

re locate to a non-metropolitan locality (Go11on et a l, 1998:2 16). Migrati on can 

therefore be seen as a se lective process, and also influenced by age, income and 

direc tion (van Dam ct al , 2002:464). 

The phenomenon of co lo nisatio n of the countryside around man y cities by forme r 

urban dwellers bring. groups of people together who are different in te rms of 

occupations, o ri g ins and life sty les (B ryant e t al, J 982:44). Rural in -migrants are by no 

means homogeneous in te rm · of such features a w here they have come from , their 

prev ious environment and li fe experience , the type of rural area they have sought out , 

the degree o f permanence they auach to this change in their Ji ves, the motives beh ind 

the ir moves and the degree of attachment they have to an urban area. Champion 

( 1998:3 1) c ites British resea rch identifying three ·pecific gro ups o f migrant s 

cons tituting the largest c lements of in-migrati on. The first is re tired people, second are 

those w ho move to be close to a new job, and the third comprises commuters who, 

though they have moved house, contin ue to work in their prev ious home area. The 

firs t and thi rd o f these groups are re levant to thi . di scussion. 

The prac tice of peop le moving from the urban to the rural on leav ing paid 

employment produces a dual e ffect: as their lives are changed by the rite de passage 

of re tirement, these in-migrants a lso, more than other migrants, change the rural area 

they have moved to (Harper, 1997: 193; Halseth , 1999: 167), probably because they 

have more time ava ilable. The changes arise from the new skill s, ideas, attitudes and 

money they bring with them. In New Zealand enjoyment of re tire ment has much to do 

with the pursuit of an active lifestyle. Lee and McDermott ( 1998: I 00) say that as 

people live longer and enjoy greater mobility, so arc they more like ly to choose pre

re tire ment and retirement places to dwell in keeping with more ac ti ve life tyle . They 

say it cannot be assumed that they a ll aspire to apartment li vi ng, nor to the 

consumption choices represented by inner c ity or gentrified suburban dwelling. 

Space and rural or coastal amenity beyond the city edge will still feature 
prominently in the housing choices of a significant group of recent and 
pending retirees. This wil l result in the partial urbanisation of hi ghl y-valued 
natural environments (Lee and McDermott, 1998: I 00). 
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Retired people are well represented among Oneriri sm allho lders: 

We came here directly fr01n Auckland when I retired. I just wanted to get away 
from the city und all the associations with the 1rork I had been doing for the past 
J 5 years. It 1vc1s tough at first; we didn 't know much about country living, but we 
soon learned. 

What do you do after retirement? The prospect of silting in a little apartment 
ll'atching Sky TV and getting fa t is not Fery al/ractii•e. So you try to find a 11·ay of 
being able to s1irvfre 1\'ith a high quality of life and hai•e something to keep you f it 
and healthy. 

We came here in 1993 as part of our planned retirement project. We kne 11· \\'e 

needed something that ivas going to be a challenge physically, socially and 
intellectually, othenl'ise 11·e 1rn11/d get bored; that 11·as our motivation for coming 
here. 

Accordin g to Lee and McDermott , in rural dis tric ts w ithin reasonable distance o f 

cities, o lder population groups arc a signi ficant and growing population component. 

.. The elderly. although unlikely to be a numerica l majority at the local gove rnmen t 

level, may be influential beyond the ir numbers due to the ir accumu lated wealth , 

ex peri ence (including politica l experience) and the fac t that they - un like commuters 

- are fu ll -time re idcnts·· ( 1998: I 02). 

Swaffie ld and Fairweather ( 1998:8) c ite the findin gs of a number of overseas studie , 

and a survey of smallho lders near Christchurch that sugge ·t that commuter-based 

smallho ld ing by people in search o f privacy, picturesque rural settings and a benign 

environment for fami ly life is a common feature o f late 2o•h Century post-colon ial 

cultures. As already noted, fo r most, Oneriri is too far fro m Auckland in terms of 

travel time fo r daily commuting as yet, but man y people work two o r mo re days a 

week in the city, s taying overnight with frie nd. , fam il y or in rented acom modation. 

From Otamatea Eco-Vi llage, me mbers of five fam ilies travel more or less regu larly to 

Auckland , maintaining part-time jobs. Some people are able to te lecommute -

working from home and in constant touch with clients or workpl ace by computer: 

The internet allows people like me to ivork here, because I am no longer 
disadvantaged hy living in the country. I do11 't have to live next to a library or a 
university; I have got library resources that are infinite, and low-cost telephony 
enables me to stay in touch with clien ts worldwide. We are just so connected now. 
Going to the country used to mean that you cut yourself off from everything. 
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T ogether, re tirees, "semi'"-commuters and the rural-based self-employed constitute 

what Lee and McDermott call the " third wave" of urban decentralisati on. The first 

wave, which occurred ea rly la ·t century, was driven by tramways and the desire for 

"garden cities". The econd wave, during the post-war years, was dri ven by the motor 

car and the desire for the " quarter-acre paradise", and 

the third wave is be ing driven by communicat ions technology, even cheaper 
and more effic ient moto r car., extended years in se mi or full re l irement, and 
the desire to get c lose to nature and to redi scover New Zealand's " rural'· 
1raditio ns and a " natural ,. life experie nce (Lee and McDermoll ( n.d.) cited 
McShanc, 2003:7). 

The contributio n to the landscape of this third wave was observed by Hunt ( 1995). He 

fou nd that the owners of s mallho ldings are plant ing trees and hedgerows more than 

the fa m1ers before them. They arc improv ing the life-supporting qualities of the soil 

and arc more like ly to take an active interest in conservation. lie found that 

" life ·tylers·· were conserving natural resources fo r fu ture ge nerations by tree plant ing 

and conservi ng so il s; safeguarding and maintaining w ildli fe habitats; and avo iding, 

remedying or mitigating any adve rse effects on the environment (c ited McShane, 

2003: J 6). 

This section has situated Onc riri wi thin the urban shadow as pai1 of the ci ty's 

countryside, w here processes of change in land use arc occurrin g despite w hat many 

farmers and rural migrants see a · outdated land-u. e policie . The nearness to 

Auckland and the desirabi lity of rural li ving in a picturesque landscape has Jed to 

ubstantial escalation in land price on the peninsula. Retirement has proved to be a 

prime reason fo r people to seek a place in the country and increasingly, the 

avai lability of instant world-wide communication in the form of the internet is 

drawing others. 

For many, country life means safety, tranquility, beautiful scenery, friendly people. In 

response to these idyllic no tions of rural bliss, it needs to be asked whethe r rural 

li ving is better than urban. Waldegrave & Stuart 's ( 1998) exhaustive survey of 

migrati on from urban centres to rural communities nominates a lac k of faci lities 

ranging from medical care to shops, lack of employment opportunities and isolation as 

d isadvantages of rural li v ing. Despite these disincentives they make the point that 

counter-migration seems to be a consistent feature of population movement in New 
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Zealand. There is one other aspect of rural living which, while not necessarily a 

disincentive, is both negative and unavoidable: farmers and smallholders do not 

always see eye-to-eye. 

Cockies v. Blockies 

One of the farmers contributing to thi s study had thi s to say about smallholders: 

There's good l(festylers and bad lifestyle rs. Th e good lifestyle rs will take an 
interest in every thing that's going on around them, and take an interest in trying 
to keep their place looking smart. Th e bad lifestylers are the ones that cause 
trouble, pinpricking about everything that 's not necessary. They' ve got to 
remember that we've got a Jann to run, and run the best way we know ho iv, and I 
suppose spray nwst come into that. I k1101v 11·e 've got to be careful 1vith spray, but 
some of them go a bit silly about it. 

Thi s pronouncement is notab le for a number of reasons. The first is that it embraces 

the two most frequently voiced criticisms that farmers direct at sma llholders - that 

few control weeds o n their land ("keep the place looking smart") , and that they are 

almost certain to object to farmers ' use of herbicides. The second is that the worth of 

the " bad" smallho lders' opinions is minimi sed, di smi ssed as "pinprickin g" and "not 

necessary". The third e lement of note is that the whole tone of this comment clearly 

identifies smallholders as "other" to the speaker, especially in terms of farming 

knowledge ("farm . . . the best way we know how"). To sum up this analysis, in this 

farmer ' s reckoning smallholders are clearly Others who know little or nothing about 

farming . There is thus a clear discur ive di stance between thi s farmer and the people 

who are "othered". 

Why should there be this distance? This final section will attempt to answer this 

question , exploring along the way various points of contention between farmers and 

smallholders. Farmers' observations about the presence and practices of smallholders 

as consequences of rural change to which they, as a class, have contributed, are 

compared with smallholders' views of current Oneriri farmers and farming practice. 

Constituting otherness 

Twenty years ago, traditional fami ly farming was the domjnant culture of the Oneriri 

peninsula, a situation that had changed little for more than a hundred years. Even 10 

years ago there were few smallholders, but shortly after their numbers began to build 
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steadily. Today smallholders by far outnumber formers, but traditional farm ing 

remajns the dominant cul ture of Oneriri for two reasons. Fi rst, almost all of the 

farmland of the peninsula is devoted to pastoral farming. Though a breakdown of land 

use between farmi ng and smallholding is not available, Kai para District Counci l's 

planning maps showing individual titles indicate that smallholdings would occupy 

less than fi ve percent of the peninsula. Second, farmer · constitu te a readi ly 

identifiab le and clearl y visib le sector of Oncriri · s population by virtue of their 

occupation. There is little commonali ty among smallholders in terms of land use and 

occupation. 

For much o f the fa rming community the otherness of. mallholders man ifests in two 

categories: social relations and farming practice. 

Social relations 

Some farmers volunteer excuse or reasons why they have little or no social 

interaction with smallholders: 

You hear so-and-so's bought that hlock do1rn there and the next thing there's 
so111ebody else on it. Ir's 1101 a snooty thing that 11·e don't 111ix with [smallholders], 
it's j ust that you can 't keep up 1rith the111. 

We /ul\ ·en 't socialised a lot ll'ith 11e1v people 1rho '1·e co111e into the area. It's not 
b ecause 1i·e'1·e set our faces against the111. Work co11.rnmes most of 111y time so my 
other time I preciously guard and give it 11·/i ere I want to - mostly to my family 
and old friends. 

I don't think of people as established fa rmers or 1vhether they are lifestyle block 
owners. We judge them 0 11 the people they are. But the established fa r111ers are the 
p eople we have been socialising with all our lives, so they are old ji'iendsh.ips and 
we all know each other really ire//. 

We lwl'e such af11/l social life that it's very hard to find time to add 11111ch more. 

Other farmers make no excuses: 

I don 't think I know any lifesrylers - not close, personally. I know of them, but our 
paths in that respect haven 't crossed comm1111ity-wise. 

I guess there 's a gap because I don 't know any [smallholders}. I don't know them 
out this road . .. maybe enough to say 'hi ', bur 1101 enough to talk to. There are 
lots of different lifestylers but I 11:ould prefer my neighbours to be fa rmers. 
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I have had a bit to do with a few of the lifestyle rs, but then there 's not so many of 
the farmers left. There are not the big farms there used to be. 

Smallholders clearly signal that they regard farmers as Other in the social sense by the 

way they objectify them almost as a separate species . Possibly thi s is mainly because 

so few know any farmers: 

I don't know how I would meet any farmers really, sol wo11ldn 't know about them. 

I ha ven 't met a lot of farmers. I introduced myself to one 1vhen I was doing my 
walk to the end of the road one day. He was moving sheep along the road so I 
1valked to the end of the road with him. 

The people in Oneriri are very pleasant and chatty 0 11 the s111face, but I ha ven 't 
really got to know any of them well. There 's a sort of 1·eneer, and I don 't know 
1vhether that's because you 're seen as a stranger or what. 

Th ere are boundaries. I assume that the old farming families all know each other 
pretty well, though I don 't know how much they socialise on a regular basis. 

There is a cleavage betll'een us and them and I don 't really see that there is 
anyone to blame for that, or indeed if it's a bad thing. I don 't think it's a bad 
thing. I am quite a pri vate person; I don't really \\'ant to know all the farm ers. 

With some exceptions there exis ts a clear soc ial divide between farmers and 

smallholders. It is equally clear that it is not a hostil e divide. Rather, it seems to reside 

in a reluctance on the part of farmers to seek new friend s outside their ex isting social 

network, and the Jack of a community of interest between the two groups. This 

conclusion resonates with survey evidence from Newby et al ( 1978) which shows that 

farmers' soc ial networks are extremely confined. In general, they conclude, farmers 

simply do not have non-rural, non-local friend s. They rarely meet sociall y with people 

from outside agricu lture (cited Murdoch , 1995: 1222). 

Farming practice 

In terms of land use and the practice of farming, many Oneriri farmers maintain a 

rigid distance from smallholders, exemplified by the attitude of the farmer quoted in 

the introductory paragraph to thi s section. A minority recognise that those 

smallholders who nm stock or otherwise farm their blocks need time to learn 

agricultural skills. They are, therefore, more tolerant of the shortcomings vilified by 

their farming cohorts. The plaints of the less tolerant have become a credo: 
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Th ey ha ve got to learn about the spraying. They need to appreciate it has always 
been done and thay can 't expect it to be stopped just because they've come. Of 
course, all farm ers are considerate about that anyway. We would never spray 
when it is blowing over the neighbour. 

Some of the people who've moved here have moved without a mission. Th ey've 
moved onto properties because they've either had a redunda11cy or [a11 
inheritance], and they don 't work, some of them. Th ey don 't 1vant to do much so 
they're not goi11g to co11tribute much to a community; usually they 1vill be 
passengers. 

Th ere are [smallholde rs] who appreciate th e country l~festyle and those 1vho 
abuse it. A lot are ignorant about looking aft er animals and ge flin g rid of weeds. 
A lot are ignorant about the soil; if you look qfier the soil right it 's going to grow 
good grass. 

It 's gett ing out of line a bit, the encroachment of lifes tyle blocks Oil our fa r111i11g. 
We ha ve to be so careful [about spraying] 11ow. We do11 't use a lot of it now, but I 
used to use a couple of hundred litres of 2, 4,5T a year just to keep gorse under 
control. 

Th e blockholders don 't want to in volve themselves in the community. Th ey tend to 
just keep to themselves and their little pockets of f riends. 

Th ere's the ones that come into the conmwnity and then expect city conditions. 
Th ey should accept the co1111111mity and the fa nning practices that go with it 
without [beha ving in a way] that makes it hard to be neighbourly and get on. 

The core concerns of fa rme rs about smallholders are threats to their weed eradicati on 

regimes, fa ilure to properl y maintain land and stock , and failure to contribute to the 

community. Surpri singly, most smallholders are reasonabl y sympathetic to, and echo, 

farmers' concerns: 

I wouldn 't say that the blockholders are incapable of looking aft er their blocks, 
but there are some that don 't seem to ha ve made much progress. Some of them 
now ha ve more thistles and gorse spreading on them than they've ever had. 

There are lifestylers who move here without a penny left over and can 't improve 
their lot in any way because they can never get on top of the fin ancial burden from 
buying in here. Their blocks obviously suffe r. 

A lot of people bite off more than they can chew; they don 't keep the damn weeds 
down and that really breeds resentment among the farm ers. 

I would like to think that when we lea ve [this land], we lea ve it better than when 
we picked it up. I would also like to think that what I do doesn 't detrimentally 
affect my neighbours and vice-versa. 
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Land has got to be looked after responsibly and sensitively. If it is overrun with 
weeds that is both irresponsible and insensitive. 

At the same time, sm allho lders can be critical of what they see as poor fa rming 

prac tices in Oneriri: 

I don 't see the land around here being abused, but in terms of good fa rming 
p ractice, there hasn 't been a lot of it necessarily. 

It seems to me there are parts well looked after and parts tha t aren 't. There is a 
lot of gorse and other iveed about. My fa ther always said you could tell a good 
fa rmer by looking at his fences. Th ere are an awful lot of bad fences on the 
peninsula. 

It 's sad the Oneririfarmers don 't look after the land we11. I don 't know whether 
it 's a matter of economics; perhaps they cwz 't qfford to pay more attention to their 
land. 

Farmers have this grass mania. Every blade of grass counts, doesn 't it ? They still 
fa rm the old ways; they won 't put up shelterbelts because they cut do1vn their 
graz ing. 

I hate to see animals standing out in the baking sun when [thefan ner} could plant 
a few trees and let the animals have a modicum of comfort. 

New meanings and cultu ral understandings of the ru ra l will challenge those of the 

ex isting dominant culture, according to Cloke and Milbourne. They say new 

meanings, values and prac tices are continuall y being created and it will depe nd on the 

degree to which these are incorporated into the dominant culture as to whether 

opposition leads to direct and sustained cultu ra l confl ict (1 992:365). They point 

specificall y to the way the expression of cultural opposition tends to foc us on 

unimportant , or only marginall y important points of conflict: 

Where they ex ist, it is c ruc ia l to ga in an understand ing of the symbolic 
nature of cu ltu ra l oppos iti ons, whe reby di scord between diffe rent lifes ty les 
in the same pl ace may be brought about by the lack of sy mbo lica lly crucial 
but materi a lly stra ig ht fo rward cultural competences which are not being 
observed by o ne group of people to another ( 1992:366) . 

Good neighbours, bad neighbours 

In Oneriri , apart from what is construed as interference, or meddling with , farming 

practices such as herbicide spraying, farmers' complaints about smallholder behaviour 

centres on what they believe is ignorance or lack of consideration: 
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Yes, a lot of [smallholders] are keen to learn and they read books. The trouble is 
that then they try to tell us established farmers what we should be doing. Well, you 
just ha ve to humour them. 

Th ere is conflict when Auckland people buy small blocks up rural roads and then 
don 't respect farm ers moving their stock on the road, tra velling too fast and 
creating ha voc for the farmer. 

Th ey just don 't realise that for this community to ha ve such good services, they 
have to be maintained and people power does that. They ha ve to be in volved. 

What a person does with their own land is their choice - as long as they're not 
living off me. If they are on the welfare system and they are able to work then they 
don't ha ve my respect. If I work I expect every other bugger to work. 

We don't mind them riding [horses] over our land but when they leave the gates 
open I see red. They just don 't think. 

A recent ed ition of the community news sheet circulating in Oneriri reported an 

incident where wandering dogs were shot. The owner o f the dogs reac ted by 

threatening to kill the person responsible for shooting them (Kaiwaka Bugle, 2003). 

Smallholders seem to have fewer spec ific complaints abo ut farmers , though many 

bemoan the "acres of cowshit" left on roads by dri ve n stock. Smallholders are more 

concerned about the reaction of farmers to their presence on the peninsul a: 

The more people travel overseas the more their eyes are opened to other people's 
ways of life. These are the people 1vho are much more open to newcomers. Those 
1vho ha ven 't tra velled much from this peninsula, they are the ones who resist 
change and resent people with different lifestyles coming in. Th ey are especially 
suspicious of anything that smacks of "green " culture. 

One farmer said to us "It 's you damn lifestylers that are causing us to go to extra 
expense and take extra care because we are so damn scared that we are going to 
[spray] your trees and things ". This has created a bit of a wedge [between 
fanners and smallholders]. 

I always think the big old farming families have an almost feudal f eeling that they 
own the place. They probably feel that they are losing their status. I think they f eel 
that something has shifted. Well it has: we are all here. 

I feel that most [fanners] resented us being here. It was said several times to us: 
total amazement that we were planting trees. Why do you want to plant those 
trees? What are you going to do with all this grass? Wh ere are your animals? It 
was such a new concept for them. They didn 't plant trees. 
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The opening up of Oneriri to new interests has clearly prompted a number of 

dimensions of di spute and di vision. Halfacree and Boyle (1998: 8) say such materi al 

struggles very much involve contrasting representations of ru ra lit y, with various 

ac tors attempting to impose their respective representati ons of the ru ral over othe rs. 

This seems to suggest a reason why, as observed by Cloke and Milbourne (above) that 

such oppos itions are culturall y based and , therefore, largely symbolic. The pre

ex isting social and cultu ral constitution of Oneriri by the dominant culture thus 

becomes a fo undati on of resistance to ru ral change from w ithin (Barl ow and Cocklin , 

2003) . 

The power of money 

T he loss of estab li shed fa rm ing fa milies fro m the peninsula has been fe lt keenl y by 

many, and while smallholders are not bl amed fo r their departure, they are seen to have 

an indirect influence. One fa rmer regretted the recent premature departure of 

coll eagues and kin , attribting it to the fac t that urban migrants' interest in Oneriri 

meant the fa rmers were able to "se ll well" and were thus persuaded to se ll earlier than 

they might. Other fa rmers see thi s situation diffe rentl y: 

Selling-wise, lifestylers are a good thing. The properties that have already been 
developed make it more attractive fo r other townies to come and have a look too. 
It means that you 're going to put your f arm on the market with development in 
mind. 

I struggle, generally speaking, with Auck/anders, but we certainly need their 
f inancial resources. In Oneriri they are the potential lifesty lers who will pay the 
top prices fo r our land. 

Despite cultural di ffe rences mani fes ted in conflict over behav iours that farmers 

perceive as unacceptable, the existence of smallholders in Oneriri has come about 

onl y because farmers themselves have permitted it. Some, ac ting through necess it y, or 

because they are leaving the di strict, have ac tively sought to sell expressly to 

smallholders as a way of max imising capital. The cultural conflicts between farmers 

and smallholders arising within the new social contex t that these land sales have 

created have resulted in varying degrees of marginalisation of smallholders, and 

feelings on the part of farmers that their way of life is somehow under threat. 
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Some of my best friends are lifestylers ... 

Not all farmers feel threatened , however. Many view new people in the di strict in a 

positive light, suggesting the terms "locals" and "blockies" oversimplifies the nature 

of thi s seemingly problematic social relationship. Allan and Mooney point out that 

close inspection may show that boundaries between locals and others are far from 

well-defined. "Rather, they have different connotations depending on the context in 

which they are used, and can be both inclusionary and exclusionary" ( J 998:285). 

The following extracts from farmers' narrati ves show that some are finding reasons to 

welcome the presence of smallholders: 

The change has been for the better ji-om 111y point of view. There is a lot more 
culture and a lot more interesting people - a lot of artistic people and others with 
good energy and a ffitudes. The impact of nell! blood and subdivision has been a 
good thing. 

I 've got nothing against blockholders. You know I quite enjoy a lot of them and I 
think it 's brought a diversi ty to 011r community. 

The influx of nell! people I see as a good thing. A lot of rural communities around 
New Zealand are suffering from depopulation and this area clearly isn 't. When 
farms obviously can 't support labour because of declining profitability, 11Jell the 
next obvious choice must be alternative land use, and I suppose subdivision is 
alternative land use. And is that intrinsically worse than having pine trees over a 
thousand acres? 

Small blockholders have added another dimension to this district. They are a 
fringe group and can make it quite difficult to Jann, but many come in here with 
resolution. They buy a little bit of land and come up with some marvellous ideas 
for using that land that somehow the established people would never think of in a 
hundred years. 

The positives are that we are ge ffing a diverse population, a multicultural 
population. A lot of them have brought good ideas and different ways of doing 
things into organ isations in the community. It isn 't just the very narrow, staid 
little farming community it was where a few families had been here for 
generations and would never believe that things could be done another way. 

This chapter has examined the phenomenon of urban migration as it applies to Oneriri 

peninsula and as the most obvious evidence of rural change in that di strict. It 

describes Oneriri as an example of a post-productivist countryside where agricu lture 

will remain the principal activity but other land uses will assume increasing 

importance over time, largely as the result of migration of urban dwellers to the 
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district. Oneriri is positioned in the so-called urban shadow, as yet too for from a 

motorway connection for daily commuting to Auckland, but near enough for 

smallholders to maintain close and often work ing relationships with the city. 1t is 

within this theoretical context that brings fa rmers and urban migrants together that 

their cultural differences are compared and reasons sought fo r connict between them. 

Cordial social relations between Oneriri farmers and smallholder · scarcely ex ist, not 

because o f connict. bu t becau. c no community of interest ex ists. However, conflict 

does ari se between the two groups where the practice of farming becomes an arena for 

disputation. Farmers believe smallholders' objections to herbicide spraying are a 

threat to proper pasture management. They sec smallholders as having unreasonable 

expectat ions of life in a farming distri ct. Smallholders can be sympathe ti c to farmers' 

concerns, but also criticise them for what they sec as poor fa rming practices. The 

underlying reasons for the confl ict, it is suggested, stem from differi ng cultural 

understandings and ex pectations of rural life. In short , farmers and smallholders do 

not understand one ano ther because of thei r genera lly diffe rent cultural background ·. 
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Conclusions 

CHA GE usually comes slowly to rural areas. Most changes are small and they 

take time to become widespread. Farming folk are necessarily conservative, and 

it is the nature of farming that its processes cannot be hurried . The result is that 

farmers are usually slower than their urban counterparts to accept innovation. For 

example, of the 22 Oneriri farmers who contributed to thi s study, only two know how 

to operate a computer. Both are women. 

Sometimes, however, change is sudden , and because it is sudden its effects are felt all 

the more keenly. The starting point for thi s thesis is one such change. The 1984 

deregulation of farming in New Zealand and its accompanying withdrawal of farm 

subsidies began a sequence of changes which are still being felt in Oneriri today. By 

tracing thi s sequence in li ght of the responses to it of the people it has affec ted , and 

continues to affect , thi s stud y has been able to fulfil its purpose and its aims. 

Its purpose has been to determine how the farming community of Oneriri has 

responded to change during the past two decades. Its example extends our knowledge 

of rural change in general, and some consequences of urban migration in particular. 

The focus of the aims of the study has been to explore the current re lationships 

existing between the farmers and other residents of Oneriri. This it has done 

ethnographically, comparing farmers' rural life views with the differently-based 

cultural understandings of rurality held by smallholders. 

The principal changes stemming from the 1984 reforms have altered the Oneriri 

landscape. Velvety paddocks speckled with sheep have given way to pastures 

roughened and tom by bulls; there are houses dotted on hilltops and ridgelines, 

surrounded in some cases by new plantings of trees and shrubs, in others by weedy 

plots supporting a few head of cattle and the odd horse. The bulls are a direct 

agribusiness response to farmers' exposure to the demands of global markets; the new 

houses locate the smallholdings subdivided off by farmers pressed for development 

capital or weary of debt. 
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Farmers know all the j o kes : How do you make a small fortune? Start with a large 

fortune and go farming. Asked what he would do with his jackpot Lo tto winnings, the 

cockie said, " I suppose I'll just keep farming till it 's all gone". The j okes don't raise 

much of a laugh in Oneriri. It 's true that nobody starves, but over time fa rm profits are 

small and getting smaller. Farmers' true wealth lies no t in the value of what their 

farms produce, but in the ever-ris ing value of the land the farms occupy. This 

anomalous situa tion, brought about by high demand for smal lholdings, means farms 

tha t have been in the hands of fami l ies for generations wi ll pass to others, most likely 

investo rs or developers, a process that has a lready begun. E ven if farming was a more 

desirable opti on as a career, mo. t farmers' children could never afford to buy the 

fam il y fa rm. 

The farming downturn al so brough t women out of the farmhouse kitchen and into the 

s tockyard to replace the hired labour the farm cou ld no longer afford . A few women 

found jobs o ff the farm, but most accepted thi. change of role even though the fa rm 

work was in addition to, rather than in place of, the ir ex isting domestic chores. 

Farming in Oneriri re tai ns its patriarchal s tructure. 

The arival of cver-inc rea ing numbers o f urban migrants in search of smallholdings 

for weekend relaxation, re tirement or famil y residence has brought soc ial tensions to 

the peninsula. The smallho lders are draw n to O nc riri by values that mirror trad itional 

and rural lifestyles embedded in the rural idyl l. It is the farmstead landscape that 

att racts them to the countrys ide. Im provements to State Highway I arc decreasing the 

time taken to journey between Auck land and Oneriri , positioning Oneriri in the 

"urban shadow" of the city. For a few it is already a daily commuting propo ·ition. 

Farmers and smallho lders agree that the rural environment affords them the lifestyles 

that give them the greatest satisfaction, but they define their satisfactions very 

differently. Similarly, farmers' views of the nature of community as a concept, and of 

the duties it imposes are interpretations the more urban-oriented smallho lders do no t 

share generall y. These examples suggest that people place themselves in the rural 

milieu and experience it accordi ng to the cu ltural constructions in which they view it. 

More s imply, rural place is interpreted in li ght of cultural values. 
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Te nsions between farmers and smallholders ari se from their different understandings 

of ruralit y. For farmer. , the rural is a place where they can employ land for its 

production capability; their philosophical aim is to create and maintain a selling for 

the efficient production of food. Most smallho lders value the rural for its scenic 

qualiti es and for the so litude, privacy, contac t with nature, and open spaces it offers. 

Agricu ltu ra l in terests rank low as motivation for leav ing the city. 

Different unde rstand ings o f rurality result in diffe rent behav iours, produc ing po ints of 

tens ion. At the most spec ific leve l issues revolve around complaint by smallho lders 

abou t farmer.· use of herbic ida l sprays, and frequentl y the no ise of ·rock and the 

fou ling of roads when stock is driven on them. Farmers in the ir tum complain about 

weed- in fested small blocks, uncontrolled clogs and the lack of consideration " townies" 

di splay when negoti ating stock being driven on roads. 

These issues, while spec ific and frequently a ired , can be accounted for by d ifferences 

between the cultural expectati on: o f bo th groups. The cultural understand ings of 

urban people , even afte r they have spent . ome time in the rural environment, can be 

seen as a challenge to farmers who represent the ex isting dominant culture on the 

peninsul a. However, it is unli ke ly their differences will be reso lved as long as fresh 

urban faces appear in the Oneriri landscape. With very few exceptions, as a class, 

fa rmers do not seek social interaction wi th smallho lders, and vice-versa; the re is no 

community of interest and thus little under. Landi ng or even discussion of each other' s 

values and views. The paradox is that farmers subdi vide land for sale to people they 

do no t want as neighbours . A corollary is that sm allho lders - especially recent arrivals 

- are seen by farmers as heedles of the need to care for the landscape that brought 

them to Oneriri in the firs t place. 

The few farmers who welcome smallholders do so for two very different reasons. The 

firs t group sees incomers as potentia l purchasers of the ir land, thereby possessing 

mere utility value. The second view is that fresh blood brings fresh ideas and diversity 

to the di stric t. For this group smallho lders have value for the community as a whole. 
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Because of the volatility of the Oneriri property market and the enormous effect 

potentially that even just a few farm sales could have on the social structure of the 

peninsula, I see a follow-up study to this research in , say, five years - to allow time 

for the completion of the planned toll road link to Auckland's motorway system -

would provide a valuable picture of a rural community coping, or not coping, with 

soc ial pressures engendered by proximity to a major urban centre . 
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APPENDIX ONE 

QUESTION GUIDE - Farmers 

I . What have been the m ain fo rces fo r change in Oneriri during the pas t l 0 years? 

2. Tell me about the sale of lifestyle blocks in Oneriri. 

3. Is Oneri ri a s ingle community? 

4 . What makes a good "community person"? 

5. What do farmers say abo ut the doings of sm allho lders and o ther non-fa rmers? 

6. Wh y do you think A uckl anders want to come and li ve he re? 

7. Do you think there is a social cleavage betwee n fa rmers and smallho lde rs? 

8. Do you know any lifestylers? 

9 . What don ' t you I do you like about smallho lde rs? 

l 0 . W ould you regard yourse lf as a "guardi an" o f the countrys ide? 

11. What are the conflic ting inte res ts in thi s fa rming di strict? 

l 2. If fa rmers "make" thi s landscape, do new res idents "consume" it? 

13. What are the unchanging features of Oneriri in thi s time of change? 

14. What are the identifi able di stinct communities in Oneriri ? 

15. A re they famil y-based , or what? 

16. How do you feel about the land you farm ? 

17. What are the definin g elements of your li fe as a fa rmer? 

18. How would you define the term "farmer"? 

19. Is the re greater att achment to the land if it has been in the famil y for a long time? 

20 . How were you affected by the withdrawal of SMPs in 1984? 

21. What did you do? 

22 . How would you judge the success - or o therwi se - of o the r farmers in Oneriri ? 

23. What do you see is the role of women on farm s? 

24. What comes to mind when you think of the term " rural"? 

25 . How do you feel about Auckland? 

26. How do you identify yourself in relation to your life in this district? 

27. What do you think about Takahoa Bay? 
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APPENDIX TWO 

QUESTION GUIDE - Smallholders 

1. Why did you come to li ve in Oneriri? 

2. What was it that drew you to country li ving? 

3. Why are there so many li fes tylers here? 

4 . Is Oneri ri a single community? 

5. Where do you do your regular shopping? 

6. Are you inte rested in doing any vo lunteer work in the d istri ct? 

7. Do you thin k you are a good "com mu nity person"? 

8. What does "co mmunity" mean to you? 

9. How do you fee l about the fa rmers here? 

I 0 . Do they fa rm well , in your opinion? 

11. ls there some sort of soc ial hierarchy in Oneriri ? 

12. Do you know any of the farming people? 

13. W hat do yo u I don' t you like abou t farme rs? 

14. Who are the "guard ians" of the countryside? 

15 . What do you think about the Takahoa Bay development? 

16. What comes into your mind when I suggest the term "ru ra l"? 

17. How do you fee l about A uckl and? 

18. What is the downside about li ving in the country? 

19. What are the de fining elements of your li fe in the country? 

20. What do you like most about ru ral li ving? 

2 1. How do you fee l about the land you ' re living on? 

22. What are your principal links with Auckl and? 

23. Do you feel you should have a say about the things your farmer neighbours do? 

24. How do you identify yourself in relati on to your life in thi s di strict? 

25. What sort of social life do you have here? 

26. What would mo tivate you to leave Oneriri I the countryside and live elsewhere? 

27. Have you changed in any way since you came to live here? 

28. Do other smallholders look after their land well ? 

29. Do you see a link between Oneriri and Auckland? 

30. Where do you call home? 
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